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This year, Pernod Ricard entrusted 18 of its staff to  
the French photographer Denis Rouvre for a series of 
explosive and innovative photos.  
His favourite themes include small-town America,  
people, sport and even body painting, all through  
his humanistic and respectful eye. He is now one of  
the world’s leading portrait photographers, renowned for  
his skillfully staged shots of stars, blending fun and 
tenderness with a touch of madness (Cannes 2011).

At the cutting edge, this daring and successful collaboration 
between Denis Rouvre and Pernod Ricard can be discovered 
throughout this Annual Report...  

this repor t is not the group’s reference document. the 
reference document was filed with the french financial 
Markets authority on 28 september 2011. it is available 
through the group’s website on www.pernod-ricard.com and 
the aMf website on www.amf-france.org.

iPad Version
read  
the 2010/2011 
annual report  
on iPad.
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solid
fundamentals

Created in 1975 by the link-up of the Pernod and Ricard companies, Pernod Ricard is now 
the co-leader of the Wine & Spirits industry. Organic growth and acquisitions have driven 
the development of a Group that reaffirms its ambition: to become number 1 worldwide in 
Wine & Spirits. Already the leader of the Premium segment—the most dynamic of the 
industry—Pernod Ricard has opted for a model of sustainable growth. This model is based 
on a two-fold strategy of brand upscaling, called ‘Premiumisation’, and a strong presence 
in emerging economies.  

a comprehensive portfolio of premium 
international brands

Since its beginning, and particularly over the last ten years of rapid acquisi-
tions, Pernod Ricard has built a unique portfolio of Premium brands on an inter-
national scale. This portfolio covers all Wine and Spirits categories and is now 
illustrated by the ‘The House of Brands’ concept. The ‘House’ classifies the 
Group’s priority brands into three segments: the ‘Top 14’, which consists of 
14 strategic spirits and champagne brands; the Wine segment, with its four 
Premium wine brands; and the 18 key local brands. The Top 14 include two glo-
bal icons—ABSOLUT vodka and Chivas Regal Scotch whisky; seven Premium 
spirits brands—Ricard pastis, Ballantine’s Scotch whisky, Jameson Irish whis-
key, Havana Club rum, Beefeater gin, and Malibu and Kahlúa liqueurs; and, 
lastly, five Prestige spirits and champagne brands—Martell cognac, The 
Glenlivet and Royal Salute Scotch whiskies, and G.H.Mumm and Perrier-Jouët 
champagnes. 

premiumisation and innovation:  
key strategic focuses to create value 

Pernod Ricard’s strategy is built on creating value through a systematic policy 
of upscaling its brands, or Premiumisation. This ‘value strategy’ is part of a 
long-term vision based on strong and on-going investment in support of the 
Group’s brands. Pernod Ricard is one of the industry’s biggest investors in mar-
keting. The Group has made a major bet on innovation, which it understands as 
a driver of growth. Innovation is a priority to boost the brands, but it clearly 
concerns every area of the business as well: Sales, Human Resources, 
Production, Legal, Finance and Communications. Creating the conditions for 
profitable and sustainable growth, the Group has the means to capture oppor-
tunities for growth. In this way, it expects to consolidate its position as leader 
of Premium segment.

Pernod ricard’s growth model  
is based on five Pillars:

profile 
and strategy

AT A GLANCE  Profile and strategy
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4 priority premium 
Wine brands

14 strategic spirits and  
champagne brands

key figures

key figures

iN ThE AsiAN mArkETs,  
ThE mosT dyNAmiC of ThE sECTor

leader

iN WiNEs & spiriTs WorLdWidE

co-leader

a comprehensive portfolio of 
premium brands

18,226 EmpLoyEEs iN 70 CouNTriEs 

iN prEmium ANd prEsTiGE spiriTs WorLdWidE

no.1

e1,909m

NET sALEs,  
+7% (orGANiC GroWTh) e7,643m

profiT from rECurriNG opErATioNs, 
+8% (orGANiC GroWTh) 
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a decentralised organisation and  
a Wholly-oWned distribution netWork 

Pernod Ricard’s organisation, unique in its industry, is built around six Brand 
Companies and 70 Market Companies. Wholly-owned by the Group, the distribu-
tion network ensures a commercial presence that is closer to the markets and 
consumer needs, allowing the global strategy defined by the Brand Companies 
to be tailored to local realities. By its decentralised nature, this flexible and 
responsive structure has shown its ability to boost performance and individual 
motivation. Very well established internationally—it is notably the leader in 
many Asian markets such as China and India—Pernod Ricard is a group that is 
optimally positioned to take full advantage of the growth of these markets—the 
most dynamic of the sector. 

employees united by  
a strong corporate culture

In a decentralised organisation, it is the corporate culture that binds everyone 
together. This corporate culture is experienced as a real competitive asset, 
expressed in a convivial, simple and direct attitude. The Group’s 18,000 employ-
ees share in it every day, maintain it in their relationships with one another, and 
in their relations with the consumers of each brand. This Pernod Ricard spirit is 
conveyed by the tagline ‘Créateurs de convivialité’. The Group’s culture is 
grounded in three values: an entrepreneurial spirit, mutual trust and a strong 
sense of ethics. These are continually encouraged by a policy of Human 
Resources management that promotes leadership skills, mobility and diversity.

an historical commitment to ethics,  
people, and the environment

There is no leadership without a deep sense of responsibility. This approach is 
historically rooted in the Group’s history and encoded in its DNA. The best evi-
dence is its commitment to society, unchanged from its beginning nearly 
50 years ago. Formalised in a new platform for Corporate Social Responsibility 
(CSR), this commitment takes concrete shape through four priorities: 
1. Applying a responsible drinking policy
2. Reducing its environmental impact
3. Sharing cultures
4. Promoting the corporate culture 
For Pernod Ricard, employees are the front-line ambassadors of these commit-
ments. 

profile 
and strategy

AT A GLANCE  Profile and strategy
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18 key local brands

key dates

key dates

2011

2005

2001

1993

1989

1988

1975

2008

2010

ACquisiTioN of irish disTiLLErs,  
ThE LEAdiNG produCEr of irish WhiskEy ANd 
oWNEr of JAmEsoN.

pErNod riCArd ANd ThE CubAN CompANy  
CubA roN CrEATE hAvANA CLub iNTErNATioNAL,  
A 50/50 JoiNT vENTurE for ThE mArkETiNG ANd 
disTribuTioN of hAvANA CLub rum.

ACquisiTioN of AusTrALiAN WiNE produCEr, 
orLANdo WyNdhAm Group,  
produCEr of ThE JACob’s CrEEk LAbEL.

pErNod riCArd is CrEATEd ThrouGh ThE LiNk-up of TWo frENCh  
ANisE-bAsEd spiriTs CompANiEs: pErNod, WhiCh WAs fouNdEd iN 1805, ANd  
riCArd, fouNdEd by pAuL riCArd iN 1932.

ACquisiTioN of viN&spriT, oWNEr of AbsoLuT,  
mAkiNG pErNod riCArd  
ThE WorLd Co-LEAdEr iN ThE iNdusTry.

AsiA ANd rEsT of ThE WorLd bEComEs ThE Group’s 
Top rEGioN.

ACquisiTioN of ALLiEd domECq, iN pArTNErship WiTh 
forTuNE brANds. ThE Group oNCE AGAiN  
doubLEs iN sizE ANd bEComEs  
ThE WorLd NumbEr TWo iN WiNEs & spiriTs. 

purChAsE+ of 39.1% of  
sEAGrAm’s WiNEs & spiriTs busiNEssEs. 

CrEATioN of prEmium WiNE brANds, A brANd CompANy  
GroupiNG ToGEThEr prioriTy WiNE brANds ACross ThE Group.
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pernod ricard  
locations



head offices  
brand companies
havana, cuba • paris, france 
• dublin, ireland • London, united kingdom
• stockholm, sweden • sydney, australia 



head offices  
pernod ricard regions 
New york, united states • paris, marseille, 
Créteil, france • hong kong, china

CHIVAS BROTHeRS

IRISH DISTILLeRS

HAVANA CLUB INTeRNATIONAL

PeRNOD RICARD AMeRICAS



28 main  
production sites
Walkerville, canada • fort smith, united states 
• Los reyes, mexico • san Jose, cuba 
• suape, resende, brazil • bella vista, 
argentina • fox & Geese, middleton, ireland 
• paisley, strathclyde, kilmalid, The Glenlivet, 
scotland • Ahus, Nobbelov, sweden 
• Aalborg, denmark • poznan, Poland 
• manzanares, Age, spain • yerevan, armenia 
• Lormont, marseille, reims, rouillac, france 
• behror, Nashik, india • rowland flat, 
australia • Tamaki, new Zealand 

AT A GLANCE  locations

locations

70
mArkET 

CompANiEs

4
rEGioNs(1)

6
brANd  

CompANiEs

(1) Asia and rest of the World, Americas, Europe (excluding france) and france.
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SOCIéTé RICARD

PeRNOD RICARD eUROPe

MARTeLL MUMM PeRRIeR-JOUëT

PReMIUM WINe BRANDS

PeRNOD RICARD ASIA

THe ABSOLUT COMPANy

SOCIéTé PeRNOD

98
produCTioN  

siTEs

 
 

holding 
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from left to right: PATRICK RICARD  Chairman of the board of directors   —   PIeRRe PRINGUeT  Chief Executive officer   —   FRANçOIS GéRARD   
—   CéSAR GIRON   —   RAFAëL GONZALeZ-GALLARZA   —   ALexANDRe RICARD  permanent representative of société paul ricard   —   DANIèLe RICARD  

from left to right: NICOLe BOUTON(1)   —   WOLFGANG COLBeRG   —   GéRALD FRèRe   —   MICHeL CHAMBAUD   —   ANDeRS NARVINGeR   
—   SUSAN MURRAy   —   LAUReNT BUReLLe(2)

directors

indePendent directors  

(1) Nicole bouton is reaching the end of her term. following the recommendation of the Appointments Committee, the board of directors proposes the reappointment of 
Nicole bouton for another four-year term. (2) Laurent burelle, on the recommendation of the Appointments Committee, was appointed at the board of director’s meeting 
of 4 may 2011 to replace Lord douro, who resigned. The appointment of Laurent burelle is subject to the approval of shareholders’ meeting of 15 November 2011. his 
term would expire at the end of the shareholder’s meeting called to approve the financial statements for the 2012/2013 financial year. 

organisation and method of operation
The board of directors is composed of 14 members, including 7 independent directors. pernod 
ricard applies the independence criteria provided for in the AfEp-mEdEf corporate governance 
code. during the reporting period, Jean-dominique Comolli resigned as a result of his new role 
as french ‘Commissioner of state holdings’. The shareholders’ meeting of 10 November 2010 
appointed susan murray as a new director. The term of françois Gérard was renewed for four 
years at the shareholders’ meeting of 2010. in addition, the board of directors co-opted Laurent 
burelle to replace Lord douro, who resigned for personal reasons.

the role division of the chairman and the chief executive officer
in order to adapt the Group’s governance and allow for natural succession within the Company’s 
executive management, the board of directors decided to separate the role of the Chairman 
from that of the Chief Executive officer. patrick ricard acts as Chairman of the board, and pierre 
pringuet as Chief Executive officer. The Chairman of the board of directors organises the board’s 
operations and reports these developments back to the shareholders’ meeting. he oversees 
the proper functioning of the Company’s managing bodies and ensures that the directors are 
fully equipped to fulfil their roles. The Chief Executive officer is granted full powers to act in the 
name of the Company in all circumstances.

board of
directors

The Board of Directors of Pernod Ricard oversees the Group’s good governance, respecting 
ethics and transparency rules. Combining personalities with complementary experience and 
skills, it ensures the respect of the long-term vision and strategy. It also guarantees that the 
Group’s management is carried out in the interest of the business and its shareholders. 

AT A GLANCE  governance

governance
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the board of directors in 2010/2011
during the financial year ended 30 June 2011, the board of direc-
tors met eight times with an attendance rate of 96%. The board 
approved the annual and interim financial statements and the 
terms of financial communications, reviewed the budget, pre-
pared for the Combined ordinary and Extraordinary shareholders’ 
meeting, and approved the draft resolutions. The current state of 
the business was discussed at each of these meetings, including 
operations, results and cash flow. As part of the Company’s debt 
management, the board regularly monitored the progress of the 
planned asset disposal programme, and during a scheduled 
review of the refinancing plan, it decided to launch two bond 
issues, one in euros and the other in us dollars. The directors were 
regularly informed of developments in the competitive environ-
ment and the operating executives of its major subsidiaries 
reported to them on their organisation, operations and outlook.

the committees of  
the board of directors(1)

The board of directors delegates to its specialised committees 
the preparation of specific topic submitted for its approval.

strategic committee

chairman:
PATRICK RICARD
members: 
FRANçOIS GéRARD
RAFAëL GONZALeZ-GALLARZA
DANIèLe RICARD

The strategic Committee met six times during the 2010/2011 
financial year with an attendance rate of 92%. its main responsi-
bility is to prepare the Company’s strategic policies for the board’s 
approval.

audit committee

chairman:
MICHeL CHAMBAUD
independent director

members:
NICOLe BOUTON
independent director
FRANçOIS GéRARD 
WOLFGANG COLBeRG
independent director

The members of the Audit Committee were specifically chosen for 
their expertise in accounting and finance. The Audit Committee’s 
primary mission is to review the draft financial statements, check 
the appropriateness and consistency of accounting methods and 
principles and ensure the quality of the financial information 
issued to shareholders. it also monitors the effectiveness of the 
internal control and risk management systems. it supervises the 
procedure for selecting statutory Auditors. The board of directors 
may refer any financial or accounting matter to it. during the 
2010/2011 financial year, it met four times with an attendance 
rate of 94%. in addition to reviewing the financial statements and 
monitoring the Group’s cash flow and debt, the Audit Committee 
examined the main risks and material off-balance-sheet commit-
ments, approved the internal Audit plan and reviewed the reports 
issued during the financial year (25 assignments were carried 
out). it also reviewed the conclusions of the self-assessment 
questionnaires sent to the Group’s main subsidiaries every year 
with the aim of evaluating whether their internal controls were 

effective and in line with the Group’s principles. This question-
naire covers Corporate Governance practices, operational mat-
ters and iT support.

appointments committee

chairman:
NICOLe BOUTON(2)

independent director
members:
ANDeRS NARVINGeR(3)

independent director
DANIèLe RICARD
PATRICK RICARD 
Chairman of the board of directors, attends the meetings of this 
Committee, in particular those dealing with directors’ appointments.

during the 2010/2011 financial year, the Committee met four 
times with a 100% attendance rate. The Appointments Commit-
tee’s main responsibility is to recommend and implement the 
selection procedure for new directors. The Committee regularly 
verifies compliance with the governance principles to which per-
nod ricard subscribes, and monitors the independence criteria of 
the members of the board of directors. in 2010/2011, due to the 
departure of certain directors, the Appointments Committee’s 
main focus was on proposing the restructuring of the board’s 
committees and on nominating a new director, Laurent burelle(3). 
it also continued its study of the balanced representation of men 
and women on the board. Lastly, it recommended that the board 
bring for a vote to the shareholders the possibility of exceptionally 
reducing the terms of office for directors in order to improve the 
staggering of such periods in the future.

remuneration committee

chairman:
NICOLe BOUTON(2)

independent director
members:
ANDeRS NARVINGeR(3)

independent director
GéRALD FRèRe
independent director

during the 2010/2011 financial year, the remuneration Commit-
tee met four times with an attendance rate of 100%. 
The remuneration Committee’s main task is to define the policy 
for remunerating the Group’s Executive directors in compliance 
with the recommendations of the AfEp-mEdEf corporate govern-
ance code to which the Company refers to. This policy covers all 
elements of remuneration, i.e. the level and amount of fixed and 
variable remuneration, but also the amounts and volumes of stock 
options awarded, as well as pension and social protection 
schemes. in 2010/2011, the Committee worked on all of these 
elements relating to the remuneration of the Executive directors. 
for the overall stock option and performance share plan that was 
authorised for one thousand employees on 15 June 2011, the 
members of the remuneration Committee recommended the 
rules of allocation to the board with the aim of increasing the pro-
portion of performance-contingent options in the allocation. The 
Committee reviewed and recommended the structure of the Chief 
Executive officer’s allocation. 

(1) for details, see page 31 of the reference document. (2) replaced Jean-dominique Comolli on 1 september 2010. (3) replaced Lord douro on 20 october 2010.
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general management

pierre 
pringuet 
ChiEf ExECuTivE 
offiCEr  

thierry 
billot  
mANAGiNG 
dirECTor, brANds

gilles  
bogaert  
mANAGiNG 
dirECTor, fiNANCE 

ian  
fitzsimons  
GENErAL CouNsEL

bruno rain  
mANAGiNG 
dirECTor,  
humAN rEsourCEs 
ANd CorporATE 
soCiAL  
rEspoNsibiLiTy

The Group’s management structure is organised around the General Management, the 
executive Board and the executive Committee (COMex). The COMex comprises the executive 
Board, which includes the General Management and the General Counsel, and the Managing 
Directors of the main subsidiaries. Under the General Management’s authority, it is 
responsible for conducting the Group’s business activities, ensuring that its main policies 
are applied, and coordinating between the Holding Company and its subsidiaries. 

The Executive board is the permanent body responsible for coordinating and directing the 
Group. it is comprised of the Group managing directors and the General Counsel. The Executive 
board initiates and reviews all decisions relating to Group affairs and submits such matters to 
the board of directors that require its approval. it also organises the work of the Executive 
Committee.

At 1 July 2011, the Executive board consisted of:  

for the 2010/2011 financial year, the Group’s General management was carried out by the Chief 
Executive officer and the three managing directors for brands, finance, and human resources 
and Corporate social responsibility. The General management coordinates the Group Executive 
Committee’s meetings. meetings are held three times a year between the General management 
and the direct subsidiaries; topics covered include strategy, the three-year plan, and the 
budget, as well as a business review.
During the past year, Pierre Pringuet also served as Managing Director, Distribution Network. 
Alexandre Ricard, then CEO of Irish Distillers, has held this position since 1 September 2011.

executive board 

AT A GLANCE  governance

governance

management
structures  
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executive committee

holding comPany management

(1) LIONeL BReTON 
Chairman & CEo of martell mumm 
perrier-Jouët

(2) PIeRRe PRINGUeT 
Chief Executive officer

(3) THIeRRy BILLOT 
managing director, brands

(4) PIeRRe COPPéRé 
Chairman & CEo of  
pernod ricard Asia

(5) LAUReNT LACASSAGNe 
Chairman & CEo of  
pernod ricard Europe

(6) BRUNO RAIN 
managing director,  
human resources and Corporate 
social responsibility

(7) PHILIPPe DRéANO 
Chairman & CEo of  
pernod ricard Americas

(8) GILLeS BOGAeRT 
managing director, finance

(9) ALexANDRe RICARD(1)

Chairman & CEo of irish distillers

(10) IAN FITZSIMONS 
General Counsel

(11) CHRISTIAN PORTA 
Chairman & CEo of  
Chivas brothers

(12) JeAN-CHRISTOPHe 
COUTUReS 
CEo of premium Wine brands 

(13) CéSAR GIRON 
Chairman & CEo of pernod

(14) PHILIPPe GUeTTAT 
Chairman & CEo of  
The Absolut Company

(15) PHILIPPe SAVINeL 
Chairman & CEo of ricard

top, from left to right: PATRICK CASTANIeR  vp, business development  —  OLIVIeR CAVIL  
vp, Communications  —  JeAN CHAVINIeR  vp, information systems  —  JéRôMe COTTIN-BIZONNe  
vp, Audit and development(1)  —  DeNIS FIéVeT  vp, financial Communication and investor relations   
bottom, from left to right: ARMAND HeNNON  vp, public Affairs, france  —  ARMIN RIeS  
vp, special Advisor to General management  —  MARTIN RILey  Chief marketing officer  —  JeAN RODeSCH  
vp, institutional Affairs  —  JeAN-PIeRRe SAVINA  vp, industrial operations  

1

4

7

11
14 1510

6
5

9

2 3

13
12

8

The Executive Committee is the Group’s managing body that includes the General management, 
the General Counsel and the managing directors of the main subsidiaries. it helps to develop 
the Group’s strategy and coordinates between the holding Company and its subsidiaries, as 
well as between the subsidiaries themselves (brand Companies and market Companies). under 
the General management’s authority, it is responsible for conducting the Group’s business 
activities and ensuring that its main policies are applied.
in this capacity, the Executive Committee:
• examines the Group’s activity and its variances with respect to the business plan;
• provides guidance when setting objectives (income statement, debt and qualitative objectives);
• periodically reviews the brands’ strategies;
• analyses the performance of the network of Group market and brand Companies, and recom-
mends necessary organisational adjustments;
• approves and enforces the Group’s main policies (human resources, good marketing and 
business practices, quality safety environment policies, social responsibility, etc.).
The Executive Committee meets eight to eleven times a year.  

The primary objectives of the 
holding Company’s General 
management are:
• to prepare and coordinate 
the decisions and actions to 
be taken by the holding Com-
pany;
• to exchange information on 
the Group’s operations, and 
on actions undertaken or to 
be taken by each of the func-
tional management depart-
ments;
• to prepare for certain deci-
sions that are the responsibil-
ity of the Group’s General 
management. 

(1) Jérôme CoTTiN-bizoNNE has been appointed CEo of havana Club international, with effect from 1 december 2011. victor JErEz, currently CEo of pernod ricard polska 
(Wyborowa sA), will succeed him as vice-president, Audit and development of pernod ricard, with effect from 1 october 2011. 

(1) As of 1 september, Alexandre ricard joined the Group General management team, as managing director, distribution 
Network. At the same date, Anna malmhake, former marketing director of The Absolut Company (TAC), succeeded him, as 
Chairman & CEo of irish distillers.
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brand comPanies market comPanies

the brand companies
are located in their home countries and  

are responsible for developing  
the overall strategy of the brands and  

their portfolios.  
They are also responsible for  

production and plant management.

The holding Company defines the Group’s strategy and oversees its implementation.  
its responsibilities are centred on four main areas: 
1. reserved functions (Group strategy, financial policy, communications, human resources, 
legal affairs, and institutional policies), 
2. control of the management of direct subsidiaries, 
3. approval of brand and market strategy,
4. coordination of key policies (purchasing, information systems, quality Environment 
safety, etc.). 
The holding Company also provides expertise in the fields of sales and marketing.
There are 170 people working at the holding Company’s head office in paris.

* Joint venture.

the market companies
which are attached to the four regions,  

are responsible for growing their markets 
and generating local profits.  

They also ensure the application of  
the Group’s strategy and key policies  

in their markets. 

HAVANA CLUB INTeRNATIONAL*

The cornerstone of Pernod Ricard’s culture, decentralisation is the founding principle of the 
Group’s organisation. Its equilibrium is based on constant dialogue between the Brand 
Companies and the Market Companies, coordinated by the Holding Company that defines 
the major strategic guidelines.  

Pernod 
ricard 

holding

AT A GLANCE  organisation

organisation

organisational chart

THe ABSOLUT COMPANy PeRNOD RICARD ASIA

CHIVAS BROTHeRS PeRNOD RICARD AMeRICAS

MARTeLL MUMM PeRRIeR-JOUëT PeRNOD RICARD eUROPe

IRISH DISTILLeRS SOCIéTé PeRNOD

PReMIUM WINe BRANDS SOCIéTé RICARD
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Creativity and innovation, the corollaries of a sustained marketing investment strategy, 
were once again the watchwords of the past financial year. Indeed, more than forty 
significant innovations marked the period. Range extensions, the creation of limited 
editions, new ways of consuming, and a proliferation of digital campaigns helped to 
accelerate performance for all brands in the Group’s portfolio. Pernod Ricard was also 
singled out by Forbes magazine, which recently added the Group, in sixteenth place, to its 
global ranking of the 50 most innovative companies. Internally, the Group reported the 
results of its Company-wide project, ‘Agility’, launched last year: there are currently some 
thirty initiatives underway.  

key events

key events

2010/2011
at a glance

the group’s key events 
July  ❱  Creation of a new brand Company called premium Wine 
brands, covering all of the Group’s priority wine brands; extension 
of The Absolut Company’s responsibilities to all international vod-
kas in the portfolio; and the creation of a new pernod ricard sub-
saharan Africa region linked to pernod ricard Europe. sale of 
spanish wine brands marqués de Arienzo™ and viña Eguía™ for 
€28 million to the spanish consortium vinos de Los herederos del 
marqués de riscal sA. august  ❱  sale of the spanish company 
Ambrosio velasco (pacharán zoco and palacio de la vega brands) 
to diego zamora for €33.1 million. december  ❱  sale of the 
renault cognac brand for €10 million to scandinavian group Altia. 
sale of New zealand sparkling wines brand Lindauer for €47 mil-
lion. January  ❱  Launch of the first Group innovation day with 
40 designs unveiled. february  ❱  The spanish supreme Court 
confirms the ownership of the havana Club brand by the joint ven-
ture between pernod ricard and Cuba ron. march  ❱  success of 
the €1 billion bond issue. april  ❱  The Group’s first dollar-denom-
inated bond issue—for $1 billion over 10 years—draws an order 
book of more than $6 billion. The Group reveals the 30 initiatives 
of the Agility project. 23 may  ❱  18,000 employees join forces for 
responsib’ALL day, the inaugural edition of a day dedicated to the 
fight against excessive or inappropriate consumption of alcohol, 
with drink driving as its theme.  

marketing highlights 
ricard  ❱  Changes its bottle for the first time since 1932. 
absolut  ❱  introduces a test version of its new ultra-premium 
vodka, AbsoLuT ELyx. chivas  ❱  Launches a new film entitled 
‘virtuous Circle’ for its global ‘Live with Chivalry’ campaign. 
Jameson  ❱  Crosses the symbolic threshold of 3 million cases. 
ballantine’s  ❱  The ‘ballantine’s Championship’ golf tourna-
ment in korea gains international recognition with the victory of 
the former world number one Lee Westwood. kahlúa  ❱  unveils 
its latest campaign, ‘delicioso’, starring actress Ana de la reguera. 
martell  ❱  opens a new shop in kuala Lumpur. Jacob’s 
creek  ❱  Launches three new products for its ‘reserve’ prestige 
range. perrier-JouËt  ❱  Celebrates its bicentennial and is 
named the official champagne for the royal wedding of prince 
Albert of monaco and Charlène Wittstock. 

subsequent events
July 2011  ❱  pernod ricard announces the signing of a joint 
venture with the company Tequila Avión. The agreement covers 
the development and marketing of the ultra-premium tequila 
brand, Avión™. The Group is a minority shareholder in this joint 
venture and will handle the brand’s exclusive worldwide distribu-
tion. As structured, the transaction has no significant impact on 
the Group’s debt. 
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it wasn’t just in the last few years that pernod ricard discovered what is now commonly called 
Corporate social responsibility. since the establishment of the oceanographic institute in 
1966, and that of the irEb (institute for scientific research on Alcoholic beverages) in 1971, it 
has now been more than forty years that the Group, through its founders, has made ethics a 
mainstay of its development. 

pernod ricard continues to perpetuate this legacy, as evidenced by its recent achievements 
of the past year. The Group adopted a brand new Csr policy which redefines the four priorities 
that outline its field of action in this area. first of all, employees were given new human 
resources management tools, redesigned to encourage diversity and the promotion of talent. 
on the matter of education about responsible drinking, the Group established a company-wide 
day of action, ‘responsib’ALL day’, bringing together its 18,000 employees worldwide. on the 
environmental side, the market Companies were at the centre of new developments. Lastly, 
the sharing of cultures and support for entrepreneurial initiatives continued to be the main 
focuses of the Group’s corporate philanthropy.  

the fundamentals
of csr

corporate social 
responsibility 

the values of the grouP 

A COLLeCTIVe COMMITMeNT TO PeRFORMANCe 

entrePreneurial sPirit
mutual trust

sense of ethics

a way of working: 
decentralisation

a way of being:  
conviviality

four Priorities

promote  
responsible  

drinking
respect our  
environment

promote  
entrepreneurship

share  
our cultures



irEb (iNsTiTuTE for sCiENTifiC rEsEArCh oN 
ALCohoLiC bEvErAGEs) fouNdEd by  
JEAN hémArd, ThE ThEN-ChAirmAN of pErNod

1971

2005 bEGiNNiNG of pArTNErship WiTh ThE AppEL AssoCiATioN: 
LAuNCh of WATEr TANk proGrAmmE iN hAiTi ANd  
supporT for sTudENTs iN viETNAm

96%
of voLumEs produCEd from  
iso 14001 CErTifiEd siTEs  

40% of ouTsidE rECruiTs ArE WomEN

100% of subsidiAriEs pArTiCipATEd iN A dAy of 
ACTioN AGAiNsT driNk driviNG oN 23 mAy 2011

99%
of CAmpAiGNs moNiTorEd iN 2010/2011  
WErE iN CompLiANCE WiTh ThE pErNod riCArd CodE  

of ToTAL pAyroLL iNvEsTEd iN TrAiNiNG2.53%

of produCTioN siTEs  
moNiTor ThEir CArboN fooTpriNT 

90%

sTArT of CorporATE spoNsorship of ThE pompidou CENTrE,  
EuropE’s LEAdiNG musEum of CoNTEmporAry ArT1997

pErNod riCArd bEComEs ThE firsT mAJor spoNsor of  
ThE quAi brANLy musEum iN pAris

2004
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Being an entrepreneur  
means having  
the courage to create.



02 chairman’s message

the entrepreneurial spirit, 
the Spirit of a Leader

this Annual report aims to inform you about your 
Group’s strategy and results which justify your trust 
in us. As you will see from reading the pages that fol-
low, they are excellent, exceeding our initial forecasts. 
It was a year in which more than one record was bro-
ken. I will start off by saluting the exemplary work of 
the General Management and by thanking each of per-
nod ricard’s employees. I am, more than ever, con-
vinced that they are the primary engine of our growth. 
Why?
Because they are the ones who, every day, embody 
the longevity of our business model. Whether we are 
in a period of uncertainty or of recovery, our employ-
ees transform our growth strategy into reality. In the 
field, they carry a single ambition: to become the 
leader. that is what motivates each of us: to dare to go 
beyond, to overcome, to constantly innovate, to never 
give up...
to be number 1 means to become the leader. Is it a 
matter of size? of weight? no doubt. We are already the 
world leader in the premium and prestige segments. 
We are leader in China, France, and Mexico(1), to name 
just a few markets. But being the leader is above all a 
question of mind-set. It is this mind-set that drives 
each of our employees, and it has always had the same 
name: ‘the entrepreneurial spirit’. 

Being an entrepreneur means  
constantly innovating

Being an entrepreneur means always pressing forward, 
having the courage to create. that’s how the entrepre-
neur becomes a leader. the entrepreneur is the one who 
innovates, the one who challenges the status quo—in 
short, a mix of intuition and vision. the entrepreneur 
dares, imagines, invents; he doesn’t hesitate to define 
new rules that are better-suited to new challenges. 
Decentralisation offers everyone the chance to be such 
an entrepreneur by allowing him to capitalise on all the 
opportunities presented by his market. 
For pernod ricard, innovation is at the heart of its 
decentralised organisation and its premiumisation 
strategy. It accelerates value creation for our brands. 
We are continuously offering new products, new 
modes of consuming, communicating and marketing. 
these last few years, even at the height of the crisis, 
pernod ricard never stopped innovating. our invest-
ments were uninterrupted, indicative of a long-term 
strategic vision. the point is not to break investment 
records, but to provide unfailing suppor t for our 
brands’ growth.

Being an entrepreneur means  
adhering to strong values   

But innovating doesn’t mean star ting over from 
scratch. We can only innovate by building on a robust 
and healthy foundation—in short, our roots—whether 
in respect of people, united around strong values, or 
our products, the fruit of authentic lands and tradi-
tions. In the footsteps of the Group’s Founders, pernod 
ricard has succeeded in building a unique and unified 
culture. this heritage has been constantly enriched by 
the diversity of newcomers who have always seen 
themselves reflected in our common values: the entre-
preneurial spirit, of course, but also mutual trust, a 
sense of ethics and conviviality. this culture has 
allowed managerial transitions to occur at the highest 

dare to go beyond, overcome, 
never give up.

(1) on the Western Style Spirits segment.
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levels of the Company without destabilising the teams 
or threatening the pursuit of our strategy. that’s what 
ensures our longevity.

Being an entrepreneur means  
being responsible 

the spirit of responsibility is crucial for a leader. We 
must set the example in order to convey a message of 
moderation and to vigorously combat inappropriate 
drinking practices. Accordingly, on 23 May of this year 
our 18,000 employees joined together all around the 
world to reaffirm their shared commitment: the moder-
ate consumption of alcoholic beverages should be a 
time of pleasure, shared celebration and conviviality.
the innovator anticipates, adapts, overcomes and 
wins. pernod ricard has just demonstrated this once 
again by turning in remarkable performances. this 
spirit ensures our outstanding adaptability to market 
conditions. the bottom line of our business reflects 
our ability to rebound, our creative spirit and our rapid-
ity in seizing new opportunities for growth, even in the 
most challenging of times.
that is why you can count on our 18,000 ‘entrepre-
neurs’ and, with them, share in our ambition to soon 
become the undisputed leader of our industry.

patrick ricard

for pernod ricard,  
the entrepreneur is  
the one who innovates.
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pierre 
pringuet

chief executive officer

innovation  
at the heart of  
our model.
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In June, pernod ricard ended its  
2010-2011 financial year with  
organic growth that exceeded  
the initial target.  
How do you view these results?

— on behalf of the General Management, I would first 
like to say ‘bravo’ to all of our teams. their unwavering 
commitment all over the world has allowed the Group 
to report excellent results. pernod ricard is now driv-
ing growth in the industry. We are doing better than our 
major competitors. 
I would like to stress three points. 
First of all, the year was marked by strong activity, 
with net sales up 8% (organic growth 7%). the pillar of 
our strategy, the top 14 brands posted record sales. 
next, as we announced, we strengthened our market-
ing investments. In support of an ambitious innovation 
policy, these were instrumental in accelerating the 
premiumisation of our brands.
lastly, we continued to improve our financial results. 
Specifically, the Group generated 8% organic growth in 
profit from recurring operations, two points higher 
than the initial target. For the first time in pernod 
ricard’s history, net profit exceeded €1 billion, thanks 
to the effective management of our financial expenses 
and tax costs. 
Again, we owe this performance to those who give the 
Group its strength and its unity: those men and women 
who are all motivated by the same ambition—to cap-
ture leadership.

Are you confirming  
your premiumisation strategy? 

— over the long haul, the premium segments have 
always been the most dynamic. After the decline seen 
during the crisis, they are again driving the growth of 
our industry. We have therefore never questioned our 
trade-up strategy. It’s a long-term strategy, quite sim-
ply because the primary goal of premiumisation is to 
build brands that are strong and aspirational, with a 
timeless image. that explains why these brands can 
withstand the test of time and weather crises. there 
are several examples: Martell, created in 1715, this 
year recorded exceptional sales growth of 22%. today 
it’s the Group’s most profitable brand. Its flagship 
product, Cordon Bleu, will celebrate its centenary this 
year. perrier-Jouët, which celebrated its bicentennial, 
generated remarkable growth of 14%. not to mention 
ricard: the brand not only got a makeover with a brand 
new bottle, it grew 5% in value in France. Actually, I 
could mention all of them.  
Creating value: this is ultimately the goal of premiumi-
sation. It is evidenced by the growth of the top 14, 
which was faster in value (+10%) than it was in volume 
(+6%). In the same vein, while the volumes of our prior-
ity wine brands are down, it’s important to note that 
their contribution is up by 6%.

We have therefore  
never questioned  
our premiumisation strategy.
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You pointed out that this strong growth  
in premium brands, and especially  
the top 14, is the result of a sustained 
marketing investment policy.  
Can you elaborate? 

— In effect, there are no strong brands without sus-
tained marketing investments, and these investments 
represented almost 19% of our sales. In fact, we have 
ramped up our initiatives in all areas: new products, 
joint creations with renowned artists, sponsoring of 
major sports or artistic events, and new media cam-
paigns, with a particular focus on digital. Indeed, we 
have put innovation firmly at the heart of our develop-
ment model, and our marketing investment policy rep-
resents both the instrument for this and its concrete 
illustration.

Don’t further increases risk  
eventually impacting the Group’s  
operating margin?  
Isn’t there a risk of dispersion? 

— let me stress that the efforts made in terms of mar-
keting investments have undoubtedly enabled pernod 
ricard to grow faster than the industry, which is con-
sistent with our business plan. there is neither budget-
ary slide nor dispersion. our investments remain 
focused on the top 14, which represents 76% of our 
marketing expenditure. Furthermore, the growth of 
these brands is faster than that of the Group. lastly, 
the increase is modest, since the ratio of marketing 
expenditure to net sales of the top 14 only went from 
24.3% to 24.7%. over the past two years, we have 
increased our marketing investments as a percentage 

this acceleration of growth that  
you’re talking about—have you seen it  
in all of your markets?

— Yes, indeed, and that’s one of the main lessons of 
this year: all regions contributed to the Group’s growth. 
these results demonstrate the relevance of our decen-
tralised model: our teams being more responsive, they 
can quickly seize every opportunity for growth, regard-
less of the market in which they occur. over twenty 
years ago, in fact, we made the bet of setting up our 
own teams in emerging markets. this presence is turn-
ing out today to be a key strategic asset. these mar-
kets contributed as much as 37% of net sales and 38% 
of operating income, compared to 33% last year. We 
have thus consolidated our position as leader in Asia, 
the most dynamic region of our industry. We are, for 
example, the undisputed number 1 in the Chinese mar-
ket, which is now the Group’s second-largest market. 
the opening of a new subsidiary in Vietnam reflects 
this trend. elsewhere, in the promising markets of 
latin America, Central and eastern europe, Africa and 
the Middle east, pernod ricard has also built up its 
positions. on the whole, emerging markets are an 
increasingly powerful source of new growth for the 
Group. this is undoubtedly a compelling lever of devel-
opment for our future growth. 
lastly, in the ‘mature’ markets, we have grown our 
business overall, especially in the unites States and 
many countries of Western europe where the trend is 
improving significantly. even in Spain and Greece, 
which have been hurt by a depressed economy, the 
Group performed better than the rest of the market—a 
testament to our long-term commitment. In France, 
our historical bastion, growth (4%) remained very 
strong.

innovation  
means  
creating value.

interview with the chief executive officer
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of sales by almost two points. looking forward, we 
expect this increase to continue, but at a slower rate.

You seem to be making innovation  
a new strategic focus... 

— We didn’t just discover the need to innovate today. 
our brands have always been amongst the most inno-
vative. What is changing is that we’ve made innovation 
a centrepiece of our ambition for leadership. With 
Agility, we defined the leader as the one who drives 
growth and changes the rules of the game. Challenging 
the status quo, exploring new paths, having the bold-
ness to dare: that’s the true leader. Innovation means 
creating value and it must therefore be encouraged at 
all levels of the Company. 
Initiatives have never been so numerous or diverse. 
the conference we held on this topic in January during 
the launch of the new ricard bottle gave a rich glimpse 
of this. In addition, the Group has just been added, in 
sixteenth place, to Forbes magazine’s benchmark 
ranking of the 50 most innovative global companies. 
the coming year will see the rising influence of an 
internal think tank dedicated to innovation, BIG (Break-
through Innovation Group). led by Alain Dufossé, previ-
ously Ceo of pernod ricard Deutschland, the think tank 
is composed of the best experts in the Group. 

BIG is a direct result of the Agility project. 
Would you update us on the other initiatives? 

— I would first recall that Agility is above all the result 
of only internal consultations: it is the Group’s employ-
ees who conducted the analysis and themselves pro-

posed the projects to be developed. We used this to 
identify more than thirty major initiatives which are 
now all in the completion phase. these are all new tools 
that will help us to go farther on our road to leadership. 
I told you about BIG, but we could also note the creation 
of the ‘pernod ricard university’, responsible for iden-
tifying and developing the Group’s talent. Similarly, 
diversity has been identified as a major key for devel-
opment, in order to expand global expertise: our ambi-
tion is to enable everyone, irrespective of their nation-
ality, training background and of course gender, to 
progress in line with their performances and to have 
equal access to all jobs, including the most prestigious 
positions. I believe that the recent developments 
clearly illustrate this. 

How do you see the coming year?

— As I write these lines, the public debt crisis is casting 
some uncertainty over the world economy. However, I 
am fully confident in the ability of pernod ricard to 
again achieve great successes. 2010/2011 confirmed 
the relevance of our strategic choices and the effec-
tiveness of our decentralised model. 
For 2011/2012, our goal is simple: to continue to grow 
and, of course, to reduce our debt. 
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A key focus of the Premiumisation strategy, innovation is a growth accelerator for every one 
of the Group’s brands. In this spirit, the portfolio benefits from robust and ongoing marketing 
investments, which are amongst the highest in the industry. The year 2010/2011 was 
especially rich in product and packaging innovations.  

brands
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for premium brands
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did last year’s creation of the house of 
brands boost growth for the group? 

— between its strategic spirits and champagne brands 
(Premium and Prestige), its key local brands, and its 
Priority wine brands, our portfolio has shown its full 
relevance. although the Premium-and-above seg-
ments were impacted in 2008 by the crisis and the 
resulting drop in on-trade consumption, they have 
since rebounded with the improving economy. we 
expected this, and we are seeing it in our 2010/2011 
results. In addition, Pernod ricard is the only player in 
the industry to offer a full Premium-to-Prestige range 
in every segment, from whiskies and cognac to mod-
ern liqueurs, rum and champagne. the breadth of the 
range allows us to promote consumer trade-up, par-
ticularly in new economies. this is a tremendous asset 
for asserting our presence in the markets. our local 
brands, meanwhile, have shown their worth in attract-
ing the middle classes in emerging countries. lastly, 
our wine brands, which are very close to spirits in the 
way they are consumed, have been repositioned 
based on a model that favours price over volumes and 
takes a multi-source approach. 
In practical terms, the structure of our portfolio allows 
the group to take advantage of the markets’ diversity, 
in terms of both value and geographical opportunities. 
we’ve thus gained significant market share in asia and 
India, two key regions. the soundness and solidity of 
the house of brands are powerful levers of growth for 
Pernod ricard. 

interview

tHierrY BiLLot 
• 1982: Joined the group as 
an internal auditor. 
• 1985: appointed finance and 
administration director of Pernod then, 
one year later, group’s financial director. 
• 1992: named chairman and 
chief executive officer of austin nichols 
in the united states. 
• 1996: returned to france as chairman 
and chief executive officer of Pernod, 
taking up the post of chairman and  
chief executive officer Pernod ricard 
europe in 2002. 
• 2008: Joined the holding company 
as managing director in charge of brands. 

InnovatIng for PremIum brands  strategY

strategy

thierry 
billot

managing director, 
Brands
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In this environment, how did  
the group’s brands perform  
during the year in terms of sales? 

— 2010/2011 was a very good year. we erased the 
years of crisis for many of our brands, some of which 
reached historical highs. these include absolut, 
chivas regal, Jameson, havana club, martell, the 
glenlivet and royal salute. 
growth was comprehensive and covered all geograph-
ical areas, except for western europe, which continues 
to be impacted by the very difficult economic environ-
ment in greece and spain. 
more specif ically, our two global icons absolut 
(up 6%), and chivas regal (up 7%), confirmed the turn-
around that we saw last year. our whisky portfolio per-
formed very well, growing by 10% on the back of a 
strong recovery in asia, eastern europe and the 
americas. In this category I also have to point out the 
excellent performances of Jameson whiskey, driven 
by the united states, and royal salute. these two 
brands posted growth of 17% and 24%, respectively. 
on absolut, we’ve returned the pace of growth of our 
acquisition plan: from 2% to 4% in the united states and 
nearly double-digit growth elsewhere. 
In cognacs, martell—now the top brand in terms of con-
tribution to the portfolio—recorded strong growth in 
volumes and value, particularly in asia. champagnes 
performed well. malibu benefitted from several innova-
tions and havana club rum grew by 10%, despite lower 
sales in spain. 
lastly, our key local brands continued their robust 
growth, especially in India, confirming their key role in 

the soundness and solidity of  
the house of brands are  

powerful levers of growth for  
pernod ricard.

capturing the middle classes. and we achieved the 
positive results expected on our four wine brands.

were these performances accompanied by  
a change in consumer buying habits? 

— with the return of some confidence in the future, 
consumers are gradually returning to bars and restau-
rants, the favoured channel for Premium brands. 
‘cautious’ optimism is still in order, however, with con-
sumers who are showing more restraint. they prefer 
brands that have a history, ‘substance’, and that have 
an aspirational component. this trend is clearly favour-
able to the Premium and Prestige segments. It is rein-
forced by the convergence that is taking shape over 
the long term between mature and emerging markets 
in respect of the consumers’ desire to identify with 
major international brands. In India, the local whisky 
market can be seen as a veritable pool of informed 
consumers.

was ‘redesigning’ the ricard bottle part of 
the strategy to surprise consumers?

— we can’t be a leader if we don’t create and if we don’t 
innovate. the ricard bottle hadn’t been changed since 
its inception in 1932 and had progressively become 
the standard for packaging on the aniseed market, the 
one that most of the players tried to resemble. 
the new bottle, which is more modern and elegant, has 
been very well-received by consumers who feel appre-
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open up new horizons. It’s not about abolishing, but 
rather rendering dormant the mental patterns that 
prevent us from embracing these new experiences. so, 
why this close collaboration with artists? because 
they are both, reflective of an era and remarkable cap-
tors of the earliest signals of future trends. artists 
break through today’s boundaries and sketch out 
those of tomorrow. the group, through its culture, 
maintains close relations with them. such ‘creative col-
laboration’ is a true hallmark of the group; it’s a sys-
tematic approach of our innovation policy that 
enriches the universe of our brands.

today, much marketing innovation  
happens over the Internet.  
what does this change in the relationship 
with the consumer?

— digital is one more way to connect with consumers, 
and a medium that’s becoming increasingly important 
in daily life. what sets it apart is that it is interactive by 
design. this returns us to the ‘conversation’ that I men-
tioned earlier, and thus to a brand story that has to 
resonate with our consumers’ life experience. the tra-
ditional media are not dead, though, and are especially 
useful when seeking impact, image or status. the mes-
sage doesn’t change; it’s the way it’s expressed that is 
adapted to each medium—without falling into too 
much contact, which would become intrusive. for me, 
the real digital revolution is in mobility. being there, 
where and when our consumers need us, is both a duty 
and an opportunity. the ‘drinkinspiration’ iPhone(1) 
application for absolut is an excellent illustration of 
this. In marketing terms, you could say that the 
Internet should be consumed in moderation... 

ciated by this move. It illustrates how innovation is 
central to Pernod ricard’s growth. Innovation is, of 
course, inseparable from leadership, whilst respecting 
the roots and identity of our brands. 
more broadly, it was the arrival of absolut in our port-
folio in 2008 that boosted an innovation policy that is 
central to our ambition of leadership. 
more than 40 innovations were launched in 2010, with 
as many planned for 2011. these include ely X, 
absolut’s super-Premium version, and absolut 
watkins, created by swedish designer liselotte 
watkins, which offers the unusual flavours of spicy 
coffee and almond, rarely associated with vodka. 
taking a cue from cognacs, royal salute 62 gun 
salute—sold in a crystal bottle for more than us$2,200 
in duty free—opens up a new Prestige segment in the 
whisky market. the ready-to-drink soft pack for malibu 
cocktails seeks to expand the modes and occasions 
for off-trade consumption.
Innovation is also reflected in extraordinary objects 
such as the amber lamp by architect Jean nouvel for 
martell cognac, a fine example of a brand’s successful 
collaboration with a designer. 

you often associate your brands  
with big names in design, architecture, 
fashion, film, etc. what are you looking for  
in this type of collaboration?

— being Premium is not enough if you have nothing 
else to say. you have to tell a story, to build on the 
brands’ fantasy. the relationship between a brand and 
an individual is not a one-way street. It is an ongoing 
conversation built around a story. the emotional 
charge of such exchanges comes from the ability to 

the real digital revolution  
is in mobility.

strategy

InnovatIng for PremIum brands  strategY
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more ThAn

40
InnovATIons lAunched In 2010 
And As mAny PlAnned In 2011

maLiBu’s tropicaL snow
malibu winter edition liqueur, the fruit of an inter-subsidiary collaboration,  
is one of the best examples of the group’s capacity to innovate. 
marketed in 2010 in canada, a country known for its long winter months,  
malibu winter edition plays heavily on its visual appeal: once poured into a glass,  
bits of shredded coconut remain suspended, like little snowflakes. 

this marketing and industrial feat is the result of a cooperation between  
the Pernod ricard research centre and the Pernod ricard americas r&d laboratory.  
In 2007, the availability of new food ingredients inspired the group’s research centre to 
explore ‘visual effects’. one outcome was the study of the suspension of fine particles  
in liquid. three years of work were necessary to create a recipe capable of  
obtaining a stable and reproducible product. Its interest piqued, and  
the malibu brand company, aided by the Pernod ricard americas r&d laboratory, 
subsequently used this knowledge to adapt and develop its own recipe,  
made with coconut pulp, on an industrial scale. In autumn 2010, the sales and  
marketing teams orchestrated the launch of the limited winter edition, which was  
an instant hit with consumers. 

(1) iPhone is a registered trademark of apple, Inc.
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(1) scotch whiskies ..........................21%
(2) vodka ............................................20%
(3) non-scotch whiskies .................12%
(4) rum ...............................................11%
(5) liqueurs .......................................10%
(6) bitters............................................. 6%
(7) tequila ............................................ 5%
(8) gin ................................................... 4%
(9) aniseed products ......................... 4%
(10) cognac ......................................... 3%
(11) non-cognac brandies ................ 3%
(12) other spirits ................................ 1%

■ % change in volume from 2009 to 2010
■ % average annual change from 2000 to 2010 

(2) Price for a 75 cl bottle.

prestige 
above 
us$84

uLtra-premium 
between us$42 

and us$84

premium 
between us$17 

and us$26

super-premium 
between us$26 

and us$42

standard 
between us$10 

an dus$17

+2.8% +2.1%
+2.9% +2.4%

+11.5%

+6.6% +7.7%

+4.4%

+ 17,0%

+7.0%

1

2

3
4

5

6

7

8
9

10 11

12

breakdown of international spirits  
by category

changes in international spirits  
by price segment(2)

the global  
wine & spirits market
categorY focus

after a slight downturn in 2009 due to the global 
economic crisis, the market regained its momen-
tum in 2010 with a growth of 3.5% by volume, a 
pace faster than the average growth rate of 2.5% 
over the past decade. with 14 million incremen-
tal 9-litre cases sold in 2010, the market is now 
a whisker away from 400 million cases per year. 
all categories reaped the benefits of this turn-
around, led by the two category leaders, each 
with 20% of the market: vodka and scotch 
whisky.
growing at a rate of 4.5%, vodka was the growth 
factor for international spirits in 2010, continu-
ing the trend of the previous years. It contributed 
25% to the market’s total increase for the year. 
following very closely, scotch whiskies com-
prised the second pillar of growth for interna-
tional spirits: nearly three million incremental 
cases of scotch were sold this year, an increase 
of 3.7% by volume.
aside from vodka and scotch whisky, Japanese 
whiskies also maintained their momentum in 
2010. tequila and rum were two of the strongest 
contributors to growth, with more than one million 
incremental cases sold in 2010 compared to the 
previous year for each of these two categories.

return to premiumisation and  
the growth of champagne 
the Premiumisation phenomenon, which charac-
terised the international spirits market until 
2008, is once again driving growth in the indus-
try. In 2010, the most-Premium of the segments 
was the most dynamic: the Prestige brand seg-
ment displayed exceptional momentum at 17.0%, 
while the standard segment grew at the more 
moderate rate of 2.8%.
after two challenging years, in 2010 champagne 
returned to robust growth, at 4.6% led by inter-
national brands. the market for branded wines 
rose by 3.4% in 2010, with strong momentum for 
new world wines, whose sales were up by 5.4%. 

internationaL spirits market  
returns to growtH: up 3.5%

by martin riley
chIef marketIng offIcer 
Pernod rIcard

source for this article: ‘the Pernod ricard market view’, based on 
Iwsr, volume data as at the end of 2010—international spirits, 
excluding ready-to-drink, wines and wine-based aperitifs.  
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global Icons

strategIc  
PremIum sPIrIts brands

key local 
brands

strategIc  
PrestIge sPIrIts and 
chamPagne brands

PrIorIty  
PremIum  
wIne brands

The house of brAnds

a House of Brands to segment a premium brand portfolio 
the Pernod ricard house of brands is comprised of:
   the ‘top 14’ spirits and champagne brands, including: 

• 2 global icons: absolut and chivas regal have been classified ‘global icons’. they are promoted across all of the group’s markets. 
as such, they are growth priorities for the group in every market.  
• 7 strategic premium spirits brands: ballantine’s, Jameson, kahlúa, havana club, ricard, malibu and beefeater.  
• 5 strategic prestige spirits and champagne brands: martell, Perrier-Jouët, the glenlivet, mumm and royal salute. 

 the 4 priority premium wine brands: Jacob’s creek, brancott estate (formerly montana), campo viejo and graffigna. treating the 
wine market as a distinct category, Pernod ricard has put these brands together in a single entity: Premium wine brands. the objective 
is to use a portfolio strategy in approaching the target markets.
 the 18 key local spirits brands: these guarantee Pernod ricard a strong presence in local distribution channels—genuine spring-
boards from which to grow the group’s international brands. 
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from left to right:  Anna malmhake vice-President, global marketing   —   Krister Asplund  vP operations   —   Paula eriksson  vP corporate communications   
—   mikael spångberg  general counsel(1)   —   Philippe Guettat  chairman & ceo   —   Jonas Tåhlin  vP brand development   —   Kicki Alm  vP human resources   
—   rolf cassergren  chief financial officer   —   stéphane longuet  chief operating officer, standard vodka  

front row, left to right:  vanessa Wright  communications director   —   christian Porta  chairman & ceo   —   Amanda hamilton stanley  general counsel   —   
Gordon buist  technical director   —   second row, left to right:  Paul scanlon  commercial director   —   hervé fetter  chief financial officer   
—   Aziz Jetha  business development director   —   douglas cruickshank  director of operations & spirit supply   —   rick connor  Public affairs director   
—   Éric benoist  International marketing director   —   scott livingstone  hr director 

front row, from left to right:  Anne-claire rodary  International marketing & communications director   —   lionel breton  chairman & ceo   
—   susan Gustafsson  general counsel   —   second row, from left to right: Éric douvier hr director   —   michel letter  chief operating officer, 
mumm Perrier-Jouët   —   Jean-marc morel  chief operating officer, martell   —   christophe danneaux  finance director   —   Jean-Étienne Gourgues  International 
commercial director    

the absolut  
company

chivas  
brothers

martell mumm 
perrier-Jouët

Brands 

absolut • malIbu • kahlÚa

Brands 

chIvas regal • the glenlIvet • 
ballantIne’s • beefeater • royal salute

Brands 

martell • g.h.mumm • PerrIer-Jouët

Brand companies

These six brand companies are responsible for defining the brands’ global strategy and 
ensuring their development whilst respecting the origins, history and know-how of each 
one. They focus on building and maintaining a consistent image amongst consumers in the 
various markets. Innovation is at the heart of their growth strategy, with a two-fold 
objective: to keep these sometimes centenary brands ahead of the times, whilst creating 
the conditions for their future growth.    

players  
in the strategy

(1) mikael spångberg has been nominated group Intellectual Property director, Pernod ricard as of 1 february 2011. lars ljungholm succeeds him as vice-President legal affairs for  
the absolut company.  

the makeup of the following committees reflects their structure during the financial year from 1 July 2010 to 30 June 2011. It does 
not factor in any changes made after 30 June 2011.
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from left to right:  Tamsin Trevarthen  hr director   —   denis o’flynn  managing director Ireland   —   howard southern  marketing director   
—   Alexandre ricard  ceo   —   conor mcQuaid  International commercial director   —   Peter morehead  Production director   —   mohit lal  chief financial officer  

front row, left to right:  Juan González  chairman   —   marc beuve-méry  managing director   —   second row, left to right:  André leymat  Industrial 
director   —   Arián remedios  legal adviser   —   Ivette martinez  marketing & sales director, cuba   —   sergio valdés  export director   —   yves schladenhaufen  
marketing director   —   Julian machín  finance director  

front row, left to right:  Kate Thompson  legal and corporate affairs director   —   Jean-christophe coutures  chairman and ceo   
—   nicolas Krantz  chief operating officer    —   second row, left to right:  Julien hemard  managing director, Pr australia   —   edouard beaslay  global 
marketing & communications director    —   darryn hakof  International brand development director   —   brett mcKinnon  managing director, orlando wines   
—   fabian Partigliani  managing director, Pr new Zealand   —   christian barré  managing director, domecq bodegas   —   Jeremy Wright  global technical director   
—   stephen couche  brand sites and visitations director   —   Andrew davie  hr director 

irish  
distillers

havana club 
international

premium wine brands

Brand

Jameson

Brand

havana club

Brands 

Jacob’s creek • brancott estate  
• camPo vIeJo • graffIgna
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global icons

origins
AbsoluT was introduced  
in the united states in 1979 but  
its origins are dating back to 1879. 
AbsoluT uses a registered process 
called continuous distillation.  
This process gives AbsoluT  
its character, smoothness and 
purity. 

main markets 
united states, Travel retail, canada, 
mexico, Germany, united Kingdom, 
spain, Greece, france 

keY positions
no. 1 among premium vodkas 
worldwide,  
no. 4 in spirits worldwide.  

range
AbsoluT vodka, Peppar, citron, 
Kurant, mandrin, vanilia, raspberri, 
Apeach, ruby red, Pears, 100, 
mango, berri Açai, Wild Tea and 
orient Apple and AbsoluT elyX.  

aBsoLut glimmer edition  1

this global limited edition is a dazzling interpretation of  
the absolut bottle and drove activations around the world.  
In brazil, an innovative campaign was produced that utilized  
the glimmer bottle in a visually stunning way.  
the campaign has won several awards, including the fwa  
(favourite website award) and the one show. 

A very dynamic year for AbsoluT: the brand has been again gaining ground with total 
volumes growth of +6%, despite a challenging economic situation in some of its key 
markets. The brand’s strategy, based on artists’ co-creation and permanent innovation, 
has proven its success with growth back in the united states (+2%). on this market, 
AbsoluT confirms its number 1 position among imported vodka brands.  

aBsoLut performs in all markets
absolut vodka, the fourth largest interna-
tional spirit brand in the world, has deliv-
ered another year of solid growth, with 
total volumes growth of +6%, despite a 
challenging economic situation in some of 
its key markets.  
double-digit growth was achieved in russia 
(+36%), Poland (+32%), brazil (+37%) and 
the Persian gulf (+36%). the us market is 
recovering with absolut depletions back 
to growth at +2% but is still showing the 
impact of the recent economic downturn 
and consequent changes in market dynam-
ics. brazil and the rest of south america 
grew strongly fuelled by the accelerated 
demand for international spirits. western 
europe was back to strong growth after 
price repositioning in various markets. the 
situation remains diff icult in southern 
europe due to the economic developments 

in spain and greece. the asian region grew 
strongly, notably korea and India, behind 
higher focus on the brand’s creative image 
and quality heritage. 

two new flavours
the year also saw the launch of two new 
flavours, absolut wild tea and absolut 
orient apple. alongside these new crea-
tions, absolut continues to develop its 
limited editions. whether for local or global 
markets, these serve to boost the brand’s 
profile by rekindling consumer interest 
around its codes and its image.

Limited editions drive brand image
absolut multiplied its partnerships with 
artists to create prestigious and exclusive 
limited editions: absolut watkins, a lim-
ited edition for the travel retail, was cre-
ated by graphic artist liselotte watkins 

 limited editions in Travel retail, Italy and sweden
 AbsoluT Illusion promotion, an exclusive limited edition  

aBsoLut Brooklyn,  
another creative collaboration  2  
this communication campaign  
focused around the creative 
collaboration with known  
film maker spike lee, and his love  
for his neighbourhood: brooklyn,  
in the united states.  
absolut brooklyn was the most 
successful product launch of  
any spirit during the year in the usa, 
and won a gold sabre award for  
Pr consumer Product launch of  
the year.  
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2010/2011 at a gLance

aBsoLut
perpetual (r)evolutions 

11
mIllIon cAses sold,  
4,6 mIllIon In The unITed 
sTATes, +6% GroWTh by sAles

+6%
GroWTh by volume,  
+16% norTh And  
eAsT euroPe,  
+10% GlobAl  
TrAvel reTAIl  

1 2
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frida hyséus
assocIate area manager, brand develoPement – tHe aBsoLut companY

by Denis Rouvre
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1

2

east meets west  1

two new-exclusive flavours  
have been added to  
the absolut family.  
launched in february  
in the us market,  
absolut wild tea represents  
an innovative fusion of  
nordic elderflower and asian  
black tea. absolut orient apple,  
which was launched in the united 
states in June, is another 
marriage between east and west, 
combining zesty red apple  
with the spicy snap of ginger. 

aBsoLut Blank,  
the launch of  
a global creative movement  2

Inviting artists from a variety of 
disciplines to use  
the absolut bottle as a blank 
canvas, absolut seeks to 
“inspire artists throughout  
the world to collaborate and  
fill it with creativity”.  
the initiative was activated 
through tv, print, out-of-home 
advertising, digital and  
live events, and was kicked off  
in turkey during may.  
It continued rolling out  
globally through summer.  
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InnovatIng for PremIum brands  aBsoLut

global icons

  2010 AbsoluT Art Award in stockholm 
rewarded rirkrit Tiravanija

  AbsoluT Art collection tour in Asia
  opening of AbsoluT Atelier, 

the brand show room in stockholm
  AbsoluT night campaign in brazil
  launch of AbsoluT elyX 

in three test markets
  limited edition AbsoluT crystal 

in Travel retail 

is an extension of the “made” creative 
experience venue in berlin, dedicated to 
the youth scene. additionally, a selection 
out of the 830 pieces strong absolut art 
collection has toured asia with stops in 
mumbai, delhi, seoul, beijing and shanghai.
the end of the year saw the introduction of 
a major new initiative from absolut, 
grounded in the creative and innovative 
heritage of the brand. absolut blank is the 
start of a global creative movement, invit-
ing worldwide artists from a variety of dis-
ciplines to use the absolut bottle as a 
blank canvas. the aim of the campaign is to 
‘inspire artists throughout the world to col-
laborate and fill it with creativity’.

inspirational campaigns for new 
creative drinks
the absolut ‘drink’ campaign saw further 
developments during the year in the united 
states, and included spectacular out-of-
home advertising and the release of two 
new creative drinks interpretations for 
absolut wild tea and absolut orient 
apple. the related drinkspiration applica-
tion was launched for the iPad, including 
features to enable new options for cock-
tails. 

through focus on innovation and creativity 
across marketing and product initiatives, 
the brand will continue to further strengthen 
its position amongst the key players, in 
order to become the number 1 spirit world-
wide in value. 
the potential for absolut remains high 
both amongst established and emerging 
markets, with strong momentum in the 
united states and western europe and a 
continued focus on latin america and asia. 

with the tantalizing taste of spicy coffee 
and almonds. absolut wallpaper, a limited 
edition launched in Italy was created by 
artist ron english. absolut svea, a limited 
edition flavoured with apple and ginger, 
sold in sweden, is the fruit of a co-creation 
with the artist fredrik söderberg. 
other limited editions included absolut 
glimmer, the visually stunning limited edi-
tion launched for holiday 2010 and absolut 
san francisco, the latest instalment in the 
us cities collection, infused with grape, 
dragon fruit and papaya. 

continuous artistic commitment
a bsolu t ’s ar tistic commitment also 
included various initiatives such as the 
absolut art awards which were handed 
out for the second time, and went this year 
to internationally celebrated artist rirkrit 
tiravanija. the ceremony was held in stock-
holm in november 2010. 
absolut further deepened its commit-
ment to creativity through brand-spon-
sored events around the world. 
one of these, the ‘5 days la roma’ initia-
tive, took place in mexico city in may, and 

2010/2011 at a gLance
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origins
created by master blender  
charles howard, chivas regal 
benefited from the principles 
established by James and  
John chivas in the 19th century, 
pioneers of the blending art.

main markets
china, united states, france, 
mexico, Japan, Australia, India, 
spain, russia, brazil, Greece, 
Travel retail.

keY positions
chivas regal is the global no. 2 
super-Premium scotch whisky. 
chivas regal 18 year old is  
the global no. 1 in ultra-Premium 
scotch whisky. chivas regal  
is the no. 1 super-Premium scotch 
whisky in europe. chivas regal  
is the no. 1 scotch whisky in china. 

range 
chivas regal 12 year old, 18 year 
old Gold signature, 25 year old. 

Live with chivalry  1  
further expansion of this global 
campaign continued to reach over  
60 markets whilst remaining  
extremely dynamic with executions 
tailored via the flexible ‘manifesto’ 
print campaign as well as  
the initial roll-out of a new  
tv commercial ‘virtuous circle’.

This year chivas regal achieved a historical performance, beating the previous high in 
2007/2008. This global and prestigious brand tapped in to the improving economic 
conditions in many markets and accelerated its growth in emerging and brIc economies. 
The brand remains true to its goal: building the world’s most iconic scotch whisky brand.  

strong marketing investment, consistency 
of it’s global communications campaign 
and multiple innovation launches allowed 
Pernod ricard to continue to grow the fame 
of chivas regal and translate it into sales, 
up a record 9%, especially in the ultra-Pre-
mium segment. brazil, India and russia 
joined china as key chivas regal markets. 
china saw an increase in sales as ultra-
Premium and Prestige expressions accel-
erated fastest. chivas regal benefitted of 
an outstanding growth in travel retail, 
ahead of the category (+16%). 

Live with chivalry,  
an engaging message
the brand’s ‘live with chivalry’ platform 
continued to be well received in over 
60 markets providing an engaging mes-
sage to consumers. based on the theory 
that modern gentlemen aspire not just to 
have more but to be more, the campaign is 
inspiring consumers all over the world to 
lead successful lives alongside a strong 
set of values. the flexible ‘manifesto’ series 
of print and outdoor executions gave the 
campaign a dynamic touch with the ability 

cannes film festival  2  
vIPs, media and opinion leaders from  
more than 18 countries were hosted by 
chivas regal at the 64th cannes film festival 
that robert de niro led as the jury’s president. 
now in its third year as an official partner,  
the sponsorship builds on ten years of 
association with the world’s most iconic  
film festival organizers. 
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cHivas regaL
a pioneering brand  

that turned into an icon 

4.6
mIllIon cAses,  
GroWTh by volume: +7% 
GroWTh by sAles: +9%

double-digit 
growth 
In brAzIl (+42%), IndIA (+36 %) 
And russIA (+17%)

1 2
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to quickly adapt to local market themes 
and events whilst also benefiting from 
creative use of new media to maximise 
impact. a new tv commercial was launched 
this year entitled ‘virtuous circle’, high-
lighting the positive impact the right atti-
tude can have. 
below the line executions of ‘live with chiv-
alry’ included a chivas legends dinner 
attended by film star colin firth in dubai, 
and sponsorship of the asian film awards. 
an ‘honour at sea’ in-store promotional 
execution of the campaign for duty free 
gave customers a chance to experience the 
team spirit and camaraderie of sailing, 
through a simulator.

chivas regal,  
another star on the croisette
chivas regal’s sponsorship of the cannes 
film festival brought together two icons of 
glamour and luxury worldwide. the 64th 
festival saw chivas regal’s presence 
increase via out-of-home advertising and 
presence in prestigious venues such as the 
martinez hotel and the chivas house,  an 
exclusive after-party venue created espe-

InnovatIng for PremIum brands  cHivas regaL

global icons

  continuation of chivas regal’s 
association with red carpet events: 
sponsorship of the Asian film  
Awards and collaboration with 
l’Académie des césar 

  chivas legends dinner attended by 
film star colin firth in dubai

  A special chivas regal 12 year old tin 
created by award-winning designer 
Alex Trochut 

  A new print and poster campaign for 
chivas regal 25 year old entitled 
‘legend reborn’ in airports 

  continued to grow global profile on 
facebook   

cially for the occasion and located on the 
famous croisette. guest vIPs and media 
were treated to a walk up the famous red 
carpet and exclusive access to one of the 
festival’s famous film premieres resulting 
in strong media coverage and digital acti-
vation.  

chivas regal 18 Year old  
success testifies of  
ultra-premium growth 
chivas regal 18 year old saw a particularly 
strong year maintaining its leadership of 
ultra-Premium scotch globally with growth 
double that of the range. both key emerg-
ing markets such as vietnam, turkey and 
russia and mature markets such as the 
united states and france showed strong 
growth.
a new tv commercial and print campaign to 
suppor t chivas regal 18 year old was 
unveiled to communicate the product’s 
quality, heritage and luxury credentials 
across its key markets. the film, which was 
seen in china, mexico, australia and on pan-
regional tv channels, brought a new level 
of production values to spirits advertising; 
set in a surreal neo-baroque world, it fea-
tures a female muse as the embodiment of 
chivas regal 18 ‘gold signature’ who brings 
life and pleasure to the world as she passes 
through it with a golden touch. the print 
campaign was aired in over 15 markets as 
well as airports globally.

Luxurious limited editions
chivas regal continued to forge partner-
ships with world leaders in the f ield of 
design to produce luxurious limited edi-
tions for sale in prestige outlets across the 
globe. most recently, vivienne westwood 
designed a luxury limited edition for chivas 
regal 18 year old, which launched at lon-
don fashion week 2011, whilst the award 
winning partnership with christian lacroix 
continued with the launch of the chivas 
regal 18 year old.  

1

vivienne westwood  
limited edition  1

with strong british heritage and 
luxury craftsmanship serving as  
the foundation to both brands, 
chivas regal 18 year old teamed up 
with vivienne westwood to release 
2,500 limited edition bottles 
internationally priced at us$495.

christian Lacroix  
limited edition  2  
a limited edition of 3,000 bottles of 
this unique chivas regal 18 year old 
was produced. designed by  
the iconic fashion designer,  
they were sold at the premium price 
of us$495. 
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fenton perrie 
ProJect engIneer, mIltonduff dIstIllery – cHivas BrotHers 

by Denis Rouvre
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strategic  
premium  

spirits brands

origins
ballantine’s rich heritage can be 
traced back to 1827 when  
George ballantine began to supply 
a selection of blended scotch 
whiskies in his shop. by 1869 
George had expanded his business 
and began his first exports of 
blended scotch whisky worldwide.  

main markets
spain, france, Germany,  
Poland, Italy, Portugal, russia, 
eastern europe, brazil, mexico, 
Australia, Travel retail, Korea, 
china, Taiwan, Japan

keY positions
no. 2 scotch whisky in the world. 
no. 1 scotch whisky in europe and 
no. 1 ultra-Premium whisky in 
Asia-Pacific.

range
ballantine’s finest,  
12 yo, 15 yo, 17 yo,  
21 yo, 30 yo, christmas reserve, 
limited.  

Leave an impression  1

the global ‘leave an Impression’ 
platform saw a major  
new campaign— 
‘Plan ballantine’s’.  
In spain this took the form of  
a pioneering digital collaboration 
with producer and dJ,  
carlos Jean.

The past year saw the world’s number 2 scotch whisky ballantine’s return to growth globally 
and post a very strong performance in its significant ultra-Premium business across Asia. 
In france, ballantine’s passed the 1 million cases milestone, thus adding a second 
“millionaire” market to the brand.  

return to growth
this year, the global footprint of ballan-
tine’s finest grew significantly with strong 
performances in russia, Poland, India and 
south america. In france the brand passed 
the milestone of 1 million 9-litre cases. 
despite difficult conditions in its biggest 
market spain, share of market grew by 
maintaining marketing investment and 
building dynamic campaigns. 
more globally, the ‘Plan b’ ballantine’s cam-
paign was extended with a new tv adver-
tisement entitled ‘transformation’ launched 
in mexico and pan-regionally in europe, and 
supported by print, radio, out-of-home, 
experiential events, Pr, digital and social 
media on a global basis.

great success of  
the ultra-premium range
ballantine’s ultra-Premium range in asia 
performed very strongly, especially in 

travel retail and emerging domestic mar-
kets such as china, taiwan and vietnam. It 
benefited from the roll out of prestigious 
new packaging in asia and further support 
of the ballantine’s championship, one of 
the premier golf events in asia. the tourna-
ment saw an all-star field contend for the 
2011 title and €2.2 million prize fund 
including great players. the new ‘great 
minds leave great Impressions’ editorial 
campaign was launched in the same vein. 

  ballantine’s christmas reserve—specifically blended for the festive season 
  launch of a signature distillery blend by ballantine’s 17 year old  

Ballantine’s championship  2

support of the ballantine’s championship  
golf event in asia was extended until 2013. 
worldwide event coverage was increased  
when the former world number 1 lee westwood 
won the 2011 championship staged at  
the new prestigious venue of the blackstone club 
in Icheon, korea, further adding to  
this tournament’s international stature.  
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BaLLantine’s
leaving a global impression

6.3 
mIllIon cAses sold,  
+7% GroWTh by volume,  
+8% by sAles 

1 million 
cAses sold In frAnce.  
The ulTrA-PremIum rAnGe 
GreW by +29% In chInA,  
TAIWAn +32%,  
vIeTnAm +127%,  
duTy free +27% 

1 2
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wilfried assogba
multImedIa ProJect manager – pernod sa

by Denis Rouvre
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origins
John Jameson established  
his distillery in dublin in 1780, 
determined that he would create 
the “finest whiskey in the world”. 

main markets
Jameson is sold in more than  
120 countries, most notably  
the united states, Travel retail, 
Ireland, the united Kingdom, 
france, south Africa, russia, 
Portugal and spain. 

keY positions
no. 1 Irish whiskey in the world 
with 61% market share.

range
Jameson, select reserve, 
signature reserve  
(Travel retail exclusive),  
Gold reserve,  
rarest vintage reserve,  
12 yo special reserve,  
18 yo limited reserve.

2010/2011 proved to be a pivotal year for Jameson Irish Whiskey, the number 1 selling 
Irish whiskey in the world: Jameson broke the 3 million case barrier globally, with sales in 
the united states surpassing the one million case mark. double-digit growth was achieved 
in 42 markets. These results reinforce the global footprint of Jameson. 

growth across the globe
this year has proven to be one of the most 
dynamic and successful periods ever for 
Jameson, as it reached two key milestones 
on its journey to become one of the world’s 
top spirit brands. globally, Jameson sold 
over three million cases, and one million of 
these were consumed in its largest export 
market, the usa.  
the progress of Jameson within the Pernod 
ricard family has been one of the compa-
ny’s great success stories.  
today Jameson is the fastest growing 
international whiskey brand in the world 
achieving excellent results in markets as 
diverse as south africa, russia, mexico and 
the usa where the brand enjoyed double-
digit growth in 50 states. 

Becoming a “global icon”
one of the key drivers behind Jameson’s 
success in the usa has been the ‘legendary 
tales of John Jameson’ tv and print adver-
tising campaign, specif ically the ‘lost  
barrel’ tvc. this epic tale of John Jameson, 

told with more than a touch of Irish wit, has 
begun its roll out into a further 11 markets. 
this campaign will be extended further. 

the first ever limited edition
Jameson continues to build its core com-
munications around marketing platforms 
including film, st. Patrick’s day, and taste. 
st. Patrick’s day was celebrated with 
numerous initiatives, including parties in 
over 20 markets. to coincide with these 
festivities Jameson launched the first ever 
Jameson limited edition bottle, created by 
Irish artist Paul daly. the bottle proved par-
ticularly successful in travel retail where 
sales of Jameson increased significantly 
as a result of the launch. 
In addition, the launch in south africa of the 
Jameson select reserve resulted in sales 
surpassing expectations, and plans are in 
place to launch select reserve in other 
markets. 
these excellent results reflect the brand’s 
determination to become a true global icon.

  successful launch in october 2010 of Jameson select reserve in south Africa 
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jameson
breaking barriers 

3.4
mIllIon cAses sold 

+17%
GroWTh by volume, WITh  
An IncremenTAl 0.5 mIllIon 
cAses, And 1.2 mIllIon cAses 
sold In The unITed sTATes 

strategic  
premium  

spirits brands

1

online radio on st. patrick’s day  2

last march saw the launch of numerous  
Jameson st. Patrick’s day initiatives including  
the launch of Jameson fm, an online radio station 
streamed live on jamesonwhiskey.com  
which gave consumers all over the world  
the opportunity to be part of the celebrations. 

campaign ‘Legendary tales of john jameson’  1

the ‘legendary tales of John Jameson’ campaign  
has been a huge hit in the united states,  
especially with the ‘lost barrel’ tv spot.  
these advertisements relate the epic adventures of 
Jameson’s founder and his passion for the whiskey  
he created. 

2

2010/2011 at a gLance
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origins
malibu has its beginnings  
on the island of barbados  
where rum has been produced 
since the mid-1600s.

main markets
united states, united Kingdom, 
france, Travel retail,  
Germany, canada, spain, and  
the netherlands.

keY positions
no. 1 rum with coconut flavour.

range
malibu, mango, Pineapple,  
Passion fruit, Tropical banana, 
Island melon, cranberry-cherry, 
black, cocktails.

malibu Black launch  1

a bolder taste of the caribbean,  
malibu black offers the great taste of malibu  
with higher proof and a rich amber colour. 
television, web and outdoor executions 
supported the may 2010 launch in the united 
states.

maliboom Boom expansion  2

the brand’s radio maliboom boom 
platform gained momentum for a 
second year. station Invasion brought  
the campaign to life in markets  
like the united states and nordics  
with creative music tours.  
web applications like an iPhone app 
delivered exclusive music from  
top dJs to consumers.

2010/2011 has been highly dynamic for malibu. Whilst maintaining its number 1 positioning 
as coconut flavoured rum, the malibu product range expanded and entered new markets. 
Today, the world’s favourite rum with coconut flavour shares the caribbean spirit with 
consumers all over the world.  

innovation fuels growth
Innovation fuels growth for malibu as the 
brand grew 6% globally to 3.5 million cases. 
the us market increased +13%, driven by 
the launch of malibu cocktails and malibu 
black, and supported by the flavour range.
higher proof, amber-hued malibu black 
launched in the united states in may to 
great trade and consumer response. the 
introduction of the “bolder taste of the car-
ibbean” was supported with television, 
print, out-of-home, digital and a range of 
events for trade and consumers. malibu 
winter edition brought caribbean winter to 
canada for holiday. the limited edition, 
which features real coconut flakes sus-
pended in clear malibu rum, generated 
strong media coverage and consumer 
interest for this major ‘first’ in both techni-
cal and marketing terms.
In 2010/2011, malibu cocktails range was 
introduced in spain, the netherlands, 
france, and the united kingdom, along with 
the debut of tropical sea breeze.

In april, france got a taste of malibu fresh, 
which blends the warmth of caribbean rum 
with cool mint, while united states con-
sumers chose the newest malibu flavour, 
cranberry-cherry, via facebook.
In 2011/2012, malibu will continue its 
strong innovation push to expand the 
brand into new markets, occasions and 
consumers. 

  launch of malibu fresh in April: 
the warmth of coconut rum blended with the freshness of cool mint

  malibu cocktails expansion: capturing new markets and 
introducing new flavours 
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maLiBu
always on the move

3.5 
mIllIon cAses sold,  
+6% GroWTh by volume,  
+3% GroWTh by sAles

+13% 
In The unITed sTATes

strategic  
premium  

spirits brands
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origins
1936 in mexico (hand-selected 
coffee beans, roasted in small 
batches).

main markets
united states, Travel retail, 
canada, Japan, mexico.

keY positions
no.1 coffee liqueur Globally. 

range
Kahlúa, french vanilla,  
hazelnut, mocha, especial. 

Launch of kahlúa peppermint mocha  1

for holiday 2010, kahlúa introduced kahlúa Peppermint mocha in the united states 
and canada. combining arabica coffee beans from veracruz with mint and  
chocolate flavours, the limited edition received strong response from consumers, 
press and trade.

a new global campaign, ‘delicioso’  2

In november 2010, kahlúa introduced a new global campaign titled ‘delicioso’  
with tv, print and outdoor executions. featuring mexican actress ana de la reguera, 
the campaign highlighted kahlúa’s origins with humour.  

2010/2011 saw a new Kahlúa as the brand introduced updated positioning, a new global 
advertising campaign around the ‘delicioso’ approach of life, and launched new limited 
editions. These actions should boost a range whose performances in terms of value are 
relatively stable worldwide. 

a new campaign for  
a new positioning
the first striking symbol of kahlúa’s rebirth 
appeared in the fall 2010. ‘delicioso’, the 
brand’s new global campaign, takes kahlúa 
back to its roots in veracruz, mexico, with 
a focus on its compelling combination of 
100% arabica coffee and sugar cane spirit. 
this campaign incites to another approach 
of life, of its ‘delicioso’ side. the launch gen-
erated strong buzz in traditional and new 
media, including mass-media coverage. 

innovation: a limited edition for 
christmas in north america
for holiday, kahlúa introduced kahlúa Pep-
permint mocha in the united states and 
canada where strong consumer interest in 

(1) iPhone is a registered trademark of apple, Inc.

this innovation resulted in total depletion 
of the limited edition in just a few weeks.
the range’s standard bearer, kahlúa origi-
nal, was up overall by 2% in value. this 
increase was also confirmed in the united 
states, where the product grew by 2% in 
value. 
as for the entire range, volumes grew in 
europe and asia, by 6% and 5%, respec-
tively. marketing initiatives for 2010/ 2011 
should help boost the us market, where 
volumes were off by 2%.  

  A new brand website with design inspired by veracruz launched in autumn 2010, 
as well as the TalkAbout app for iPhone(1) 

  Kahlúa hosted a ‘delicioso dinner’ in new york with veracruz dishes, and 
Ana de la reguera. 
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kaHLÚa
a delicious rebirth

1.7 
mIllIon cAses sold 
–1% by volume

+6 % 
by volume In euroPe 
+5% by volume In AsIA 

kaHLÚa

1 2
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strategic  
premium  

spirits brands

origins
The top cuban rum in the world, 
havana club traces its origin  
back to 1878.

main markets
cuba is the leading market for 
havana club, which is sold  
in Germany, Italy, spain, chile, 
france, Greece, canada, the united 
Kingdom, belgium and mexico.

keY positions
no. 3 international rum brand, 
worldwide. no. 1 super-Premium 
rum and market leader in Premium 
rums in cuba, Italy, Germany and 
france.

range
havana club Añejo blanco,  
3 years, especial, reserva,  
7 years, selección de maestros,  
15 years, máximo extra Añejo.

‘nothing compares to Havana’ 
campaign  1

capturing the unique spirit of the cuban 
city, this new campaign has been rolled 
out internationally with positive results.

an ultra-premium edition  2

havana club selección de maestros  
is the latest creation from  
the ultra-Premium havana club range.  
It is the perfect expression of  
the collective involvement of  
five experienced Maestros Roneros 
(master blenders), led by the talented 
don Jose navarro.  

This year havana club, the genuine iconic rum from cuba, demonstrates again the stamina 
of one of the fastest growing spirit brands worldwide, reaching 3.8 million cases in sales. 
double-digit growth was reached in more than 30 countries, among them Germany (+18%) 
and canada (+24%), and the growth is also significant in cuba (the first market of the 
brand), as well as in france and chile.   

havana club is the number 3 international 
rum brand in the world and continues to 
grow in impor tance, having climbed to 
number 22 in 2010 in the latest Impact Pre-
mium spirits ranking. 
havana club is a major actor in the Premiu-
misation of the category, par ticularly 
through its white rum havana club 3 years 
and its dark rum havana club 7 years.

embracing cuban roots
the company has developed a dynamic 
new global campaign inspired by havana, 
‘nothing compares to havana’, that rein-
forces havana club’s position as the 
authentic cuban rum. 
the campaign includes advertising, as well 
as online activity and Pr support. It epito-
mises the essence of havana, by reflecting 
the true values of the non-aligned city—
humanity, spontaneity and creativity. 

as an exceptional city that has evolved in its 
own way, havana creates its own style, 
music, art and ultimately its own way of life, 
which is integral to the havana club brand 
and its communication. It has inspired 
havana club’s effort to promote cuban cul-
ture through www.havana-cultura.com, a 
site showcasing today’s cuban artists, 
including successful collaboration with 
internationally renowned dJ gilles Peterson. 

an ultra-premium creation
havana club also unveiled selección de 
maestros last year, a new addition to its 
rum portfolio which is set to invigorate the 
emerging ultra-Premium rum category.  

  recognition of the brand as an IWsr elite brand for its performance, 
the consistence of its growth and its development potential 

  Gold medals for havana club 3 years at chicago and san francisco 
tastings competitions 

  Platinum medal for selección de maestros at bTI’s International review of 
spirits 2011 at chicago, with the best score of the category
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Havana cLuB
the renewal of  
cuban culture

3.8 
mIllIon cAses sold 

double-digit 
growth 
In more ThAn 30 counTrIes 
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strategic  
premium  

spirits brands

(1) source: nielsen, fiscal year as of 19 June 2011, by value.

origins
As a young student of fine arts,  
the avant-garde visionary  
Paul ricard created the recipe  
for the true ‘Pastis de marseille’  
in 1932. he gave it his own name, 
ricard.

main markets
ricard is the number one spirits 
brand in france and belgium.  
It also generates a significant 
share of its sales volume in  
the border regions of spain, 
Andorra, Italy and luxembourg,  
as well as in major european 
domestic markets and canada.

keY positions
ricard is the world leader  
in aniseed spirits. The brand  
is also the leader of the spirits 
market in france and belgium,  
the no. 2 spirits brand in europe 
and the 11th-ranked brand 
worldwide.

a new design for the ricard bottle  1

ricard’s logo block is the focus of  
the new design: it is embossed in  
the glass on both sides.  
more elegant and more modern,  
the new bottle reflects  
the Premiumisation strategy of  
the company’s brands.

a large-scale campaign for  
the new ricard bottle  2

since april 2011, the new bottle  
has been shown through  
a checkerboard-type puzzle  
in ricard’s trademark yellow.  
for its launch, the brand opted for  
a large-scale media operation:  
a poster campaign in all the cities  
across france with a spectacular format. 

2010/2011 was a year of transformation for the benchmark brand of aperitif drinks.  
To drive its continued growth (net sales up 5% in france) in a declining market for aniseed 
spirits, the french spirits leader modernised its bottle. 

innovating an ‘icon’
In 2011, for the first time since 1932, the 
famous ‘Pastis de marseille’ bottle was 
redesigned. this innovation should allow 
the french brand, a symbol of conviviality, 
to boost its growth in an aniseed market 
that is down slightly, by 1.4%(1).
the brand thus confirmed its leadership in 
the french spirits market, even as it con-
tinued to grow in value, by 0.2%(1), achiev-
ing a market share of 46%.
the release of the new ricard bottle in feb-
ruary 2011 was the high point of a project 
that took 18 months and required 5 million 
euros in industrial investment.

the 11th-ranked brand worldwide, ricard 
aims to capture a more urban target, one 
that is younger and more feminine, without 
losing its loyal consumer base, and thus 
widen the gap with the competition.
the new bottle reinforces the brand’s Pre-
mium status by bestowing on it codes that 
cannot be imitated. It allows ricard to 
stand out in its category, whilst highlight-
ing its distinctive historical symbolism and 
offering more protection against counter-
feiting. more than ever, ricard can be proud 
of its position as the preferred aperitif in 
france.

  Greater visibility for the brand through a facebook page and 
a new website, ricard.com.

  more interactivity with consumers through the launch of 
a digital version of the consumer magazine, Place Ricard. 
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a year of  

transformation

5.4 
mIllIon cAses sold 
WorldWIde, +3% In neT sAles

+0.5%
GroWTh by volume In frAnce, 
+8% In The unITed sTATes,  
+6% In belGIum And  
+13% In ITAly 
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origins
beefeater Gin was created by 
James burrough in the 1860s.  

main markets
spain, united states, canada, 
Japan, russia, united Kingdom, 
france, Travel retail. 

keY positions
World’s no. 1 Premium gin.  
no. 1 Premium white spirit in spain. 
no. 3 Premium gin in the usA. 

range
beefeater london dry Gin, 
beefeater 24.

London wise  1

‘forever london’ marketing platform 
continues to underline beefeater’s 
unique ‘made in london’ credentials.  
the ‘london calls’ promotion  
using the famous red london  
phone boxes was rolled out in  
six cities around spain.

beefeater has spread an innovative british spirit all over the world again this year. World’s 
number 1 Premium gin, beefeater remains the last international gin brand to have its own 
distillery in london. In 2010/2011, the brand broadened its international influence in 
emerging markets, and accelerated its growth in europe.  

In 2010/2011, beefeater broadened even 
further its profile globally with many new 
markets seeing strong growth such as rus-
sia, eastern europe, ukraine, turkey and 
germany. In travel retail sales also accel-
erated. In its key market spain, the brand 
was backed by consistent and dynamic 
marketing support and enjoyed growth 
(+3% organic growth) despite a challenging 
economic environment.
the brand’s london-themed campaigns 
have led to particularly strong and engag-
ing activation. In spain, beefeater’s ‘big 
bad london’ digital platform focusing on 
london music generated over 4 million 
unique impacts, whilst london fashion was 
celebrated in turkey and ukraine and lon-
don street art in russia.

Boldness rewarded
the spirit of innovation initiated by beef-
eater founder, James burrough, continues 
today as master distiller desmond Payne 

created a winter edition gin that was sold 
in over 15 key markets over the festive 
season in 2010.
the super-Premium beefeater 24 is now 
available in over 45 markets, with +20% 
growth and recent introductions including 
canada and Italy. It continued to roll out in 
the united states (+4%) and was even 
launched in china. each launch utilized the 
brand’s contemporary tea salon pro-
gramme highlighting consumption rituals 
of the product’s unique ingredient, tea. the 
exotic botanicals selected for beefeater 24 
include rare Japanese sencha tea and aro-
matic chinese green tea.  

  Global footprint for beefeater 24 increased to over 45 countries globally
  beefeater followed its successful ‘summer’ limited edition recipe with 

‘Winter edition’ and ‘london market edition’

Launch of ginandtales.com  2

beefeater launched a new website 
inviting consumers to “take a fresh look” 
at gin cocktails. It is designed to be  
a key reference for gin cocktails.  
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the energy of  

‘made in london’ 

2.4
mIllIon of cAses sold, 
GroWTh by volume: +3% 
GroWTh by sAles: +4%

+30%
sTronG GroWTh In TrAvel 
reTAIl, +20% for beefeATer 24 
on more ThAn 45 mArKeTs

strategic  
premium  

spirits brands
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origins
founded by George smith,  
The Glenlivet has been crafted in 
the remote livet valley,  
scotland, since 1824.

main markets
united states, united Kingdom, 
canada, Taiwan, Japan,  
Travel retail, Germany, france, 
united Kingdom and south Africa.

keY positions 
The no. 2 single malt  
scotch whisky in the world and  
the biggest selling single malt  
in the united states.

range 
The Glenlivet 12 yo, 15 yo french 
oak reserve, nàdurra 16 yo cask 
strength, nàdurra Triumph 1991,  
18 yo, 21 yo Archive, XXv,  
cellar collection, 12 yo first fill, 
master distiller’s reserve,  
15 yo, nàdurra 16 yo 48%.  

enhanced brand identity  1

the launch of a new packaging  
to provide the ‘single malt  
that started it all’ with an enhanced 
luxurious and sophisticated look,  
in line with its position  
in the super-Premium  
spirits category.

In 2010/2011, The Glenlivet continued its dynamic growth unabated. ‘The single malt that 
started it all’ has reached a new highest ever sales volume in 2010/2011 selling above 
700,000 cases globally for the first time. This growth is driven notably by the united states, 
where the brand is experiencing strong Premiumisation, and by Travel retail. Accordingly, 
new packaging has been launched to enhance its brand identity. 

doubling sales since 2001
the glenlivet experiences a continued 
growth in many regions around the world.  
repeated double-digit growth has seen the 
brand double sales since 2001. 
asian markets in particular have grown 
strongly to contribute alongside organic 
growth in traditional strong holds such as 
in the united states and germany. 
In travel retail, sales have doubled since 
2005. growth of high end expressions has 
outstripped average sales with the glenli-
vet 18 year old especially creating a strong 
value franchise in the united states and 
taiwan. 
the glenlivet 21 year old also enjoyed 
strong success, with sales advancing very 
well in the american and new markets such 
as korea.

a more contemporary look
new packaging was introduced for the 
range’s core products in may 2011. a more 
modern look has been complemented by 
stronger cues to the legacy and heritage of 
the brand. the 18 year old category has 
been repositioned to be more Premium: a 
sizable challenge in a highly dynamic and 
competitive segment.
the brand has successfully mobilized a 
growing number of brand advocates via its 
online ‘guardians’ fanclub. In over 12 mar-
kets, digital and social media activity drive 
this group to pass on the glenlivet legacy 
to other consumers.
Pioneering and inventive, the glenlivet 
keeps enhancing its exceptional heritage 
as a tool for success. 

  Travel retail range enhanced with introduction of 
master distillers reserve

  founder’s reserve launch in the united states—release of a limited edition 
21 year old expression, of which only 1,824 bottles were made

an innovative experience—taiwan  2

In taiwan, the glenlivet enthusiasts  
enjoyed a 3-d show created around  
the recent expansion of the speyside 
distillery. during the day, consumers  
were also offered tastings of founder’s 
reserve, a blend crafted especially for  
the occasion.  
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tHe gLenLivet
new look,  

continuous growth 

718
ThousAnd cAses sold,  
+13% by volume And  
+14% by sAles

+7%
GroWTh by volume In  
The World’s leAdInG  
sInGle mAlT mArKeT,  
The unITed sTATes

strategic  
prestige spirits & 
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strategic  
prestige spirits & 

champagne  
brands

origins
house founded in 1715  
by Jean martell. 

main markets
Asia (china, singapore, malaysia, 
Taiwan, vietnam) and duty free 
Asia, as well as the united 
Kingdom, mexico, the united 
states, russia and ukraine. 

keY positions
no. 1 in the Xo (extra old) category 
with martell cordon bleu and 
martell Xo. no. 1 in Indonesia, 
malaysia, singapore and mexico. 

range
martell vs, vsoP, noblige,  
cordon bleu, Xo, création Grand 
extra and l’or de Jean martell. 

Launch of the martell trunk  1  
fashioned by the artisans of Pinel&Pinel’s 
workshops, this trunk is aimed at the most 
discerning cognac enthusiasts. Inside it 
are new, exclusive blends, the martell 
collection, and a selection of exquisite 
objects in the form of glassware, carafes, 
etc., for an uncommon tasting experience. 

martell, the oldest of the major cognac houses, benefited from its strong popularity in Asia, 
growing by 11%. martell reaped the rewards of its Premiumisation strategy in 2010/2011. 
This strategy is based on two key pillars: the highlighting of the range’s most prestigious 
categories (noblige +32%, Xo +24%, creation Grand extra +71%) and a major marketing 
expenditure plan. 

a pertinent strategy
the Premiumisation strategy had a direct, 
positive impact on growth in 2010/2011. 
martell confirmed its pre-eminence in asia, 
particularly in china where it strengthened 
its position as the number 2 cognac and 
the leader of the Xo category with cordon 
bleu and martell Xo. other markets also 
contributed to the growth momentum in 
asia, including malaysia, vietnam, singa-
pore, taiwan, Indonesia and travel retail. 

robust advertising expenditure 
to support the three jewels of the brand, 
the year saw the launch of several initia-
tives and highly creative promotional cam-
paigns such as promotional films, ‘only a 
few can tell’, for martell cordon bleu and 
‘Join the new elegance’ by martell noblige. 

elevating the tasting experience
to further anchor martell in the luxury uni-
verse, two prestigious innovations were 

also launched in 2011. first of all, the mar-
tell trunk, designed in the workshops of 
Pinel&Pinel. 
then, architect Jean nouvel joined forces 
with the brand to create an exclusive sculp-
ture, the martell amber lamp, as a tribute 
to martell’s universe. unveiled in november 
2010, this luminous sculpture was pro-
duced in just 50 copies. 
elsewhere, martell launched a new gastro-
nomic platform, ‘martell Pure gourmet’, 
which brings together the house of mar-
tell’s chefs and cellar master to create culi-
nary pairings with the range’s cognacs.  
lastly, the brand continued to roll out its 
new style by opening a boutique at the 
kuala lumpur airport. 
everywhere in the world, martell multiplied 
its partnerships with renowned artists to 
create a unique and privileged universe for 
its devotees. 

  creation of the martell Amber lamp by Jean nouvel
  opening of a martell boutique at the Kuala lumpur airport
  change in martell vsoP’s packaging: a more modern and stylish bottle
  launch of a gastronomic platform: ‘martell Pure Gourmet’  

new martell Xo campaign  2

martell Xo’s ‘shape your world’ campaign 
was executed this year in  
the international press. It builds on  
the unique arch shape design of  
the decanter which is a tribute to  
the world’s visionary, inspired and 
inspiring achievements. 
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marteLL
cognac as the muse of artists

1.8 
mIllIon cAses sold,  
+11% by volume And  
+22% In vAlue

+23%
In chInA, +30% In vIeTnAm  
And +32% GroWTh for  
mArTell noblIGe
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Press suPPlIes manager – mumm perrier-jouët 

by Denis Rouvre
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strategic  
prestige spirits & 

champagne  
brands

2

origins
founded in 1827 by a merchant 
family of the same name 
established since 1761.  
created by Georges hermann 
mumm in 1875, the cordon rouge 
label is the house’s insignia. 

main markets
france, Italy, spain, switzerland, 
canada, Japan, Australia and china.

keY positions  
no. 3 champagne brand in  
the world. no. 1 international 
champagne brand in france.

range 
G.h. mumm cordon rouge, 
demi-sec, rosé, millésimé,  
blanc de blancs mumm de cramant, 
blanc de noirs mumm de verzenay, 
Grand cru, r. lalou. 

With growth in net sales of 7%, 2010/2011 was undoubtedly a vintage year for G.h.mumm 
champagne. This figure reflects the success of a Premiumisation strategy marked this year 
by the launch of a number of high-end additions to the ranges. The champagne house thus 
expanded its Premium offering and now boasts a full «expert» range.  

t h e  g . h . m u m m  c h a m p a g n e  h o u s e 
recorded strong growth in 2010/2011, 
with a continued emphasis on growing in 
value. It strengthened its positions in 
mature markets such as Italy (+24%) and 
spain (+18%), even as the economic situa-
tion remained difficult in southern europe. 
g.h.mumm is growing fast in emerging mar-
kets such as asia-Pacific, a region that is 
especially strategic for the house. 

a complete «expert» range
g.h.mumm also gained market share in 
france, both in mass retail and specialised 
distribution channels. the brand reinforced 
its position as the leading international 
champagne brand with the launch of its 
new, exceptional cuvée, blanc de noirs 
mumm de verzenay, developed exclusively 
from the Pinots noirs issuing from the 
house’s venerable vineyards. this new 
c u v é e a d d s to  th e e x p e r t  r ang e o f 

g.h.mumm, whose blanc de blancs mumm 
de cramant was also restyled this year. the 
champagne house revealed its latest vin-
tage of the prestigious r. lalou cuvée this 
year. cuvée r. lalou 99 represents the full 
expression of the g.h.mumm heritage. It 
was first presented in france as part of the 
‘menus de légende’ operation, followed by 
the united kingdom, at the ritz hotel in 
london. historical partner of french gas-
tronomy, g.h.mumm caused a stir this year 
by bringing together the three-michelin-
star chef alain Passard and adventurer 
mike horn in the middle of the gobi desert. 
g.h.mumm also continued to collaborate 
with designer-artists such as Patrick Jouin, 
with the international launch of the sword 
designed by him especially for the brand. 
lastly, the mumm cordon rouge Jeroboam 
continued to accompany great victories in 
formula 1 racing during 19 grands Prix 
races. 

  International launch of the Patrick Jouin sword 
  continued partnership with formula 1 racing 

(official champagne for f1 podiums)
  launch of the latest vintage of the prestigious r. lalou cuvée: cuvée r. lalou 99

new Blanc de noirs cuvée  1

the blanc de noirs mumm de verzenay cuvée 
was unveiled this year. Produced in  
limited quantities for wine merchants  
in france only, mumm de verzenay matches 
the excellence of its predecessor,  
blanc de blancs mumm de cramant. 

exceptional dinners  2

september 2010 was the occasion for  
an unprecedented meeting between  
the three-michelin-star chef alain Passard and 
adventurer mike horn, organised by  
g.h.mumm in the middle of the gobi desert. 
alain Passard created a mongolian  
vegetable-based dinner made with  
local ingredients, accompanied by  
the champagne house’s prestigious cuvées. 
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g.H.mumm
renowned expertise

636 
ThousAnd cAses sold,  
+6% by volume And  
+7% In neT sAles 

+24%
In ITAly And  
+18% In sPAIn

1

2
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origins
Perrier-Jouët was founded in 1811 
by Pierre nicolas Perrier and Adèle 
Jouët. The Perrier-Jouët house  
is renowned for the exceptional 
character of its domain (ranked 
almost exclusively ‘Grand cru’), 
and its two-century old know-how, 
handed down through just seven 
cellar masters.  

main markets
Japan, united states,  
united Kingdom, Italy and france.

keY positions
no. 3 Prestige label in the world 
and no. 2 in the Japanese market. 

range
Perrier-Jouët Grand brut,  
blason rosé, belle Époque 
millésimé, belle Époque rosé,  
belle Époque blanc de blancs. 

the first champagne dedicated to succession  1

for its bicentennial, Perrier-Jouët launched  
a sculptural gift pack created by artist daniel arsham. 
the pack contains two magnums of belle Époque 
1998, one for the buyer, the second for the heir of  
his or her choice. a night-time party with a theme of 
succession was also held in Paris, and brought 
together celebrities including Jerry hall and  
her daughter georgia may Jagger, alain delon and  
his daughter anouchka, catherine deneuve, blanca li, 
sir terence conran and his daughter sophie, 
louis-marie de castelbajac, and more. 

exclusive presence at the royal wedding  
in monaco  2

Perrier-Jouët champagne was selected as the official 
champagne for the royal wedding of hsh Prince albert 
of monaco and miss charlene wittstock held on  
the 1st and 2nd of July 2011 in the Principality.  
during the official dinner, the prestigious cuvée  
belle Époque 2002 was served in magnums to  
nearly 500 distinguished guests.  

‘exceptional’ is the term that best sums up 2010/2011 for Perrier-Jouët. renewed growth 
and prestigious events marked a bicentennial with the theme of ‘succession’. The year 
ended with the royal wedding in monaco, for which cuvée belle Époque was chosen as the 
exclusive champagne. 

an excellent performance
the Perrier-Jouët house (maison Perrier-
Jouët) recorded an excellent performance 
this year, the result of a series of unprece-
dented initiatives and innovative creative 
projects. the brand saw a rebound in its 
business in historical markets such as the 
united states, france and Italy, and robust 
growth in emerging markets such as china 
and brazil. despite a difficult environment, 
Perrier-Jouët also continued to grow in 
Japan.

two centuries of know-how
the house celebrated its bicentennial this 
year with a theme of succession: two cen-
turies of an ‘esprit maison’ sustained by 
the expertise embodied in seven cellar 
masters from 1811 to today. 
to celebrate this extraordinary anniver-
sary, the champagne house developed an 
international campaign, which it deployed 
across all tools of communication, design, 
event planning and digital media. daniel 

ar sham, an american ar tist of global 
renown, created a Perrier-Jouët bicenten-
nial ‘gift box sculpture’. 
the bicentennial also was an opportunity 
for numerous marketing initiatives across 
all markets of the champagne house. 

official champagne of the royal 
wedding
closing out the year, in July Perrier-Jouët 
was the exclusive champagne for the wed-
ding of hsh Prince albert of monaco and 
charlene wittstock. this event fur ther 
enhanced the image of a prestigious house 
and consecrated its historical relations 
with the Principality. 
lastly, the champagne brand continued to 
cultivate its luxury image by popping up in 
exceptional surroundings. It created 
bespoke tasting spaces, such as the Per-
rier-Jouët lounge at the dukes hotel in lon-
don, the Perrier-Jouët kiosk in hainan 
(china), and the espace Perrier-Jouët at the 
bon marché department store in Paris.  

  launch of the latest vintage of the prestigious belle Époque cuvée: 
cuvée belle Époque 2004
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perrier-jouët
two hundred years of expertise  

225 
ThousAnd cAses sold,  
uP 14% by volume And  
17% In neT sAles

no. 3
chAmPAGne brAnd In chInA,  
uP 23% In volume In JAPAn 

1

2

2010/2011 at a gLance
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strategic  
prestige spirits & 

champagne  
brands

origins
created as the ultimate Tribute to 
her majesty Queen elizabeth II  
on her coronation in 1953,  
royal salute is the only scotch 
whisky with a range starting at  
21 year old.

main markets
china, Travel retail Asia, Taiwan, 
vietnam, the united states, Japan, 
Korea, Travel retail europe. 

keY positions
The world’s leading luxury scotch 
whisky brand. 

range
royal salute 21 yo,  
The hundred cask selection,  
38 yo stone of destiny,  
62 Gun salute, Tribute to honour. 

With more than 170,000 cases sold, royal salute, the exclusively Prestige scotch whisky, 
reached a historical sales high in 2011. Its very robust growth concerns an increasingly 
broader range of markets, including new markets such as brazil, the middle east and India. 
Again this year the brand left its mark on the luxury market, with the launch of an 
exceptional diamond-ornated ‘Tribute to honour’ exclusive edition.   

royal salute’s expansion was confirmed in 
2010/2011 with a new highest ever vol-
ume, exceeding that of 2008. this robust 
growth is the result of an integrated Pres-
tige brand building campaign aimed at driv-
ing grow th in the Prestige and above 
scotch whisky market. 

an exclusive limited edition
the success of last year’s launch of royal 
salute 62 gun salute, a scotch whisky aged 
for at least 40 years, was followed in 2011 
by the launch of tribute to honour. with just 
21 bottles produced, the garrard-designed 
bottle is hand cast in black porcelain with 
413 flawless diamonds, some of which 
form the shape of the sword of state: one 
of the treasures that are the honours of 
scotland. fittingly, only the finest aged 

whiskies—at least 45 years old—are con-
tained within. sales will be made on a one-
to-one basis to the world’s most prestig-
ious whisky consumers. 
ex tending the brand’s world polo pro-
gramme dedicated to the ‘king of sports 
and sport of kings’, the brand supported 
the top competitions of this prestigious 
sport such as the royal salute maharaja of 
Jodhpur golden Jubilee cup in India, the 
nation’s cup in dubai and the royal salute 
tang cup in beijing. the year also saw the 
duke of cambridge and Prince harry com-
peting in the sentebale Polo cup sponsored 
by royal salute in June 2010 in support of 
the charity founded by Prince harry and 
Prince seeiso of lesotho.  

  historical high in volume in 2011 with over 170,000 cases for 
the first time ever 

  Tribute to honour launched with each of the 21 bottles, 
bejewelled in 413 diamonds and priced at us$200,000

roYaL saLute
luxury deserves  

exceptional innovation 

176 
ThousAnd cAses sold,  
GroWTh by volume: +24%, 
GroWTh by sAles: +27%

+21% 
In chInA, +24% In vIeTnAm And  
+19% In TrAvel reTAIl AsIA 

62 gun salute success  1

the launch of royal salute 62 gun salute in china, taiwan, korea and  
travel retail exceeded expectations. Priced at us$2,200 in duty free,  
the new product delivered significant sales at this price point proving  
the luxury credentials of the brand.

2 royal salute world polo  2  
royal salute identified the  
‘king of sports and sport of 
kings’ as the perfect platform 
to communicate the brand’s 
royal heritage and luxury 
credentials. the program 
maps prestigious polo events 
against key growth markets 
including china, India, dubai, 
brazil and the united states. 
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satomi furugaki 
assIstant Product manager – pernod ricard japan 

by Denis Rouvre
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InnovatIng for PremIum brands  jacoB’s creek

priority  
premium  

wine brands

origins
first launched in 1976, the brand 
was named after the site where 
founder Johann Gramp planted  
his first vineyard on the banks of 
Jacob’s creek in 1847.

main markets
united Kingdom, Australia, united 
states, canada, new zealand, 
Ireland, nordics, Japan and china.

keY positions
by value: no. 1 Australian wine 
brand in Australia, new zealand 
and sweden. no. 2 in the united 
Kingdom. no. 3 in the united states 
and Ireland.

range
flagship: classic chardonnay, 
sparkling chardonnay Pinot noir 
non-vintage, reserve barossa 
shiraz and moscato.

Jacob’s creek has tackled the challenges facing the Australian wine category and 
maintained its leadership position by delivering on its value strategy—driving results 
through Premiumisation, innovation and strategic initiatives in emerging markets. 

In the face of a declining australian cate-
gory in key markets and the serious chal-
lenges presented by ongoing oversupply, 
Jacob’s creek has outperformed its com-
petitors and enjoyed another strong year 
thanks to its focus and its commitment to 
the core strategies of strengthening con-
sumer connection, Premiumising and inno-
vating.
Increasing prices in more mature markets 
like the united kingdom, introducing Pre-
mium ranges such as regional reserve, 
investing in its new True Character commu-
nication campaign and renewing its com-
mitment to the australian open tennis and 
wimbledon have been just some of the 
highlights from a year focused on Premiu-
mising the brand.
Innovation is central to the brand’s strat-
egy, and this year has seen the develop-

ment of a pipeline of new products and 
concepts designed to leverage strong con-
sumer trends. these include lighter and 
fresher wine styles and organic offerings. 
Jacob’s creek is also increasing its con-
sumer reach and relevance through invest-
ment in digital marketing campaigns.
Jacob’s creek continues to expand its foot-
print in emerging markets, experiencing a 
42% growth in china and increasing its 
presence to 24 cities across the country, 
assis ted by a tailor made marketing 
approach which included the launch of an 
exclusive range (winemaker series) and a 
dedicated communication platform.  

  Jacob’s creek continues to build strong links to tennis 
via sponsorships such as the Australian open, The Grand slam® of 
Asia-Pacific in 2010/2011

  Jacob’s creek commenced its 5-year partnership as 
the official Wine of Wimbledon

new jacob’s creek reserve range  1

Jacob’s creek reserve Premium wines 
increased its quality cues with  
a packaging upgrade and  
the introduction of regional  
appellation from three of  
australia’s leading wine regions— 
barossa, coonawarra and adelaide hills.

‘together we sparkle’  2

Premium wine brands launched  
a new television commercial for  
Jacob’s creek sparkling wines  
which was aired for the first time in 
australia during the peak sales period.  
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jacoB’s creek
new world’s  

first wine 

6.8 
mIllIon cAses sold,  
–3% In volume

+42% 
by volume In chInA WITh  
JAcob’s creeK reserve +38%, 
+53% In The neTherlAnds, And 
+15% In neW zeAlAnd

2010/2011 at a gLance
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patrick materman 
chIef wInemaker – pernod ricard new ZeaLand

by Denis Rouvre
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priority  
premium  

wine brands

origins
The first sauvignon blanc vines 
were planted at the historical 
brancott vineyard in  
new zealand’s south Island.

main markets
united Kingdom, Australia,  
new zealand and united states.

keY positions
no. 2 worldwide  
(new zealand wines).
no. 1 in new zealand  
(bottled still wine).

range
classic sauvignon blanc,  
Pinot noir, Pinot Gris,  
sparkling sauvignon blanc
letter series brancott ‘b’ 
sauvignon blanc and  
Terraces ‘T’ Pinot noir. 

global introduction of the new name,  
Brancott estate  1

brancott estate is named in honour of  
brancott vineyard where we first pioneered  
new Zealand’s flagship varietal,  
marlborough sauvignon blanc.

It has been a pivotal year for brancott estate which has undergone a global rebrand and 
has established itself in the Premium category in both its local and export markets, whilst 
experiencing +2% global volume growth. 

the past 12 months have involved a chal-
lenging transition and significant achieve-
ment for brancott estate—the brand has 
been unified under a single name in all mar-
kets while maintaining its focus on deliver-
ing a Premium portfolio of products.
Previously existing as two brands (bran-
cott in the united states and montana else-
where), the new name, brancott estate, 
celebrates the brand’s history and honours 
the brancott vineyard, where the first sau-
vignon blanc vines were planted in marlbor-
ough, in 1973. as the original marlborough 
s auvignon blanc, br ancot t es tate is 
focused on establishing itself as a credible, 
Premium player in the increasingly popular 
new Zealand wine category globally.
the brand’s evolution has been supported 
by the development of a new marketing 
campaign, Stay Curious, which invites con-

sumers to explore their curiosity (like the 
brand’s founder). this, coupled with the 
high prof ile sponsorship of the rugby 
world cup 2011, is providing global expo-
sure and driving brand awareness and Pre-
mium perception. this will be the platform 
for continued grow th in key strategic 
export markets—the united kingdom, aus-
tralia and the united states as well as in 
new Zealand.
consistent with its pioneering heritage, 
brancott estate continues to explore new 
territories with innovative products includ-
ing sparkling sauvignon blanc. with more 
products planned for release in the coming 
year, brancott estate will continue to build 
on its strong position. 

  released sparkling sauvignon blanc, a new take on the classic marlborough 
sauvignon blanc style

  brancott estate is the official sponsor of rugby World cup 2011  

Launch of the new  
global Brancott estate  
‘stay curious’ campaign  2

this campaign celebrates  
the curiosity and entrepreneurship 
of the brand’s pioneers. 
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Brancott estate
innovation  

sparkles

1.4 
mIllIon cAses sold,  
WITh +2% by volume

+11% 
volume GroWTh In  
neW zeAlAnd And  
+5% In The unITed KInGdom 

1 2

2010/2011 at a gLance
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origins
campo viejo winery 
 was established in 1959 by 
beristain and ortigüela,  
two passionate rioja winemakers. 
In 1961, the campo viejo label  
was launched.

main markets
spain, united Kingdom,  
united states, canada,  
Germany, nordics,  
The netherlands, Ireland, 
switzerland and belgium.

keY positions
no. 1 spanish and rioja Premium 
brand worldwide. no. 1 spanish and 
rioja brand in the united Kingdom. 
no. 2 spanish and rioja brand in  
the united states.

range
campo viejo crianza, reserva,  
Gran reserva, domino de campo 
viejo, Gran cava and Gran cava 
rose, classic viura and rose. 

origins
founded in san Juan in 1870 by 
Argentinean winemaker, santiago 
Graffigna.

main markets
united states, canada,  
Argentina and brazil.

keY positions
one of the fastest growing 
Argentinean wine brands in the 
united states and canada.

range
centenario malbec and Pinot Grigio, 
Grand reserve malbec and 
santiago Graffigna. 

campo viejo had an excellent year with strong value growth in all key 
markets. The brand consolidated its position as the global number 1 
brand from rioja, spain’s premier wine region. A key strategic initiative 
has been the deployment of a new communications platform live 
uncorked which positions campo viejo as an expressive and vibrant 
spanish wine. The brand has enjoyed strong growth in its key north 
American and united Kingdom markets and has been awarded the 
“Impact hot Prospect brand 2010” for its particularly strong American 
performance, a good indication of its future potential. 

This year, Graffigna has delivered solid growth and consolidated its 
position as one of Pernod ricard’s priority wine brands. As a key 
reference for malbec wines, Graffigna continues to build its success 
in the Americas with the united states (+56%(1)) and canada (+134%) 
which will continue to drive strong growth in the years to come. This 
strong performance has been built on a commitment to quality, which 
this year has resulted in two 90-point reviews (out of 100) by robert 
Parker, one of the most influential wine writers in the world. 

campo viejo
conquering  

spanish wine

graffigna
a promising  

future 

1.6 
mIllIon cAses sold,  
+6% In volume And  
+8% In vAlue 

323 
ThousAnd cAses sold,  
+3% by volume,  
+6% by sAles 

+9%(1)

GroWTh In vAlue In  
The unITed sTATes,  
+10% In The unITed KInGdom, 
+72% In The neTherlAnds 

+56%(1)

GroWTh In The unITed sTATes, 
+134% In cAnAdA,  
+22% In The neTherlAnds 

(1) source: nielsen data at 30 June 2011, growth in value.

(1) Pwb flash depletions report June 2011. 
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The 18 key local brands ensure that Pernod ricard has a strong presence in the distribution 
channels of the markets where they are sold. As leaders on their segments(1), they are both 
a springboard and a testing ground which the Group can use to develop its international 
brands. This is especially true in emerging markets, where local brands still have a strong 
presence. 

Leaders
in their markets

key local brands

pastis 51

no.2
aniseed-based  
spirit 
in france

100 pipers

no.1   standard whisky 
in Thailand, 

no. 2 standard whisky 
in Asia

ararat

no.3  international 
brandy 
in russia

becherovka

no.2  bitters 
in czech republic

blender’s 
pride

no.2  
whisky 
in Argentina

passport

no.2
standard whisky  
in brazil

olmeca

no.1
tequila 
in russia

montilla

no.1
rum 
in brazil

imperial

no.2
whisky 
in south Korea

clan 
campbell

no.1
Premium whisky  
in france

amaro 
ramazzotti

no.2
bitters 
in Germany  

royal stag

no.5
whisky 
in India 

ruavieJa

no.1
liqueur
in spain

seagram’s  
gin

no.1
gin  
in the united states

something 
special

no.2
whisky
in venezuela

wyborowa

no.3
standard vodka 
in Poland

wiser’s

no.1
whisky 
in canada

suze

no.1
bitters
in france

InnovatIng for PremIum brands  keY LocaL Brands

(1) source: ‘Pernod ricard market view’, based on Iwsr data at 31 december 2010. 
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banu tuncali 
logIstIcs assIstant – pernod ricard turkeY

by Denis Rouvre
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The protection of brands and their heritage 
is one of the key missions of the legal 
department, led by ian fitzsimons, 
General counsel of Pernod ricard.  
With an international network of experts, 
the legal department works to defend  
the Group’s brands, including in the most 
sensitive markets, such as china.  
Any innovation in packaging is preceded by 
a consultation with the legal teams,  
which protect all of the product’s attributes 
against the risk of copying. Today,  
Pernod ricard has acquired the most  
up-to-date means to combat counterfeiting. 

could you remind us why brand protection  
is a major issue for Pernod ricard?

— our brands are an integral part of the group’s capital and its 
value. Protecting them from the various attacks they could 
encounter, and ensuring respect for their heritage and their his-
tory, is a primary objective. this involves anti-counterfeiting 
efforts as well as combatting products that mimic our packaging 
to deceive consumers. 
In this regard, we’ve already scored some victories in china. for 
three years, we’ve been testing a novel anti-counterfeiting pro-
gramme that stresses cooperation between the group’s various 
functions. coordinated by the legal depar tment, this pro-
gramme—called ‘blue lotus’—calls on the combined expertise of 
the Public affairs, brand security, logistics and Production 
departments and the research centres to make our actions more 
effective. last april, the group won a criminal infringement case 
for the chivas and royal salute brands in daxing, near beijing. for 
the chinese supreme People’s court, this was one of the ten most 
important trials in the country involving intellectual property in 
2010. 
another significant event: for ten years bacardi, the number 1 rum 
worldwide, has been claiming the right to use the havana club 
brand in spain, as it does in the united states. In february, the 
spanish supreme court confirmed, for the third time, that the 
havana club brand belonged to the joint venture between Pernod 
ricard and the cuban company, corporación cuba ron. 

what impact does innovation have on  
brand protection? 

— we have a team dedicated to intellectual property protection, 
organised into six divisions; each division manages several brand 
portfolios on a global scale. because the pace of innovation is 
accelerating, we needed to strengthen our network and have thus 
expanded the legal departments of our brand companies and 
those attached to the americas, europe and asia regions. In the 
field of   intellectual property protection, it’s necessary to work 
upstream to be effective. 
today, all project teams working on innovations systematically 
include a lawyer who is tasked with analysing and registering any 

interview

ian  
fitzsimons

GenerAl counsel

InnovatIng for PremIum brands  Brand protection 

brand protection
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elements that could be copied. the absolut elyX bottle is thus 
protected in three dimensions (face, height and profile). It’s the 
same for the new ricard bottle: the shape, embossing and colours, 
as well as all the three labels, were registered ahead of the launch. 

and in terms of resources?

— Protecting brands and intellectual property go hand-in-hand in 
several ways. legal actions, whether civil or criminal, require in 
great measure that we work in cooperation with the local public 
authorities. the International federation of spirits Producers lends 

full support and resources for such actions. this type of approach 
is consistent with the work of the Public affairs department in 
developing countries in advocating for a legal system capable of 
protecting intellectual property. lastly, the group is investing in 
new authentication technologies, such as seal vector, a square 
encoded icon that cannot be photocopied. In china, our martell cor-
don bleu, noblige and chivas 12 year bottles are now equipped with 
this technology. using our experience in asia, we hope to create 
conditions for transferring these good practices to other countries, 
based on the solutions available for each problem area.  

a major victory on counterfeiting in china  1

grounded in cooperation between the group’s various functional departments,  
the blue lotus programme has led to a major victory against counterfeiting in 
china. In late april 2011, the chinese supreme People’s court handed down  
its verdict on the criminal counterfeiting case involving chivas regal and  
royal salute in daxing. the defendant in this case was sentenced to four years  
in prison and fined rmb 150,000 (about €15,000 ) for trademark infringement. 
this proceeding is considered to be one of the ten most important trials of  
2010 relating to intellectual property rights in china.

protecting innovations in 3d  2

the group’s innovation policy requires heightened legal protections.  
registrations have been filed in three dimensions for the new, highly distinctive 
bottle designs for absolut elyX and ricard, something that had not been possible 
with most standard size bottles. the faces, heights and profiles of the bottles  
are thus protected against counterfeiting attempts.  
the goal: to better protect these brands. by registering the bottles’ features,  
in addition to the brand’s names and labels, Pernod ricard is protecting  
a particularly sensitive element of their identity: the signs and symbols  
by which consumers recognise them. 

Havana club: ownership confirmed in spain
the spanish supreme court has confirmed ownership of  
the havana club trademark by the havana club joint venture, formed by  
Pernod ricard and corporación cuba ron. In february and march 2011,  
the spanish courts for the third time rejected bacardi’s suit over  
the famous cuban rum trademark. the brand had been abandoned for over  
30 years, and was redeveloped by the joint venture starting in 1993.  
It has since been an undisputed success. 
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today, all project teams working on innovations 
systematically include a lawyer who is tasked with analysing 

and registering any elements that could be copied.
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The decentralised model that characterises Pernod Ricard is a major strategic asset for 
capturing growth in the 70 countries where its Market Companies are located. This very 
flexible organisation, based on closeness to consumers and targeted innovation, has 
demonstrated its effectiveness. This year, the Group: 
• reinforced its leadership position in Asia, 
• made strides in very promising emerging markets, 
• continued to grow in mature markets.  

distribution
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In contrast to last year,  
all regions of the world contributed to  
the acceleration of the group’s organic 
growth. how do you explain these results?

— allow me, f irst of all, to welcome the arrival of 
alexandre ricard as managing director in charge of the 
distribution network. alexandre will be able to leverage 
his knowledge of the asian markets in addition to his 
experience as a brand owner as a former ceo of Irish 
distiller. as the group’s strong results are concerned, 
these are above all proof of the effectiveness of our 
decentralised model. our subsidiaries are close to their 
markets, literally rooted in their environment, and 
often since several decades. their local teams have 
genuine expertise and are independent decision-mak-
ers. this model makes them highly responsive. In addi-
tion, we are the only players in the industry to fully 
control our distribution. 

you also had this model during the crisis. 
what exactly explains the stepped-up 
growth that we’ve seen this year across all of 
the group’s regions?

— we of course benefited from an overall rebound in 
consumption. But we were perhaps also quicker in 
seizing opportunities. It is the great strength of our 
organisational model based on decentralisation. that’s  
also one of the great strengths of our brand portfolio, 
whose segmentation we revised under agility. the 
house of Brands concept, with the top 14, the 4 prior-
ity wine brands and our 18 key local brands allow us to 
better prioritise and better target our sales efforts as 
part of a value creation strategy. the strength of local 
brands leading their markets paves the way for our 
portfolio of international brands, the top 14. we thor-
oughly understand the terrain and our customers’ 
consumption habits. this genuine ‘obsession’ with 
consumers, the precise knowledge that we’ve acquired 
about them and our desire to accompany them every-
where, whether at home or in a restaurant, contribute 
to this growth momentum. 

could you remind us of  
your region-by-region objectives? 

— with agility, we redefined the objectives assigned 
to each region: 
• win market share in the united states and boost 
growth in latin america, 
• consolidate our positions, value-wise, in western 
europe and france, 
• invest in emerging markets in europe and africa, 
• become a leader in all our markets in asia-pacific. 
as our results show, we are on track to achieve each of 
these objectives.

interview

pierre pringUet
chief executive officer 

 
the effectiveness  
of our  
decentralised 
model.

InnovatIng for leadIng markets  strategy

strategy
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If we need to review  
the performance of each region,  
what guidelines should we follow  
for these results?

— this year again, it is asia and the rest of the world 
that were the most dynamic. moreover, the region 
returned to double-digit internal growth (+15%), con-
firming its place as the group’s leading region. we rein-
forced our leadership, for example, through the two 
growth engines of china and India. In china, net sales 
rose 23%, led by martell, scotch whiskies and Jacob’s 
creek. In India, local whiskies (+33%) drove growth. 
vietnam, where we recently opened a subsidiary, is a 
booming market. and the emerging markets of africa 
and the middle east turned in remarkable perform-
ances.

what about the americas region?  
Is it maintaining its momentum?

— In fact, last year the americas region recorded a 4% 
increase in sales. this year, it bettered that by one 
point, to 5%. this stepped-up growth we owe mainly to 
the top 14. this is especially true in the united states, 
the group’s number one market: reinforced investment 
in strategic brands allowed our premium brands to fully 
benefit from the turnaround in consumption of high-
end products seen in this market. aBsolut returned to 
growth and Jameson hit a new record crossing the 
symbolic threshold of one million cases. the brand has 
become the leading source of new growth for the group 
in this market. 
net sales also rose in all other markets in the region 
except venezuela. Brazil stood out with remarkable 
growth of 12%, and a top 14 that grew by 41%, led by 
aBsolut and our scotch whiskies. 

europe suffered last year.  
has the situation improved? 

— overall, yes. we’ve gone from being down by 5% last 
year to nearly stable this year. the group’s sales are 
thus no longer in decline. here again, growth was 
buoyed by the top 14 brands, led by Jameson, 
aBsolut, Beefeater, havana club, g.h.mumm and 
perrier-Jouët, and, to a lesser extent, the premium pri-
ority wines. But the conditions remain mixed.
If we look at western europe, sales are still down 2%, 
but this is an improvement of three points over the 
previous year. these figures are mainly down due to 
the poor performances of greece and spain. on the 
other hand, we have achieved great performances in 
several markets, including germany, austria, Benelux, 
Italy and even in the united kingdom on spirits.
the region’s positive results reflect the robust growth 
of the eastern and central european markets. russia 
and ukraine, in particular, grew by double-digits. 

lastly, how would you describe  
the results of your historic bastion, france? 

— at +4%, this is solid growth driven by the top 14 
brands (+6%), particularly Ballantine’s, g.h.mumm, 
chivas, havana club, perrier-Jouët, Jameson and 
aBsolut. especially noteworthy is the 5% growth for 
ricard, which may already be benefitting from its 
brand new bottle. 

In view of these performances,  
both mature and emerging countries  
have helped drive growth in your group. 
however, does the growing importance of 
emerging markets not represent  
a threat in time? are you not becoming 
overly dependent on these markets?

— while emerging markets have grown from 31% to 
38% of our profit from recurring operations in less than 
two years, I see this as nothing but good news for the 
group. these are the most dynamic markets in the 
industry and their consumers are particularly inter-
ested in premium products. leading the way on these 
markets, particularly in asia, is vital to our future 
growth. Indeed, they are just as profitable as mature 
countries today. this is one of pernod ricard’s 
strengths.

how do you see the outlook for 2011/2012?

— as I was explaining, we are confident in the robust-
ness of our decentralised model. we will be able to cap-
italise on all opportunities for growth. our 18,000 staff 
represent another of the group’s strengths, with their 
commitment and dedication on the ground really mak-
ing all the difference in a sometimes difficult climate. 
for instance, in spain and greece, the group has held 
up far better than its main rivals.
for all these reasons, we expect to see a relatively 
similar scenario to this year: slow growth in mature 
countries and continued strong growth momentum in 
emerging markets.  
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Weights of the different regions 

the global  
Wine & spirits market

sales of international spirits rose by 3.5% in 2010 
(see page 14). all regions, without exception, 
contributed to this growth. 

travel retail and asia
travel retail and asia recorded especially strong 
growth rates in 2010: travel retail rose by 14.6% 
and asia grew by 11.9%. In this region, outstand-
ing growth was recorded in India, where sales 
rose by 31.7%, and in Japan, which grew by 
13.4%.

central and south america
central and south america were also very 
dynamic in 2010, rising by 7.4%, thanks mainly 
to market growth in Brazil, +22.2% and argentina, 
+20.7%.

north america 
north america, which dominates the international 
spirits market with a 38% market share, grew 
more moderately, by 3%, with strong momentum 
in mexico, up 7.9%. the united states, the number 
one country in the world for international spirits, 
with a 31.5% market share, was also the largest 
contributor to growth, with 3.3 million incremen-
tal 9-litre cases.

europe
europe was overall stable in 2010, with contrast-
ing circumstances between the countries. 
several countries rebounded as they exited the 
crisis and posted growth in 2010: russia led with 
double-digit growth of 11.7%, followed by the 
united kingdom, up 6.9%. germany and france 
also contributed to market growth in europe. 
conversely, diff icult economic conditions in 
greece and spain continued to weigh on the per-
formance of these markets in 2010; they posted 
respective declines of 17.5% and 3.6%. poland 
also saw a downturn of its market by 9.6%.

china, a new wine market
china drove growth this year in the branded wines 
market with a 54.6% contribution. the united 
states, russia and australia also contributed sig-
nificantly to the dynamism of this segment. the 
growth of champagne was led by france, its pri-
mary market, followed by the united kingdom, 
travel retail, and the united states.  

robUst growth in asia and soUth america,  
as well as travel retail

by martin riley
chIef marketIng offIcer 
pernod rIcard

source for this article: ‘the pernod ricard market view’, based on 
Iwsr, volume data as at the end of 2010—international spirits, 
excluding ready-to-drink, wines and wine-based aperitifs.  

(1) north america ..................................... 38%
(2) western europe ................................. 32%
(3) asia ................................................................. 8%
(4) central and south america .......... 7%
(5) eastern europe ..................................... 6%
(6) travel retail ..............................................4%
(7) africa, middle east .............................. 3%
(8) oceania................................................ 2%
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■ % change in volume from 2009 to 2010
■ % average annual change from 2000 to 2010
(In thousands of 9-litre cases) 
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Changes in volumes by geographiC region 

+0.8% +0.4%

+5.3%
+6.9%

+2.5% +1.8%

+7.4%

+3.2%

+11.9%

+2.5%+3% +3.7%

+14.6%

+2%

+0.6%

+7.3%

regional FocUs
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ameriCas

europe (exCluding franCe) 

asia and rest of the World
no. 4 in the usa  •  no. 2 in Brazil  •  no. 2 in canada  •  no. 1 in mexico   

no. 1 in argentina  •  no. 2 in venezuela  •  no. 2 in chile 

no.1 in spain  •  no.2 in poland  •  no.1 in germany   
no. 1 in the nordic countries  •  no. 3 in the united kingdom  •  no. 3 in Italy   

no. 1 in central and southern europe  •  no. 2 in greece  •  no. 2 in south africa  
no. 2 in russia  •  no. 1 in czech republic  •  no. 1 in Ireland 

no. 1 in India  •  no. 1 in china  •  no. 2 in thailand   
no. 2 in south korea  •  no. 1 in Japan

(1) source: ‘the pernod ricard market view based on Iwsr’, volume data as at the end of 2010—international spirits, excluding ready-to-drink, wines and wine-based aperitifs.  
ranking among international groups. portfolio as at 28 July 2011. 

pernod riCard
Four regions to capitalise on all opportunities(1) 

franCe
no. 1 in france
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players  
in the strategy

pernod riCard 
ameriCas

market 
companies

pernod riCard asia

The Market Companies are responsible for selling and locally promoting the brands in the 
Pernod Ricard portfolio. They implement and adapt the global strategy of the international 
brands in each market. Closer to the consumer, they play a major role in understanding the 
needs of the markets. The Group’s global presence is managed through four major regions: 
Asia and Rest of the World, the Americas, Europe (excluding France) and France. 

from left to right:  Patrick O’Driscoll  managing director, corby   —   Bryan Fry  managing director pr Brasil   —   Sergio Marly  managing director, 
pr argentina cluster   —   Christophe Lemarié  managing director pr travel retail americas   —   Paul Duffy  managing director pr usa   
—   Cedric Retailleau  managing director pr venezuela cluster   —   Frederic Villain  vp finance   —   François Bouyra  managing director casa pedro domecq   
—   Audrey Yayon-Dauvet vp legal & public affairs   —   Cedric Ramat  vp human resources   —   Philippe Dreano  chairman & ceo   
—   Geoffroy Germano  vp marketing   —   Frank Gaudet  vp operations

first roW from left to right:  Cyril Sayag  vp public & legal affairs   —   Phanuwat Wongsriphisant  managing director thailand   
—   Hélène de Tissot  vp finance   —   Pierre Coppéré  chairman & ceo   —   Jenny To  managing director hong kong  —   Kevin Lee  managing director philippines  
—   Param Uberoi  managing director south asia  —   Bernard Coulaty   vp human resources   —   seCond roW from left to right:  Fabrice Audan  managing 
director Japan  —   Con Constandis  managing director china  —   Thibaut de Poutier  managing director asia duty free  —   Xavier Beysecker  vp marketing  
—   Franck Lapeyre  managing director korea   —   Cheng Keang Tan  managing director malaysia  —   Paul-Robert Bouhier  managing director singapore  
—   Tim Paech  managing director taiwan 

the makeup of the following committees reflects their structure during the financial year from 1 July 2010 to 30 June 2011. It does 
not factor in any changes made after 30 June 2011.
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soCiété riCard

pernod riCard europe

soCiété pernod 

from left to right:  Jean-Charles Castellano  vp, human resources    —   Michael Merolli  vp, marketing   —   Bruno Pierrain  vp, administration & finance   
—   Philippe Savinel  chairman & ceo   —   Jean-Michel Senaud  vp, operations   —   Guillaume Girard-Reydet  vp, national sales  

first roW from left to right:  Philippe Hébert  vp administration & finance   —   Philippe Meert  Business development director   —   Laurent Lacassagne  
chairman & ceo   —   Noël Adrian  managing director, Italia switzerland   —   David de Mardt  managing director, south africa   —   Francesco Taddonio  marketing & 
development director    —   seCond roW from left to right:  Philippe Coutin  managing director, Iberia   —   Jean-Louis Laborde  managing director africa and 
middle east   —   Benoît Laug  managing director southern central europe   —   Antony Schofield  managing director, Jan Becher   —   Michel Mauran  managing 
director, nordic cluster   —   Ian Williams  managing director, travel retail europe   —   Alain Dufossé  managing director, germany austria   —   Jean-Manuel Spriet  
managing director, united kingdom   —   Mathieu Prot  legal director   —   Jean-Marc Bryskère  managing director, Benelux   —   Victor Jerez  managing director, 
poland   —   Bruno Goimier  vp human resources   —   Éric Laborde  managing director, eastern europe   —   David Haworth  managing director, turkey greece     
—   Pierre-Yves Calloc’h  vp organisation and Information systems(1)   —   Camille Méry vp operations   

from left to right:   Jean-Marc Roué  operations director   —   Régis Souillet  chief administrative & financial officer   —   Sylvie Machenaud  
communications director   —   César  Giron  chairman & ceo   —   Estelle Rivals  human resources director   —   Frantz Hotton commercial and marketing director   

(1) pierre-yves calloc’h has been nominated general manager pernod ricard colombia as of 1 may 2011.  
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history
Pernod Ricard has had a strong 
presence in Asia for over 30 years, 
first setting up business units to 
control operations in Thailand, 
Hong Kong and Asia Duty Free in 
1981-1982. As the Group  
has grown so have its ‘local roots’ 
in Asia and Rest of the World,  
its leading region. The Group now 
operates fully consolidated 
subsidiaries covering 13 major 
Asian markets, from the Gulf 
countries to Japan.  
In 2011, Pernod Ricard Vietnam 
became the Group’s newest entity 
in the region. The direct control of 
marketing operations and brand 
distribution by the Group’s regional 
subsidiaries, combined with  
the development of strong skills in 
its local teams, are a major driver 
of Pernod Ricard’s momentum  
in Asia.

Key positions
No. 1 international group in Asia, 
including China, Japan,  
Travel Retail Asia, India, Malaysia, 
Singapore and Indonesia.  
No. 1 in Vietnam and 
No. 1 in Taiwan, with exceptionally 
strong growth in 2011.  
No. 2 in Korea, the Gulf countries, 
Thailand and the Philippines.

asia

strong growth in ‘key’ markets
growth was remarkable in the two key mar-
kets of china and India. 
china led the way, growing of 14% by vol-
ume in the wake of strong demand for 
ultr a-premium and pres tige br ands. 
mar tell, royal salute, Ballantine’s and 
chivas regal strengthened the group’s 
position in these segments (+1 point share 
of market to 44%). India grew by 25%: royal 
stag surpassed 11.5 million cases to 
become the leading brand by volume at 
pernod ricard. Blender’s pride, the other 
local Indian brand developed by the group, 
reinforced its leadership in the premium 
‘admix whisky’ (whisky-based spirit) cat-
egory. the major premium international 
brands literally ‘took off ’, achieving 36% 
growth.
vietnam is a rising star with an amazing 
development of mar tell, chivas regal, 
royal salute and Ballantine’s. to make the 
most of these developments, the pernod 
ricard vietnam subsidiary was established 
in april 2011, adding 96 new employees to 
the region.

profiting from fast-growing passenger traf-
fic, travel retail had a more than satisfac-
tory year despite the last-quarter turmoil 
following the earthquake in fukushima, 
Japan. the channel is posting double-digit 
growth, led by chivas regal, royal salute 
and aBsolut.
korea, considered a mature market, was 
able to demonstrate the effectiveness of 
the premiumisation strategy driven by the 
results of Ballantine’s 17 year old and 
21 year old, and the launch of the new 
Imperial Quantum 19 year old and 21 year 
old. pernod ricard achieved the number 
one position in taiwan buoyed by signifi-
cant market share gains in both the scotch 
whisky and cognac segments. finally, 
despite the country’s difficult situation 
since the earthquake of 11 march 2011, 
the strong fundamentals of the pernod 
ricard Japan subsidiary allowed it to 
steady its results while maintaining a pos-
itive outlook.

asia and  
rest of the World

The good results achieved by Pernod Ricard Asia were enhanced by the boom of 
the middle classes and the successful management of a portfolio combining 
strong international brands and leading local brands.  

+15%  
NET SALES (ORGANIC GROWTH)

+20%
PROFIT FROM RECURRING 
OPERATIONS (ORGANIC GROWTH)

key figures
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ranjeeka saChdev 
senIor manager, human resources – pernod ricard india

by Denis Rouvre
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  Martell—Icon de Cordon Bleu: 
a premier photography prize  
in Singapore 

  Martell—Vietnam: an artistic kick-off 
event combining structural art,  
music and performance art has been 
performed at the Ho Chi Minh City 
Opera House in order to announce  
the launch of the Masterpiece 
campaign for Martell XO 

  Chivas—James & John launch in China, 
a new Chivas Regal range extension  

  ABSOLUT—Art Collection Tour in India, 
Korea and China: an exhibition of  
20 major artists 

  Imperial 19 YO Quantum launch 
in Korea: an innovative bottle design 

  Beefeater 24 launch—Tea Salon party 
in China: cocktails mixing and 
interactive programme

in the Group’s portfolio. Examples include 
the opening of new dedicated boutiques 
showcasing Pernod Ricard’s key brands 
such as the Martell boutique at the Kuala 
Lumpur airport and The Glenlivet Malt and 
Whisky Gallery in Taiwan. The year was 
marked by the success of new Ultra-
Premium product launches such as Royal 
Salute 62 Gun Salute and Ballantine’s 17 YO 
Distillery Signature Glenburgie, as well as 
exclusive sponsorships like Royal Salute’s 
support for polo events in numerous mar-
kets (Gulf countries, India, China).
Finally, the year was punctuated by a 
series of innovations. These include the 
launch of Chivas James & John in China, 
the innovative use of digital technologies 
to run The Glenlivet mentoring sessions 
and the Foursquare application for Chivas 
Regal in Japan.

Local brands strengthen  
the growth of high-end brands
In Asia, all spirits categories were dynamic 
with Chivas Regal whisky and Mar tell 
cognac contributing the most to the vol-
ume increase in the Top 14 brands.
Premiumisation and local brands impacted 
positively the overall growth. First, Asian 
consumers’ taste for high-end products is 
striking. Pernod Ricard achieved excellent 
results on all of its Premium and Prestige 
ranges: Martell XO, Chivas Regal 18 Year Old 
and 25 Year Old, Royal Salute 21 Year Old 
and 38 Year Old, Ballantine’s 21 Year Old 
and above, and Perrier-Jouët Belle Époque 
all posted growth of more than 20% by vol-
ume, gaining new market share. Moreover, 
the boom of the middle class drove growth 
of local Indian brands such as Royal Stag 
(+23%), Blender’s Pride (+31%) and Imperial 
Blue (+26%).
The emerging categories of international 
products such as vodka and malt whisky 
were extremely dynamic. Pernod Ricard 
benefitted from the growth of these seg-
ments as evidenced by the results of 
ABSOLUT, up 18%, and The Glenlivet, up 39%. 
The development of Pernod Ricard in Asia 
was supported by marketing activities to 
enhance the image of the Prestige brands 

(1) Facebook is a registered trademark of Facebook, Inc.  
(2) iPad is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc.

InnOvATInG FOR LEADInG MARKETS  asia and rest of the worLd

2010/2011 at a gLance

thaiLand: aBsoLUt Parc  1

ABSOLUT PARC offers daily concerts of the greatest DJs  
in Thailand. The event was held outdoors in the heart of  
Bangkok in front of the largest luxury shopping mall.  
The event was given full 360° media support  
with 13,500 new fans on Facebook(1) and 13 million hits 
on search engines.

india:  
royal salute Lounge at delhi duty free  2

The first-ever exclusive Royal Salute lounge  
provided an intimate and exclusive environment,  
with dedicated hostesses offering tastings of the brand’s 
blends. Consumers were also able to discover the iPad(1) 
application and beautiful bound books presenting  
Royal Salute’s history and legacy. 

hong Kong:  
chivas, sponsor of the asian film awards
Chivas Regal was the official whisky partner at  
the glamorous 5th Asian Film Festival  
(21 March 2011) for the second consecutive year.  
Asia Film Awards launched in 2007, is the only platform  
in the world that brings together the best cinematic  
talents of Asia, drawing film fans and professionals  
from all across the globe.  
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aUstralia:  
sponsorship of melbourne cup carnival  1

g.h.mumm became the official champagne of  
the melbourne cup (australia’s largest sporting and  
television event). this grew its awareness rate by  
20 points to 50% . 

new Zealand:  
‘absolUt Fashion’ campaign  2

aBsolut studIo was open to those attending ‘fashion weekend’  
(24–25 september) and featured bands, dJs and  
aBsolut designer cocktails. pernod ricard new Zealand  
was able to increase brand preference above all other key vodkas.

travel retail:  
Jacob’s creek cellar collection  3

Jacob’s creek cellar collection, a new range of museum wines,  
has boosted Jacob’s creek’s brand image in travel retail. 

soUth aFrica:  
Jameson select reserve  4

this special edition of Jameson has been launched  
in south africa with growing success.
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aFrica and  
the middle east

paciFic

the africa and the middle east region has grown significantly. the 
events of the arab spring impacted just a few still secondary mar-
kets for pernod ricard.
to better capture the opportunities of this vast region, the group 
decided in 2010 to split it in two: one entity covering the middle 
east and north africa, based in paris, and another in charge of all 
of sub-saharan africa, based in cape town. these entities are now 
fully operational. 
two brands are especially successful in this region: aBsolut and 
chivas regal both have great reputations and an excellent image 
in africa and the middle east. these two flagship brands drive the 
entire portfolio in fast-growing countries such as lebanon and 
Israel, as well as morocco and angola. to the list one can also add 
Jameson, whose success in south africa is growing, largely thanks 
to the launch in late 2010 of an exclusive product, Jameson select 
reserve. this success is felt in all neighbouring countries, includ-
ing mozambique, namibia, and Botswana, and all the way to the 
nightclubs of lagos in nigeria. 
this premium portfolio paves the way for pernod ricard to new 
distribution partnerships that will accelerate its development in 
the region.  

In a highly competitive environment, the impact of ongoing over-
supply and the resulting growth of private labels have led to a 
decline for branded wines in australia. for Jacob’s creek the 
impact of this has been countered in part by strong marketing 
campaigns such as the australian open tennis promotion and the 
continued development of new products such as moscato and 
regional reserves. for key champagne and spirit brands some 
outstanding results have been posted led by g.h.mumm +59%, 
chivas regal +20% and Jameson +6%. strong distribution gains in 
the on trade have also been a highlight for the year. 
In new Zealand the disposal of lindauer has made it possible to 
realign the entire portfolio around Brancott estate and Jacob’s 
creek.  the upshot: both of these brands have achieved double-
digit growth, coming in at +11% and +15% respectively. the results 
have been driven largely by innovation with the launch for 
Brancott estate of sparkling sauvignon Blanc and pinot noir and 
for Jacob’s creek the creation and launch of still moscato and 
sparkling sauvignon. Brancott estate’s sponsorship of the 2011 
rugby world cup has also generated significant excitement and 
will be a key driver for 2011/2012.
for pacific travel retail there is good momentum driven activities 
on key brands with the chivas ‘age matters’ campaign and the 
launch of Jacob’s creek old and rare. the pacific Islands also per-
formed strongly.  
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origins
Ten years of sustained organic 
growth and four major acquisitions 
have changed the scale of  
Pernod Ricard Americas:  
Austin Nichols & Co was acquired in 
1980 (and later sold),  
Seagram in 2001, Allied Domecq  
in 2005, and ABSOLUT in 2008.  
The Group has maintained  
leading positions in North and 
South America through  
a region-wide distribution network. 
Since 2006, Pernod Ricard 
Americas has overseen all  
Group operations in the region.

Key positions
× 11 in volume growth and × 13 
in net sales in the past decade. 
No.2 player in volumes in 
the Americas: No.1 in Mexico and 
Brazil, No.2 in Canada, 
No.3 in the United States, 
No.1 in Premium vodka, gin, 
Irish whiskey (fastest growing 
category in the United States),  
No. 2 in Scotch whisky.   

pernod ricard americas’ performance was 
a result of the resurgence of the us market 
and continued leverage of strong growth in 
latin america.  the group’s comprehensive 
portfolio makes it ideally positioned to ben-
ef it from consumer trends. aBsolut 
showed strong performance regionally 
with +3% growth. the brand posted acceler-
ated growth in Brazil and argentina (+37% 
and +60% respectively) and gained market 
share in Brazil, colombia, venezuela and 
canada. pernod ricard americas gained 
market share in whisky in the united states 
and mexico. chivas regal, backed by a suc-
cessful investment strategy in mexico and 
Brazil and a hispanic focus in the united 
states, increased +7% regionally. Jameson, 
still the fastest-growing premium spirit, 
was the driver of the Irish whiskey cate-
gory. the brand reached 1.2 million cases 
in the unites states through consumer and 
bartender preference, new advertising, 
and focused sales effort. Jameson added 

yet another prestigious award to its collec-
tion with Market Watch Spirits Brand of the 
Year.

multiple launches in north america
In canada, corby regained momentum on 
key brands, whilst restoring investment 
levels. despite a relatively stable spirits 
market, pernod ricard brands including 
wiser’s and aBsolut, grew in key catego-
ries such as premium vodka, whiskies, 
and rum. capitalising on the expansion 
of the wine category, corby introduced 
graffigna and released limited editions for 
brands such as g.h.mumm napa, mumm 
champagne, and wyndham estate. as 
for Jacob’s creek, the brand debuted 
new packaging, more premium and envi-
ronmentally friendly. on the frontline of 
innovation, corby introduced aBsolut 
elyx, malibu cocktails, and malibu limited 
edition snowflake. Building on the wiser’s 

ameriCas

North America’s progress was fuelled by economic improvement in the United 
States in 2010/2011, while South America, driven by Brazil, experienced an 
unprecedented cycle of growth. Amidst this complex economic landscape, 
Pernod Ricard Americas grew +5% (net sales). Increased and more finely-tuned 
investment in strategic brands and markets enabled this growth, confirming 
Pernod Ricard Americas as the second largest contributor for the Group. The 
United States remains Pernod Ricard’s leading market. 

+5%
NET SALES (ORGANIC GROWTH)

+3%
CHANGE IN PROFIT FROM 
RECURRING OPERATIONS 
(ORGANIC GROWTH)

key figures
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United states:  
Jameson surpasses 1 million cases  1

organic growth, consumer preference, 
campaigns, and digital strategy  
contributed to reaching 1.2 million cases.

braZil: ballantine’s ‘essencia’ launch  2

Ballantine’s launched a localised campaign  
in the local salvador market using  
Brazilian celebrities to better  
connect brand with this market.

braZil:  
absolUt glimmer write with light  3

artist haruo kaneko used a neon light-filled 
aBsolut bottle to create a social  
media-generated spectacle.

argentina:  
chivas studio punta del este  4

chivas entertained 400 vIp guests with  
scotch tastings, exquisite cocktails, and  
an exclusive performance by crystal waters. 
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  ABSOLUT ELYX launch in Canada and 
Mexico

  ABSOLUT Wild Tea launched in 
the United States

  ABSOLUT ‘Night’ television campaign 
in Mexico and Brazil

  Launch of ABSOLUT San Francisco, 
infused with grape, dragon fruit and 
papaya

  ABSOLUT Watkins Duty Free exclusive
  Chivas Manifesto print and 

outdoor campaign across the region
  Jameson Smoothest Revolution 

television campaign in Mexico
  Ballantine’s Anti-Manifesto 

television campaign in Mexico 

keting resulted in positive recognition for 
Jameson and c ar ibe c ooler (google 
awards—Best Interactive strategy). casa 
pedro domecq also captured opportunity 
of growing female consumption by devel-
oping strategies for aBsolut, Jameson and 
wines.
among the dynamic caribbean market, 
pernod ricard americas travel retail 
enjoyed strong growth in the dominican 
republic whisky category, which chivas 
regal took advantage of with a +38% gain 
in volume.

south america:  
developing strategic brands
In a complex mar ket, per nod ricar d 
venezuela succeeded to conquer market 
share leadership in whisky by building on 
chivas 12 year old, chivas 18 year old, and 
something special.
the very strong economic growth cycle in 
Brazil continued to attract new consumers, 
with all indicators showing strong develop-
ment (+12%) including premiumisation and 
growth in luxury consumption. the group 
maintained its reigning volume position 
with its local leading brands, orloff and 
montilla. strong investments were made in 

success, two new television campaigns 
and an integrated digital platform were 
implemented.
per nod ricar d us a made signif icant 
progress in regards to innovation and mul-
ticultural marketing. the company lever-
aged the strong Jameson momentum, and 
aBsolut returned to positive grow th 
through innovation, strategic price imple-
mentations, and integrated communica-
tion platfor ms. malibu dr ove gr ow th 
through the ‘summer state of mind’ pro-
gramme and continued innovation strides 
with the launch of malibu cocktails and a 
new high-proof coconut rum, malibu Black. 
malibu also released a new cranberry-
cherry f lavour chosen by consumers 
through the malibu u-choose contest. 
kahlúa repositioned itself as a coffee-fla-
voured rum supported by an advertising 
campaign paying homage to kahlúa’s 
authenticity and mexican heritage.
In mexico, the economic environment 
impr oved, al though secur i ty issues 
remained. successful investment strategy 
leveraged category growth for the full 
whisky portfolio including chivas regal, 
Ballantine’s, Jameson and passpor t. 
Increased attention towards digital mar-

2

43
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  Ballantine’s and Diesel partnership in 
Argentina 

  Launch of higher-proof Malibu Black in 
the United States

  Graffigna introduced to 
Canadian market

  Caribe Cooler digital campaign 
in Mexico

  Wiser’s Art Gallery and Off-Site 
television campaign and  
digital platform in Canada  

growth categories, including whisky with 
chivas and Ballantine’s, and vodka, with 
aBsolut growing +37%. the group is also 
closely monitoring break-out br ands 
perrier-Jouët, royal salute and Jameson. 
to win in the market, pernod ricard Brasil 
undertook creative brand activation, com-
munic ation, and innov ation to gr ow 
premium brands, while using selective 
innovation to maintain strong position in 
local brands.
pernod ricard argentina continued to 
deliver positive growth in the domestic 
market with a focus on the group’s strate-
gic brands and an increase of profitability 
for key local brands including Blender’s 
pride whisky and colon wine. graffigna is 
at the heart of argentina’s efforts to lever-
age the full potential of the wine export 
business. meanwhile, within the andes 
cone, pernod ricard chile experienced 
double-digit growth for all priority brands.

route-to-success
In a region where continued recovery is 
anticipated, pernod ricard has a competi-
tive platform for accelerated future growth. 
the group is well aligned to take advantage 
of opportunities with its leading positions 
in the key high growth markets. focus on 
value growth will continue and the levers 
that drive current successes will keep 
being activated: increased attention to pri-
oritising investment behind strategic 
brands, sharper brand propositions, and 
optimized route-to-market. 

a s economic per formance and social 
r esponsibil i ty go hand in hand, the 
americas region was committed to imple-
menting corporate social responsibility 
projects and adapting all actions to local 
legal environments.   

2010/2011 at a glance

carribean: ‘chivas antigua sailing week’  1

as a diamond sponsor, chivas regal saluted the teams 
and celebrated the spirit of camaraderie.

meXico: ‘azteca de oro’ campaign  2

a new campaign was released for the premium Brandy,  
including television spots.

United states:  
absolUt san Francisco launch  3

1,400 guests attended the two launch events  
in san francisco, celebrating freedom of  
expression and followed up on twitter(1) and facebook(2).

canada/United states:  
malibu cocktails launch  4

three ready-to-drink malibu cocktails  
were launched in north america:  
rum punch, caribbean cosmo and  
tropical mojito. the cocktails are presented in  
eco-friendly pouches.  

1

3 4

(1) twitter is a registered trademark of twitter, Inc.  
(2) facebook is a registered trademark of facebook, Inc. 

2
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history
Active in Europe since the Group’s 
creation in 1975, Pernod Ricard  
is the only Wine & Spirits group 
with its own Market Companies  
in all European markets,  
except some very small ones  
such as Cyprus, Malta, Moldavia, 
Albania, Macedonia and 
Montenegro.

Key positions 
No. 1 group in Europe, including 
France. Leader in Central and 
Eastern Europe, the fastest 
growing part of the continent. 
Leader in the Premium and 
Super-Premium segments.  
Pernod Ricard in Europe has  
the strongest brand portfolios, 
owing to the combined power of  
its international brands and 
leading local brands such as 
Ramazzotti and Becherovka 
bitters, ArArAt brandy,  
Ruavieja liqueur, Aalborg aquavit, 
Ouzo Mini, Wyborowa and 
Luksusowa vodkas.  

western europe 
a depressed context has affected western 
europe and hit the spirits markets: auster-
ity measures, high levels of unemployment 
and pressure from retailers have all con-
tributed to squeeze volumes and margins. 
this has been particularly true in coun-
tries like spain, portugal and greece. In 
spain a smoking ban in public outlets from 
1 January 2011 has temporarily amplified 
the market decline, although its effect 
should diminish over time. 
In the uk the market has so far resisted 
relatively well, despite the austerity meas-
ures; consumers remain attached to their 
favourite spirits, an expense that they are 
not ready to question in a time of crisis. 
however the weakness of the sterling 
pound is an issue; it has made imported 
products more expensive, in particular 
Jacob’s creek and Brancott estate wines.
In contrast, in germany, the economy has 
markedly improved, driven by exports. 
spirits have benefitted from this upturn, 
showing some moderate growth.

In this diff icult context pernod ricard 
brands have performed very well, gaining 
share in most countries. Both Ballantine’s 
and Beefeater enjoyed share gains in spain 
thanks to their very successful marketing 
campaigns and strong activity in all trade 
channels. havana club has continued its 
success story in all major markets, and 
ramazzotti achieved strong volumes in 
germany.

rebound in eastern europe
central and eastern europe, where pernod 
ricard is the clear market leader, has 
enjoyed a return to growth. the engine of 
this growth has been russia where the high-
end consumers have resumed their pre 
2008/2009 financial crisis spending habits, 
while the middle class appears to have 
recovered some of its purchasing power and 
is adopting western consumption habits. 
poland and ukraine are on a similar path; 
consumers are massively switching from 

europe

Market performances in Europe diverged more than ever: while some markets, 
mainly in Southern Europe, continued to suffer from a deepening economic crisis, 
others, especially in Eastern Europe, rebounded strongly. In this context Pernod 
Ricard managed to gain shares in most markets thanks to innovative products 
and brand activations, supported by a high level of advertising and promotion 
spending, back to 2008 levels. 

stable 
NET SALES  
(ORGANIC GROWTH)

+2% 
CHANGE IN OPERATING PROFITS 
(ORGANIC GROWTH) 

key figures
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United Kingdom:  
malibu on Facebook(1)  1

malibu launched a program on facebook(1) to engage 
sociable female consumers (18-34) via  
heat magazine partnership, viral advertising,  
experiential brand activity, new products, and  
limited editions. results: 56,000 fans in one year.  
malibu uk page listed amongst top 25 best uk. 

United Kingdom:  
martell at london’s harrod’s  2

re-building prestige luxury cues for martell was achieved  
via a “takeover” of harrods through In store media,  
ambient placement in restaurant, menswear and  
‘By appointment only’ events. an exclusive dinner  
was also hosted in the spirits shop. 
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  Sale of Ambrosio Velasco 
(owner of Zoco Pacharán and  
Palacio de la Vega wines) to  
Diego Zamora

  Launch of ArArAt’s new range
  Ballantine’s ‘Plan B’ campaign, 

Carlos Jean “Lead the Way” hit music
  Jameson Cult Film Club events 

in several cities
  Malibu activity on Facebook(1)

  Havana Club Academia 
for bartenders in Spain

  Launch of ABSOLUT SVEA 
(limited edition)

  Distribution agreement signed with 
Antinori for Perrier-Jouët in Italy

  Strengthening of the structure of 
Pernod Ricard Istanbul (Turkey)

  Sale of Spanish wine brands 
Marques de Arienzo and Viña Eguia to  
a Spanish consortium

  Sale of Georgian Wines and Spirits to 
Marussia BV  

(1) facebook is a registered trademark of facebook, Inc. 

growing the digital footprint
consumers across europe have continued 
to massively adopt digital technologies: 
pcs, tablets, smart phones. pernod ricard 
europe has made the “move to digital” a 
priority for all its marketing efforts. new 
talents have been recruited and trained, 
and investments have been re-directed to 
ensure our brands have presence in all dig-
ital media. some of these digital pro-
grammes generated strong peer recogni-
tion: after last year’s effie award for ararat, 
this year pernod ricard españa got a sol 
award for its Ballantine’s digital campaign 
in collaboration with dJ carlos Jean.

influence of discounters
the transfer of consumption from bars to 
homes has continued, mainly in western 
europe, which, coupled with the decline of 
purchasing power of some consumer catego-
ries, has particularly benefitted the dis-
counters. these points of sale tend to sell 
only their own products and very well-known 
category branded leaders. discounters are 
very strong in germany and are growing fast 
in countries like spain and poland. pernod 
ricard, thanks to its portfolio of leading inter-
national and local brands, is well placed to 
establish good relations with the players in 
this channel.

local vodkas to international spirits, which 
are enjoying double-digit growth.
this is very beneficial to pernod ricard as 
it is the only international spirits group 
with its own distribution network across all 
countries of the former soviet bloc. Its 
strong exposure to these fast growing 
countries has allowed pernod ricard to 
post higher growth rates than those of its 
competitors. 
for international brands, Jameson and 
Ballantine’s have been the stars of the 
portfolio (respectively in russia/ukraine 
and in poland); aBsolut also grew in these 
huge vodka markets where, despite large 
local players, it has strong growth poten-
tial. ararat brandy was another great suc-
cess of the year as its entire range was 
r e - p a c k a g e d  a n d  p r e s e n te d  to  t h e 
armenian and russian trade and consum-
ers in april 2011.
with such promising prospects in eastern 
europe, pernod ricard decided to increase 
its investments directed to consumers and 
to trade clients back to what it was in 2008. 
It also increased the size of its sales struc-
tures to better cover the main regional cit-
ies (beyond the capitals) and to modernise 
the ‘off-trade’ circuit. these efforts are 
building strong foundations for future 
growth in the region.

2

3

1
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cZech repUblic:  
Jameson cult Film club  1

In several european cities, Jameson literally  
decided to “bring cult films to life”,  
with screenings organised in unique and exclusive  
locations in the presence of film stars,  
supported by online Jameson cult film club blogs. 

 
spain: academia havana club  2

pernod ricard españa created the first reality show of  
bartenders, live on Internet.  
participants’ selection has been made  
through cocktail bars & hotel management schools.  
each participant received one week of  
educational programme covering technical skills, and  
also psychology classes and workshops on  
bar management. fans voted online to choose  
the winner alongside an experts’ jury.  
2,000 bartenders followed the programme on Internet.  
130 bartenders participated in the 8 castings.

 
greece: art sponsorship by chivas  3

In order to reach young adult premium drinkers  
(25-34 years-old ) pernod ricard hellas  
sponsored an international team exhibition on  
contemporary art under the name “Zone d”,  
which took place in the centre of athens.  
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3

pernod ricard also developed a series of 
studies on buying behaviour, including a 
major study conducted recently in spain. 
By sharing the results with its retail cus-
tomers, pernod ricard helps the wine & 
spirits distribution.

a deep attraction for international 
and premium spirits
Innovation and premiumisation will con-
tinue to be the key drivers of pernod ricard 
strategy in europe. Innovation is key in 
declining markets, where the only way to 
generate grow th is by gaining market 
shares. premiumisation will remain rele-
vant both in western europe, where con-
sumers drink less but better, and in the 

emerging part of the continent, where con-
sumers aspire to discover the higher qual-
ity, international spirits. thanks to its 
strong portfolio and excellent exposure to 
fast growing markets, pernod ricard will 
continue to win share in the continent.
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société ricard has maintained its leader-
ship position in france with a market share 
of 18.3%(1). It did so by emphasising the 
premiumisation of its brands and capturing 
market trends with the launch of new prod-
ucts. 
In the supermarket sector, the company 
recorded strong performances for its port-
folio’s f lagship br ands: perrier-Jouët 
(+24.9%), ricard (+0.2%(1)), a Bsolu t 
(+18.3% (1)),  c hi v as regal (+ 4.5 % (1)), 
J a m e s o n  (+ 2 . 9 % (1))  a n d  B e e f e a t e r 
(+40.2%(1)) all grew at a robust pace. 

winning over  
new consumer profiles
In a spirits market that grew by 1.1%(1), 
ricard created new opportunities and wid-
ened the gap with its competitors. the 
brand launched a new, more elegant and 
more modern bottle in february 2011 (see 
page 32). this innovation is expected to 
attract new consumers to the aperitif seg-
ment.

high-profile partnerships for 
flagship brands
the release of the new ricard bottle was 
accompanied by creative initiatives across 
the entire portfolio. partnerships were 
established with high-profile designers to 
enhance the field of brand expression. one 
example is a special ‘night’ edition of the 
clan campbell bottle which glows in the 

d a r k ,  c r e a t e d  b y  J e a n - c h a r l e s  d e 
castelbajac. 
present at the cannes film festival and the 
césar film awards, chivas regal is growing 
as fast as the french whisky market. 
société ricard confirmed its position as 
french leader by value in this segment, 
with a market share of 16%(1). 
In addition, Jameson, for the second 
straight year, sold more than 200,000 
cases and continued to raise its profile 
through the successful advertising cam-
paign ‘Jameson, the smooth whiskey’. 

anticipating trends
2010/2011 confirmed the enormous boom 
in white spirits in france: the ricard port-
folio’s vodkas, aBsolut and orloff, saw 
strong growth, with respective increases 
of 18.3%(1) and 19.9%(1) in the retail channel. 

franCe

In a slowly growing spirits market, the French Market Companies of 
Pernod and Ricard posted strong results on the large majority of their 
portfolios’ brands. More specifically, the flagship brands have 
achieved remarkable performances: Ricard, Ballantine’s, ABSOLUT, 
Havana Club, Perrier-Jouët and G.H.Mumm.  Among other factors, this 
dynamic development reflects the many innovations launched 
throughout the year. 

(1) source: nielsen, fiscal year as at 19 June 2011, by value.

the group’s brands gained placements in 
places renowned for their trendiness: the 
launch parties for aBsolut Illusion and the 
new ricard bottle were notably held at the 
colette concept-store in paris.   
In the modern liqueur market, off by 0.5%(1), 
ricard launched two products that reflect 
new modes of consumption: malibu fresh, 
with a mint-coconut flavour, and malibu 
cocktails, two ready-to-serve drinks in a 
‘mix-bag’ pack.  

clan campbell by  
Jean-charles de castelbajac  2

‘Jcdc’ has partnered with  
the clan campbell brand to create  
a limited edition, glow-in-the-dark 
bottle for nightclubs. the bottle  
was presented to a gathering of 
distinguished guests at the artist’s 
birthday party. 

malibu, differently  1

malibu fresh combines the freshness of mint with the sweetness of rum and coconut. 
It responds to consumer demand for more refreshing taste profiles.  
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+3.6% 
GROWTH IN SALES IN FRANCE  
ACROSS THE WHOLE PORTFOLIO 
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origins—pernod and ricard 
In 1805, Henri-Louis Pernod founded Pernod-Fils.  
Paul Ricard created Ricard pastis in 1932.  
With one shot of Ricard for five shots of water,  
it was the first long drink à la française. 
In 1975, together with Société Pernod, Ricard spearheaded 
the joint creation of the Pernod Ricard Group. 
Previously competitors on the French market,  
the two companies joined forces and set off to conquer  
the international market. 

Key positions
Société ricard is the leader of the spirits market 
with a market share of 18.3%(1). The Ricard brand is 
the leading aniseed spirits brand, and Clan Campbell  
is the No. 1 whisky, by value, in France(2). 
In the pernod brand portfolio, G.H.Mumm, Havana Club, 
Aberlour, and Suze are the leaders in their markets.  
Ballantine’s is the No. 2 Premium whisky. With the two founding 
companies, the Group is No. 1 in France for whiskies, aniseed 
spirits, bitters, Premium vodkas, and Premium rums. 

priority to strategic brands
the focus on the pernod ricard portfolio’s 
strategic brands helped these to grow 
faster than the market, at a pace of 7%. 
g.h.mumm confirmed a sharp rebound in its 
growth, both in volumes and value, and 
havana club is now a significant source of 
growth for pernod. similarly, the premium 
brands in the pernod portfolio grew faster 
than the market. most notably, 2011 capped 
five years of success for Ballantine’s in 
france, where its sales for the financial year 
reached one million cases.  

a pernod offensive
In 2010/2011, pernod launched an interna-
tional offensive for its brand, to improve its 
exposure in emerging markets. 
the brand star ted off 2011/2012 with 
excellent prospects in the french market, 
amid the country’s relaxation of rules on 
the consumption of absinthe in may 2011. 
pernod will now be able to revive the glori-
ous history of the brand and the company, 
through initiatives already launched in the 
united kingdom and the united states, and 
thus regain its historical leadership in the 
absinthe segment. 

multiple innovations
2010/2011 saw more than a dozen initia-
tives launched. these innovations con-
cerned all products (soho, suze, café de 

paris) and services (e.g. sales initiatives 
for e-commerce and wine merchants, prod-
uct personalisation). 
ultimately, these innovations—mainly 
developed and launched during the year—
generated a one-million-euro increase in 
sales.
riding this momentum in a context of weak 
growth, pernod is pursuing its strategy of 
premiumisation, sustained by a series of 
innovations based on ideas that address 
the needs of its customers and consumers.

(1) source: nielsen, fiscal year as at 19 June 2011, by value. (2) source: 2010 Iwsr database and nielsen 2010 annual report. 

+3.8% 
IN NET SALES IN FRANCE 
ACROSS THE WHOLE PORTFOLIO 
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experiencing ballantine’s,  
the Kacper hamilton way  1

kacper hamilton, a creative young 
designer, has reinvented the scotch 
whisky-tasting ritual for Ballantine’s.  
the ‘art of tasting’ gift pack invites 
enthusiasts to discover all the subtleties 
of Ballantine’s 12-year-old scotch whisky. 

g.h.mumm sword by  
patrick Jouin  2

 g.h.mumm created  
a stir during the holiday season by unveiling  
a limited edition g.h.mumm sword, designed 
by patrick Jouin, for the french market.  
this special object is the fruit of  
a new collaboration between the renowned 
designer and the champagne house.  

2
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Since it was founded, Pernod Ricard has had an innovative approach to CSR that permeates 
all levels of the Company. The Group has adopted an innovative and powerful human 
resources policy that encourages diversity and talent development. It has established 
itself as a trailblazer for responsible drinking, working beyond legal requirements. On the 
environment, the Group has always taken a proactive stance, firmly rooted in the lands 
that gave birth to its brands. And Pernod Ricard is committed to society, supporting many 
different cultural and social initiatives in line with the Group’s values.  

corporate  
social 

responsibility
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In the area of human resources,  
how would you assess the past year?

— the year was very rich in initiatives. the cross-func-
tional working groups that we set up last year came up 
with a number of interesting ideas using a ‘bottom up’ 
principle that reflects our way of working. this year, 
the task was to deliver projects related to the recom-
mendations. this led to the development of ambitious, 
processes and tools shared by the whole group in sup-
port of its performance.

the pernod ricard model  
is based on a culture of  
decentralisation and conviviality.  
how does it create value? 

— the way that pernod ricard came about and the 
nature of its business spawned a unique culture that 
is both its strength and the glue that binds it together. 
to better share and transmit this culture, we decided 
to formalise its key principles in our new charter. orig-
inally, the group was a federation of small businesses 
that grew under the impetus of entrepreneurs—I would 
almost say explorers—who set up the local structures. 
all of these ‘bosses’ had in common a strong sense of 
responsibility and commitment. this is the same spirit 
that we find in our managers today.
alongside the entrepreneurial spirit that characterises 
it, our group has developed a style of convivial rela-
tionships based on mutual trust—a direct legacy of the 
personality of its original management team, starting 
with paul ricard. this culture, which prizes autonomy 
and accountability while encouraging dialogue and 
sharing of experiences at all levels, is in itself a lever 

interview

Bruno rain
• 1987: started out as an internal 
auditor in the holding company, 
subsequently chief financial officer of 
the segm (now pernod ricard europe).
• 1994: Joined the holding company 
as group chief financial officer.
• 1997: appointed chairman and 
chief executive of pernod ricard 
argentina (andes cluster).
• March 2000: chairman and ceo of 
pernod ricard españa.
• September 2006: appointed 
group managing director,  
responsible for human resources,  
and, since July 2010,  
corporate social responsibility.

InnovatIng for a responsIble company  strategy

strategy

bruno rain
Managing director,  

HuMan resources and  
corporate  

social responsiBility
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core focus
being a role model and delivering results in  
the pernod ricard way while continually  
adopting a creative approach to the business.

for creativity and innovation. and because it creates 
the conditions for a working environment that is moti-
vating and respectful to all, it is also a considerable 
factor in individual and collective commitment and an 
accelerator of performance.
We were, in fact, able to fully measure this commit-
ment this year with the global opinion survey we con-
ducted to evaluate the group’s social climate, subsidi-

ary by subsidiary. We’ve received the very first results 
of this survey just as this annual report is going to 
press. What have we learned? In a first sign of our 
employees’ strong commitment, the participation rate 
was very high: over 80%! It’s a score rarely achieved 
according to the benchmark data of towers Watson, 
the firm assisting us this year. the results are the 
same for most of the items surveyed. key amongst 

strategic Vision

entrepreneurship

results orientation

liVe the Values

people DeVelopment

team management 

overall Mindset
balancing high-level strategic thinking  
with pragmatic implementation and  
operational management. 

people perspective
recognizing and developing both  
individual talent and collective team abilities. 

tHe pernod ricard leadersHip Model
pernod ricard is committed to a participative style of management, so that general management  
relies on teams led by talented managers with strong leadership skills to inspire and motivate people.  
all managers are encouraged to develop a combination of six key competencies which form  
the pernod ricard leadership model. 

this culture, which prizes  
autonomy and accountability, is in itself  

a lever for creativity and innovation.  
the challenge is to encourage  

the development of creative leaders.
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key positions; ‘leadership model & performance’ 
measures employees’ performance in the positions 
they occupy; and ‘diversity & talent management’ 
identifies talent in order to develop the potential for 
internal advancement.
the aim, through these measures, is to have a set of 
effective tools to identify high-potential employees, 
recognise them and help them to develop by creating 
motivating conditions of evaluation and mobility.

how are you going to develop this culture of 
leadership?

— the challenge is to encourage the development of 
creative leaders who can motivate their teams by 
instilling a culture of innovation, and who are also able 
to identify and grow talent. It’s with that in mind that 
we developed the ‘leadership skills set’, a repository 
that describes the key competencies of leaders, as 
well as the desired behaviours. this repository will be 
standardised with ‘ilead’, a talent assessment tool to 
be used by the entire group. this tool will allow us to 
identify high-potential employees and to create for 
them, based on needs, a career path that is tailored to 
their aspirations. to meet this challenge, we have 
among other things created the pernod ricard univer-
sity. as of next year, it will offer targeted programmes 
to support employees throughout their careers and to 
develop their leadership skills. It will also provide a 
forum for dialogue and sharing, helping to convey the 
group’s values and spirit to our people.

these figures today: 95% of our group’s employees are 
proud to be a part of pernod ricard, and nearly 60% of 
them are described as “very committed”, when the 
norm is 40%. such excellent results should not let us 
forget that we need to maintain our efforts to promote 
diversity and mobility, to spread the spirit of leader-
ship. these are the challenges that agility seeks to 
address.

human resources are an essential vehicle 
for spreading your culture of innovation and 
creativity. What priorities have you defined, 
and on what issues? 

— sharing experiences, cross-fertilisation of skills and 
career paths are a key within the group to develop the 
open-mindedness and capacity to create and innovate 
that are central to our culture and our model. diversity 
in culture, origin, and gender is the engine of this crea-
tivity. on this point, the group has made significant 
strides, particularly in developing international mobil-
ity in emerging countries and in encouraging the 
advancement of women.
a perfect illustration of this policy is the recent 
appointment of anna malmhake as ceo of Irish distill-
ers and her resulting admission to group executive 
committee. this dynamic of promoting talent is a 
source of enrichment and commitment, and we need 
to further step up its pace. With this in mind, we’ve 
developed a group-wide human resources manage-
ment toolkit. such tools should ensure total fairness 
and transparency by allowing us to standardise our 
processes. this toolkit has three components: Jobs, 
skills and people. ‘Job banding’ classifies the group’s 

pernod ricard strongly believes that  
business performance and social responsibility  
go hand in hand.

strategy

InnovatIng for a responsIble company  strategy
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your commitment to corporate  
social responsibility (csr),  
especially by promoting responsible 
drinking, seems to have made  
important advances.  
What were the defining events of  
the past year in this area?

— our commitment is not new: the group, through the 
actions of its founders, played a pioneering role in 
making the case for csr and promoting responsible 
drinking of its products before it was in vogue. 
some examples: pernod ricard is a founding member 
of a number of associations working to prevent the 
risks linked to inappropriate or excessive alcohol con-
sumption, such as Ireb (french Institute for scientific 
research on alcoholic beverages), efrd (european 
forum for responsible drinking), and others. 
for their part, the subsidiaries have always led multi-
ple initiatives very effectively. our aim is to give this 
effort—which motivates us and is expressed in a wide 
variety of actions—an overarching purpose, a sense 
of unity, and ultimately, greater visibility both inside 
and outside the company. 
We first wanted to express this dynamic with our 
18,000 employees, by establishing a special day 
observed by the entire group: the responsib’all day. 
devoted to preventing the risks of drink driving, the 
purpose of the day was to mobilise everyone through 
several activities: an exhibit on good practices, expert-
led seminars and public awareness efforts. In the high-
light of this event, all employees were invited to get 
personally involved by writing down the nature of their 
commitment. 

csr is encoded in our Dna, a legacy of  
the group’s Founders who, long before  

sustainable development was in vogue,  
were committed to these issues.

promote  
responsible  

Drinking

promote  
entrepreneurship

share  
our cultures

respect 
our  
enVironment

csr platforM
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more than 15,000 of them accepted the challenge, 
which is, again, a strong sign of their commitment. 
thanks to a very positive feedback on the day, as 
shown by a subsequent survey, we will hold the event 
again next year on another key theme of our preven-
tion policy: alcohol and youth.

to further advance the csr effort,  
you have also developed new tools.  
What are they?

— We built a new csr platform based on three funda-
mentals: our business, our culture and our identity. It 
is supported and represented by our 18,000 employ-
ees. We then set up an organisation to adapt this plat-
form locally, according to the priorities of each coun-
try. this organisation is based on two structures: 
firstly, a special advisory committee whose mission is 
to facilitate the implementation of csr and support the 
subsidiaries; secondly, a network of csr leaders made 
up of employees from 70 countries, representing all 

a sustainaBle coMMitMent  

 human resources
1938 • ricard introduces employee shareholding.
1986 • establishment of stock-options plans.
2006 • pernod ricard launches a sustainable development 
charter with concrete commitments to employees, 
consumers, shareholders, suppliers and partners.
2007 • Introduction of bonus share awards.
2008 • start of new expatriation policy.
2010 • launch of imove, the group’s internal 
mobility platform.

 responsible Drinking
1971 • Jean hémard, chairman of pernod, 
creates the Ireb, the Institut de recherches scientifiques 
sur les boissons (french Institute for scientific 
research on alcoholic beverages).
1990 • pernod ricard is a founding member of 
the efrd (european forum for responsible drinking)  
which promotes responsible drinking and  
encourages companies in the industry to adopt  
self-regulating standards in commercial communications. 
2005 • the group introduces self-regulation on 
the advertising campaigns for its strategic brands. 
2011 • the group organises the first responsib’all day, 
a day of action and prevention mobilising all employees 
around the world. 

 enVironment 
1966 • paul ricard creates the oceanographic Institute 
at les embiez.
1970 • martell founds the revico company to process 
stillage from the cognac region using anaerobic digestion.  
2004 • the group adopts a comprehensive 
Quality, safety, environment policy. 
2010/2011 • endorsement of the united nations 
ceo Water mandate and the french national strategy  
for biodiversity.

  cultural anD 
social soliDarity initiatiVes

1975 • pernod ricard initiates its collection of original art; 
a commissioned work of art is used to illustrate the cover of 
each annual report.
1997 • pernod ricard becomes a partner of 
the centre pompidou, one of the world’s most  
important museums with europe’s largest collection of 
modern and contemporary art.
2006 • creation of the ricard corporate foundation. 

departments and reporting levels, who work under the 
direction of their subsidiary.

What are the keys to the success of  
this approach?

— our employees are our front-line ambassadors, so 
it is essential that everyone feel involved. In order to 
encourage appropriation of this new platform and 
especially its adaptation to local contexts, we decided 
to involve them through a cascading training pro-
gramme. by may 2011, more than 15,000 employees 
had been trained in csr. meanwhile, dedicated hand-
books for csr leaders and managers have reinforced 
existing tools, such as the pernod ricard commercial 
communications code and the new group charter that 
formalises the positioning of the csr strategy. We also 
broke new ground by rolling out an e-learning training 
tool and a new csr website. all these tools will allow us 
to lead our csr policy in a more dynamic way and make 
it a source of continuous progress. 

strategy

InnovatIng for a responsIble company  strategy
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kristina liljegren
brand manager – pernod ricard denMark

by Denis Rouvre
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priorities cHallenges coMMitMents

human 
resources

■   Promote a ‘Pernod Ricard’ 
managerial style within each entity

■   Develop a ‘feedback culture’ for 
smooth relations between  
managers and employees

■   Involve employees in changes in 
their environment (social climate, 
business performance and 
communications) so that they identify 
with the founding values of  
Pernod Ricard 

strengthen the managerial model based on  
a repository of core competencies
increase transparency and objectivity  
in the skills assessment process
encourage and reward group and  
individual performance  

responsible 
Drinking

■   Ensure responsible promotion of 
our brands

■   Reduce driving accidents linked to 
alcohol consumption

■   Reduce and/or eliminate 
the inappropriate consumption of  
our brands, particularly in at-risk 
populations (pregnant women,  
minors and young adults)

■   Involve Group employees 

apply the code on commercial  
communications to all subsidiaries
promote the checking of blood alcohol  
content (Bac) and the designated  
driver concept
raise awareness and educate at-risk 
populations about inappropriate  
consumption of our brands and  
the consequences: discourage all drinking  
by minors and pregnant women; prevent 
irresponsible drinking by young adults
turn all group employees into ambassadors of 
the responsible drinking policy  

enVironment  

■   Conserve natural resources and 
respect the environment  

deploy an efficient environmental  
management system
promote sustainable agriculture and  
biodiversity conservation
conserve water resources locally
reduce energy consumption
Measure and reduce greenhouse gas emissions
reduce the impact of waste and packaging  

suppliers anD 
partners

■    Encourage suppliers and partners to 
make a commitment to Sustainable 
Development 

influence our suppliers so that they act 
responsibly all along the value chain  

cultural  
anD social  
soliDarity 
initiatiVes

■   Promote contemporary art and design
■   Promote the emergence of 

young talent
■   Make art accessible to the greatest 

number
■   Encourage sustainable ‘social 

entrepreneurship’ efforts at  
the grass-roots level  

nourish creative passion through  
concrete actions
support creativity and the entrepreneurial  
spirit in all their aspects
encourage the artistic initiatives of  
our long-term partners
Make each employee an actor in social  
solidarity 

social  
responsibility  
commitments

InnovatIng for a responsIble company  social responsiBility coMMitMents
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acTionS TaKen indicaTorS

■   Definition and deployment of a Group leadership model.
■   Creation of a global tool for evaluating individual performance (iLead).
■   Definition of talent categories and development of the Corporate HR structure for 

managing talent.
■   Application of a uniform methodology for jobs classification.
■   Launch of a global opinion survey.
■   Definition of the bases for the Pernod Ricard University.
■   Incorporation of Diversity criteria in internal mobility processes.

40%
of outside recruits are women

2.53%
of payroll invested in training

98
international movements of expatriate employees  
over the period

82%
of employees received an annual performance review

1,030
recipients of stock-options or bonus shares 

■   Prior review by the internal Panel—mandatory for strategic brands and 
strongly recommended for local brands.

■   Review of new media (digital marketing).
■   Awareness campaigns aimed at consumers.
■   Preventative actions undertaken with experts and NGOs 

(e.g., the Prata Om Alkohol project in Sweden).
■   Inclusion of the ‘pregnant woman’ pictogram on all bottles sold in Europe and 

gradual expansion to countries outside the European Union.
■   Prevention efforts amongst young adults (e.g. Responsible Party programme 

in partnership with Erasmus Student Network).
■   Training of all Pernod Ricard employees in Corporate Social Responsibility.
■   Organisation of a global CSR day for all employees with, this year, 

a focus on combatting drink-driving.  

99.7%
of campaigns reviewed were in compliance with  
the Pernod Ricard Code in 2010/2011

15,031
employees trained in CSR

100%
of subsidiaries participated in a day of action  
against drink-driving

More than 
50 countries
are conducting projects to raise awareness on  
responsible drinking   

■   Continuation of ISO 14001 certification programme for industrial sites.
■   Creation of an environmental road map for industrial and distribution sites.
■   Development of an environmental training seminar.
■   Adoption of stringent standards for agricultural farmland operated by the Group and 

promotion of these standards to suppliers of agricultural materials.
■   Pernod Ricard’s endorsement of the United Nations CEO Water Mandate.
■   General installation of water meters.
■   Mapping of sites located in areas of water stress.
■   Measurement of the ‘Water Footprint’ for whisky production in India.
■   Investments to improve the energy efficiency of distilleries.
■   Completion of energy audits and initiation of programmes to optimize energy use.
■   Measurement of carbon footprint at production sites.
■   Development of a tool for calculating the carbon footprint of distribution subsidiaries.
■   Actions to reduce the carbon footprint related to packaging and logistics.
■   Transition to the use of renewable energies.
■   Continued work on eco-design.
■   Reduction of the bottle weights of various brands, including Jacob’s Creek wine.
■   Establishment of a waste recycling channel.

96%
of product volumes come from ISO 14001-certified sites

74%
of the vineyards operated by the Group are  
environmentally certified

24%
Savings in water consumption per litre of distilled alcohol  
between 2007/2008 and 2010/2011

20%
Reduction of energy consumed per litre of distilled alcohol  
between 2007/2008 and 2010/2011

90%
of production sites have calculated their carbon footprint

84%
of solid waste recycled  

■   Monitoring suppliers with a questionnaire about their social and 
environmental commitments.

■   Dialogue to assess their commitment and action plans for reducing 
the environmental footprint.  

89%
of strategic suppliers responded to the questionnaire  
created in 2006  

■   A historic collaboration with the Centre Pompidou, and patronage of 
the Virtual Centre Pompidou.

■   Extension of efforts to promote cultural diversity: renewed commitment to 
musée du quai Branly, and funding of Charles Sandison’s installation, The River.

■   Forum offered to an internationally renowned artist-photographer: 
Denis Rouvre, through the 2010/2011 Annual Report and an exhibit of his works. 

■   Help for young Vietnamese entrepreneurs through partnership with 
the non-profit association, APPEL. 
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the Diversity and talent policy 
aims to let employees  

express their full potential, 
whatever their nationality, 

gender or background...  
it is essential to build  

their loyalty and motivate them 
within pernod ricard.  

With this in mind, we have 
implemented a comprehensive 

process of identifying talent and 
developing leadership and have 
formed a dedicated hr team to 
effectively guide it. our mission 

is to ensure that the group  
has the best talent in the right 

places at the right time.  
it is also to provide visibility and 

opportunities for career 
development to employees.

becoming leader(s)

jaime jorDana
GROUP HUMAN RESOURCES  

DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR 

collective and individual performance
the pernod ricard culture is epitomised by three values   that shape the 
group’s dna: an entrepreneurial spirit, mutual trust and a strong sense of 
ethics. the direct legacy of a unique business model based on decentralisa-
tion, the pernod ricard culture is shared by all of its 18,226 employees. every 
day, it is guided by a shared attitude that is a source of conviviality and team 
spirit, reflected in the simplicity of relationships and the rewarding of suc-
cess.

ambitious Hr tools and processes
pernod ricard’s culture is the lever of its creativity and continual innovation. 
the group has formalised its key principles, in terms of organising work, atti-
tude, leadership and talent development, in the charter updated in early 2011 
and distributed to all employees. to support and optimise this powerful model, 
effective processes and tools for human resources management have been 
developed that are common to the whole group, based on work done in con-
sultation with all subsidiaries (see opposite). these significant changes were 
accompanied by the redesign of the human resources Intranet, in order to 
ease the roll-out of these methods and practices within the group.

three key projects for the future
managing talent, promoting diversity, and mobility are key factors in the 
growth of pernod ricard. three hr projects were thus initiated in these fields 
to encourage a policy that is efficient, motivating and standardised through-
out the group: 
• ‘Job banding’ consists in developing an objective methodology for qualifying 
positions, with a focus on classifying the group’s key positions and sizing up 
their level of responsibility. this task provides a unique framework for meas-
uring the contribution of a job to the organisation and identifying natural 
bridges for advancement within the group;

The culture of leadership is inherent in the values   and the history of Pernod Ricard. It is 
what drives its performance. To accelerate its promotion, in 2011, the Group set out to 
create and deploy tools and processes common to all its subsidiaries(1). 

human 
resources

InnovatIng for a responsIble company  HuMan resources

(1) for more detailed group data, see the 2010/2011 reference document.

■ Workforce 2011
■ Workforce 2010

group france amerIcas
europe 

(excludIng 
france)

asIa and  
rest of  

the World

WorkForce eVolution 

18,177 18,226

2,656
2,686

6,690
6,793

4,023
4,135

4,808 4,612
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• ‘leadership & performance’ project, which comprises a repository of skills 
and associated behaviours to define the model of leadership desired within 
the group, and a standard tool for measuring performance;
• lastly, ‘diversity & talent management’ includes tools for the dynamic man-
agement of career paths and talent on a group-wide basis through various 
processes: the management of talent pools, talent development reviews, 
careers committees, training courses, etc. 

Working groups have been 
set up in our subsidiaries  
to adapt existing skills 
assessment tools to  
the pernod ricard leadership 
model. to ensure overall 
consistency, the subsidiaries 
share their best practices,  
from argentina to canada.

céDric ramat
VP HUMAN RESOURCES,  
PERNOD RICARD AMERICAS

at pernod ricard europe, 
the identification, development 
and international mobility of 
talent is a key factor in success. 
With each regional subsidiary, 
we conduct reviews of  
our employees’ potential. 
During this annual meeting, 
with the general managers and 
human resources Directors  
we discuss the opportunities 
for growth and development of 
recognised and emerging 
talent.

bruno goimier
VP HUMAN RESOURCES,  
PERNOD RICARD EUROPE

We execute our leadership 
model across all activities 
through various methods and 
we encourage our managers  
to use this model to evaluate 
performance.

anDreW DaVie
HR DIRECTOR,  
PREMIUM WINE BRANDS

pernod ricard’s leadership 
model is fully consistent with 
the entrepreneurial spirit and 
our decentralised organisation. 
our priority is to promote it  
at all levels. For this,  
we’ve deployed a number of 
processes, adapting them to  
the asian cultural environment. 
these include team building 
exercises, business excellence 
programmes, and change 
management projects.

bernarD coulaty
VP HUMAN RESOURCES,  
PERNOD RICARD ASIA

18,226
EMPLOYEES AT  
30 JUNE 2011

6,257
EMPLOYEES WORKING ON 
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT

key Figures

(1) men .........................................................................65%
(2) Women ...................................................................35%

(1) permanent contract ...........................................93%
(2) fixed-term contract ............................................. 7%

1

2

breakDoWn oF the WorkForce 
by genDer

breakDoWn oF the WorkForce 
by contract type

1

2
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woMen in Business:  
an innovative prograMMe 
pernod ricard employees are taking part 
in a programme set up by  
the École normale supérieure de paris, 
through the pernod ricard university, 
which includes monthly meetings with 
women executives and will culminate  
in the creation of a ‘Women’s business 
dictionary’. as explained by  
susan gustafsson, general counsel of 
martell mumm perrier-Jouët and  
amélie virat, head of group management 
control, it’s an opportunity to share 
experiences: “The idea is to hold 
discussions centred on expert opinions 
(of sociologists, political analysts, 
journalists, psychologists) and  
to compare best practices.  
This tangible and practical approach 
provides interesting food for thought  
to the Group, which will allow it to  
advance in this area.” 

pernod ricard italia: 
proMoting diversity  
rigHt froM  
tHe recruitMent pHase
together with students from  
the prestigious bocconi university 
business school in milan, pernod ricard 
Italia launched a game called ‘the spirit of 
entrepreneurship’. for two months,  
25 teams of four students worked on a 
case study of the havana club brand.  
the winner received a prize. the game 
created a sensation, and attracted many 
candidates. Its success has encouraged 
pernod ricard Italia to repeat it,  
with the support of other subsidiaries. 

MoBility and diversity, 
drivers of perforMance 

Mobility: a new priority
a key element of talent development, mobility has been made a top priority. 
the group-wide establishment of common expatriation processes, accom-
panied by targeted assistance tools, stepped up the dynamic of internal 
moves. these rose significantly, and were highly diversified in terms of expa-
triates’ country of origin, their gender (15% of expatriates in 2011 were 
women, compared to 2% in 2008) and their function (11 job categories 
affected by mobility). 

diversity: ever greater efforts
a reality at pernod ricard, diversity primarily relates to origin, related to the 
group’s multiculturalism. the male/female component has also made sig-
nificant progress, thanks to stepped up internal promotions. emblematic 
initiatives were launched during the year. for example, as part of the creation 
of the pernod ricard university, the group joined with the École normale 
supérieure for a three-year programme to develop a dictionary on the world 
of women in business (see sidebar). the holding company also staged an 
initiative to reach out to employees with disabilities through two events: a 
theatrical performance and the distribution of a booklet called ‘Tous con-
cernés’ (‘all concerned’). In turn, the subsidiaries launched original actions, 
exemplified by pernod ricard Italia and its ‘business game’ (see sidebar) to 
attract top international talent.

human 
resources

InnovatIng for a responsIble company  HuMan resources

1,200
POSITIONS HAVE BEEN POSTED ON 
iMOVE(1) SINCE ITS LAUNCH, AND 
NEARLY 50 EMPLOYEES  
ARE APPLYING EACH MONTH. 

151
INTERNAL MOVEMENTS OR 
TRANSFERS RECORDED  
IN THE GROUP IN 2010/2011

key Figurekey Figure

(1) production/Industrial ........................... 22%
(2) sales ......................................................... 44%
(3) support functions .................................. 34%

(1) men ............................................................ 60%
(2) Women ...................................................... 40%

1

2

3

1

2

recruitment breakDoWn 
by business line

recruitment breakDoWn 
by genDer

(1) imove—both an internal employment exchange and an external recruitment platform—lists job vacancies within the group.  
the tool has provided the technical framework and transparency necessary for developing our culture of mobility.  
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innovative ways of recruiting
proactive recruitment policies, centred on the use of  
new technologies, have been initiated to identify top candidates. 
for example, pernod ricard usa has made twitter(1) its preferred 
recruitment tool and has added a human resources manager 
devoted exclusively to coordinating a linkedIn(2) professional 
network. at Irish distillers, the human resources department 
has successfully adapted its recruitment techniques  
to the next generation of graduates, building an interactive 
recruitment platform which includes a video presentation of 
candidates and a discussion forum on facebook(3). 
this innovative approach has earned the subsidiary numerous 
awards, including the best recruiter award in Ireland. 

developing Manager leadersHip 
to better accompany its development, pernod ricard china 
initiated an ambitious leadership development programme for  
its 50 general managers, senior managers and  
business directors. for several months, they followed  
various training modules to improve their managerial skills and 
learn the essential behaviours associated with leadership.  
“We alternated theoretical learning with practical scenarios, 
focusing mainly on the development of talent, the key to  
effective management” said angel li, human resources director. 
the initiative was elected the best human resources practice of 
2010/2011 at pernod ricard.  

go
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recognising and developing high-potential employees
Integration programmes, annual development and performance appraisal 
interviews, training courses... the hr processes in place at pernod ricard 
encourage the personal and professional development of its employees. this 
year, the group decided to go further, implementing a system of talent devel-
opment called ilead. shared by the entire group, ilead relies on a leadership 
model defined by a repository of key competencies and formalised by a talent 
assessment tool. supplemented by management reviews and succession 
plans for key group posts, this tool is an essential mechanism for identifying 
and selecting talent.  

a university to grow talent
to support the development of its talent and train future leaders while encour-
aging diversity, the group has created the pernod ricard university. Its mis-
sion, beyond local training plans and the offerings of the pernod ricard train-
ing centre, will be to support employees throughout their careers through 
innovative and ambitious training courses.  

proMoting  
talent 

(1) twitter is a registered trademark of twitter, Inc. (2) linkedIn is a registered trademark of linkedIn corporate. (3) facebook is a registered trademark of facebook, Inc.

+22%
INCREASE IN NUMBER OF HOURS 
TRAINING PROVIDED BETWEEN 
2009/2010 AND 2010/2011 

key Figure

(1) Workers ........................................14%
(2) office staff .................................. 18%
(3) supervisors ................................ 45%
(4) executives and managers ....... 23%

1

2

4

3

breakDoWn oF  
group training hours 
by socioproFessional 
category
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[1] frequency: number of accidents with sick leave 
of more than one day occurring in a 12-month period 
per million work hours. 

Martell:  
an in-House ergonoMist  
arriving in september 2008 at martell, 
hélène dereumaux is an ergonomist and 
workplace consultant. her role is  
to improve the working conditions of 
employees. she also assists people with 
disabilities and older workers.  
her field of action has been expanded 
over time, based on a three-year plan 
approved by the executive committee. 
“Every day, I offer support to  
employees who are having  
difficulties in performing their jobs.  
I help to accommodate workstations and 
schedules, and I organise  
awareness training on risk prevention.  
For example, I helped implement  
an action plan to eliminate  
the carrying of full cases.  
The first results of my mission  
include a decline in absenteeism.” 
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listening to  
eMployees

well-being at work: a priority
many subsidiaries are going beyond the requirements of legislation in taking 
steps to improve working conditions. for example, at martell mumm perrier-
Jouët, an ergonomist was recruited to lead an ambitious, three-year health 
and safety programme. In new Zealand and australia, the health & Well-being 
programme proposes a full set of actions to promote employee well-being, 
such as compensation to employees who practice a sport, a nutritional advice 
programme, incentives for influenza vaccines, and more. other subsidiaries 
are also engaged in actions of this nature: in a country where companies are 
not required to set aside contributions for their employees, pernod ricard 
south africa has chosen to set up a fund to provide its employees with health 
coverage and retirement benefits. 

closer dialogue with employees
the pernod ricard european committee aims to ensure the broad information 
of group employees and their representatives at the european level. Whether 
on the economic and financial situation, professional training, geographic 
mobility, workplace health and safety or other issues, this forum allows 
employee delegates to interact in all transparency with the general manage-
ment on all matters during the year. In 2010, 25 representatives (half of them 
new, following elections) participated in a financial initiation programme to 
help them better understand and analyse the company’s financial results.

a social barometer on a global scale
to measure the commitment of its employees, in June 2011 pernod ricard 
launched a comprehensive opinion survey of all group employees (available 
in 34 languages, in electronic or paper versions). goal: to obtain everyone’s 
opinion on key topics such as the environment, labour relations, the corporate 
culture, communications, the sense of belonging, and more. after analysing 
the 13 topics addressed, targeted action plans will be developed. the process 
will be repeated every two years. for this first survey, the employee participa-
tion rate topped 80%.

human 
resources

InnovatIng for a responsIble company  HuMan resources

2009 2010

number oF  
occupational acciDents 
resulting in sick leaVe(1)

333

398

2011

278
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thierry DuFour 
facIlItIes employee – pernod ricard Holding

by Denis Rouvre
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our responsible drinking policy 
has always been based on  
two levers: self-discipline,  
which manifests itself as  

an uncompromising respect for 
the group’s commitments  

by all employees, and proactivity 
which has materialised in 

innovative initiatives led by  
our affiliates, particularly in 

emerging markets.  
this year, our efforts took on  

a new dimension through 
responsib’all Day,  

which expanded our historical 
commitment to a global scale, 

and a pioneering spirit  
that made the group’s  

18,000 employees the front-line 
ambassadors of this policy.

promoting responsibility anD 
prevention

jean roDesch
INSTITUTIONAL AFFAIRS VP 

a long-standing conviction 
responsible drinking has always been a priority for pernod ricard, as it is fully 
in line with its values   and ethics. very early on, the group established partner-
ships with associations working to prevent the dangers linked to inappropri-
ate or excessive alcohol consumption. the main partnerships established 
include Ireb (Institut de recherches scientifiques sur les boissons or Institute 
for scientific research on alcoholic beverages) in 1971, efrd (european 
forum for responsible drinking) in 1990 and Icap (International centre for 
alcohol policies) in 2005.
 
a ramped up effort 
In 2010, pernod ricard developed tools to standardise its csr policy within 
the group: it set up a platform of shared commitments, an advisory committee 
and a network of csr leaders. promoting responsible drinking is the linchpin 
of this strategy. In this area, the group will focus on two aspects that are major 
societal challenges: firstly, combating drink driving, and, secondly, educating 
at-risk populations (primarily young adults and minors) through outreach 
programmes. 

setting the example at all levels
pernod ricard has made its employees the front-line ambassadors for respon-
sible drinking, and expects them to behave in an exemplary manner. as such, 
the group regularly conducts an outreach on this issue, specific training, 
seminars and events, such as responsib’all day. the group has also set 
ethical standards that go beyond the legal requirements, including adopting 
a code for commercial communications that is more restrictive than industry 
standards. as for consumers, pernod ricard has always taken a proactive 
approach to informing them. early on, the group took a stand on sensitive 
issues such as drink driving and binge drinking, taking concrete actions in 
close collaboration with ngos, non-profit associations and local authorities, 
exemplified by the ‘accept responsibility’ campaign launched in the united 
kingdom in 2007 (see page 90).  

Pernod Ricard reaffirmed its commitment to responsible drinking by making it the linchpin 
of its Corporate Social Responsibility policy this past year. This extremely strong 
commitment has already been expressed through numerous initiatives undertaken by the 
affiliates. In 2011, the Group took another step in mobilising its employees around the 
world, for a full day, to promote the responsible drinking of its products. Called 
‘Responsib’ALL Day’, and devoted this year to combating drink driving, the day was a big 
hit inside the Company. Pernod Ricard, the first Wine & Spirits Group to organise a worldwide 
day of action, has once again demonstrated its role as a driving force on prevention. 
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number of campaIgns overseen  ■ rejected   ■ approved with reservations   ■ approved

1 3 96

0 6 144

2 2 200

1

0

1

1

275

306

100

150

204

277

307

2006/2007

2007/2008

2008/2009

2009/2010

2010/2011

stepped-up control of  
tHe advertising code 

since the acquisition of allied domecq in 2005, followed by the adoption of its 
own advertising code in 2007, pernod ricard has established a formal internal 
control system for its commercial communications, which is one of the most 
demanding in the industry.

strict rules and procedures
Introduced by the code for commercial communications, which was updated 
in 2010, the control system relies on a process that is perfectly mastered by 
the marketing teams and advertising and promotion agencies that work with 
the group. pernod ricard’s ethics ‘jurisprudence’ is thus an integral part of its 
marketing mix. 
the control mechanism starts with an Internal approval panel for commercial 
communications consisting of four members who are completely independent 
of the marketing function. Its mission is to determine, within seven days, the 
compliance of the group’s advertising campaigns with the criteria set by the 
internal code on commercial communications. the committee may be con-
sulted in advance by staff working on the promotion of the group’s brands, 
thus serving in an advisory role. each month, all of the Internal approval pan-
el’s decisions are presented in a report to the group executive committee.

expanded control 
during the 2010/2011 financial year, the Internal approval panel issued 307 
opinions on campaigns submitted for its review (an increase of nearly 11% in 
one year). of these campaigns, none were rejected (red assessment) and only 
one, an advertising film, required a change (orange assessment). In addition, 
to further strengthen controls, the Internal approval panel has increased its 
upstream consultations, providing 144 confidential recommendations (so-
called ‘copy advice’) on creative concepts still in the works. thirty-eight per-
cent of these—mainly film scripts for television or the Internet—led to modi-
fications. Issues related to minors, the representation of women, and the 
dangers of certain behaviours have in particular been flagged, resulting in 
appropriate corrections. this process makes it possible to anticipate and cor-
rect any potential issues with communications very early on. 

extenDing internal control oF  
aDVertising campaigns

training on tHe new  
pernod ricard code
In 2010, pernod ricard expanded  
its commercial communications code  
to include a section on new media.  
the document addresses the protection of 
minors by barring access to the group 
websites and the monitoring of  
advertising pages on social networks.  
In october 2010, specific training on  
the code was provided by the Internal 
approval panel for commercial 
communications to more than 75 Internet 
project managers from the marketing 
departments of the group’s affiliates. 

tHe aBsolut coMpany: 
stepped-up Monitoring
to strengthen its policy on responsibility, 
the absolut company established  
an internal marketing review committee. 
every week, it scrutinises the advertising 
campaigns, web-based activities and  
new packaging of the entire brand portfolio. 
the results are then forwarded to  
the pernod ricard Internal approval panel 
for assessment or recommendations for 
changes. 
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coMBating drink driving:  
a priority tHeMe for  
responsiBle drinking 

for over 30 years, pernod ricard has made combating drink driving a priority, 
conducting—with the support of its affiliates—ever-greater numbers of 
awareness-raising actions.

locally-tailored measures: the British example 
the group is one of the first signatories to the european charter for road 
safety in 2007 and pioneers in the implementation of preventative measures 
every year. 
for example, in great britain, a campaign aimed at young people (aged 17 to 
24), called ‘accept responsibility’ was launched in 2007. It addresses three 
particularly sensitive topics: under-age drinking, binge drinking (seeking fast 
and total intoxication) and drink driving, through an innovative message and 
tone. 
the campaign fights against attitudes of denial that lead to risky behaviours 
(e.g. ‘I could drive home with my eyes closed’) and encourages consumers to 
take responsibility for their actions. the campaign was rolled out to all com-
munications media, including the Internet, radio and social media. one of its 
features helps people locate the nearest taxi service through a page on the 
campaign’s website.   
In 2010, the campaign focused on preventing drink driving and pernod ricard 
gave it a new momentum by forging a partnership with aa (automobile asso-
ciation), the largest association of motor vehicles in england. result: the cam-
paign has been viewed more than 10 million times. 

emerging markets, a priority target 
drink driving is a major risk in countries with low and middle incomes, where 
90% of alcohol-related deaths occur, due to the lack of means to apply the 
laws. to reverse the trend, pernod ricard has launched innovative partner-
ships with local players. china is a case in point: as the number of vehicles 
increased, the effort to combat drink driving was given priority. pernod ricard 
china began working with local authorities (government seminars, road 
shows with the police in seven cities, partnerships with 13 universities, etc.) 
with the support of a non-profit prevention association, the road traffic 
safety association of china (rtsac), a first in the country. this dual coopera-
tion has amplified the effectiveness of the communications campaign which, 
in the space of five years, has been viewed almost  200 million times. It was 
such a success that it was subsequently launched in hong kong, korea and 
russia. 

a high point: responsib’all day
this year, pernod ricard launched responsib’all day to promote the sharing 
of good practices by rallying the group’s 18,000 employees for an entire day 
focused on a shared csr theme. It was a group-wide challenge. the first 
responsib’all day, held 23 may 2011, was devoted to the fight against drink 
driving, in order to dovetail with the concomitant launch by the united nations 
of the first decade of world actions on road safety. 
the day’s programme was structured around several key activities, shared 
by all affiliates. these included: 
• the exhibit of drink driving prevention campaigns conducted by the group 
and with local prevention associations, 
• an information session (with lectures by experts on risks), 
• the execution of a symbolic act such as displaying a banner or flag with the 
message ‘don’t drink and drive’ on a monument (the great Wall of china, 
machu picchu,times square etc.)

casa pedro doMecq,  
a pioneer in Mexico
In mexico, alcohol is the leading cause of 
accidents among young people  
between 15 to 24 years of age.  
these alarming statistics have prompted 
the local subsidiary, casa pedro domecq, 
to  conduct a major prevention campaign 
called, ‘o tomas o manejas’(1), 
in association with government 
institutions, universities, and ngos.  
With original actions (presentations in 
schools and the involvement of a famous 
actor and singer, Jaime camil,  
very popular with young people),  
the campaign had a great impact, 
generating more than 87 million points of 
contact, all media combined. this action 
was elected pernod ricard’s ‘best csr 
practice’ of the year for 2010/2011. 
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(1) ‘don’t drink and drive’.  
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korea

portugal

thailand

most importantly, the signing by each employee of a manifesto with an indi-
vidual commitment against drink-driving: the ‘pernod ricard act’. exactly 
15,055 employees, or 84% of the workforce, signed it—a particularly high 
score. each individual commitment gave rise to a donation from the group to 
non-profit organisations and ngos to develop new initiatives, particularly in 
emerging markets. responsib’all day was received very positively by out-
side experts (ngos, partner associations, etc.). many projects were created 
as a result: pernod ricard denmark launched a survey of the population on 
their behaviour, called ‘alcohol and driving’, in order to study risk factors. per-
nod ricard Italia boosted its ‘party and taxi’ programme which offers a dis-
count voucher for a taxi ride with the purchase of one bottle. In chile, the 
pernod ricard teams encouraged their customers to sign the group manifesto 
with specific commitments. In korea, employees tweeted the message ‘don’t 
drink and drive’. 
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100%
OF SUBSIDIARIES PARTICIPATED IN 
THE RESPONSIB’ALL DAY

key Figure

china

Brazil

peru
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at-risk populations: 
preventing By educating

protecting sensitive populations is a major priority for the group in the area 
of responsible drinking. educational programmes to prevent risky behaviour 
are aimed at underage, young adults, and pregnant women. 

underage: preventing alcohol consumption 
pernod ricard has set the following objectives: delaying the age of the first 
drink and reducing the amounts consumed by young adults; and delaying the 
age of first intoxication. the group participates in educational programmes 
in partnership with experts and ngos. In sweden, since 2006, the absolut 
company has offered a toolbox that it developed with experts for teachers to 
use in educating students aged 13 to 19 as part of the ‘prata om alkohol’ 
programme. today 250,000 young people have completed the programme.  
a 2010 study by independent experts has shown its effectiveness: alcohol 
consumption is now lower and the observed behaviours are less risky.

young adults: preventing excessive consumption
excessive consumption—of which ‘binge drinking’ is one of the most worrying 
manifestations—is the main risk in young adults. pernod ricard conducts 
regular, targeted actions to raise awareness of responsibility, particularly 
amongst organisers of student parties. In this context, this year in france, 
the group supported a study by the university of poitiers commissioned by 
the ministry of higher education and research. the goal is to study the behav-
iour of young people at student parties in order to form recommendations. 
pernod ricard called for strengthening the culture of responsibility based on 
three components: recalling the rights and duties of everyone; training on the 
organisation of parties; and developing prevention programmes in the student 
milieu.

pregnant women: warning on risks
pernod ricard has always taken a proactive approach, playing a pioneering 
role in informing pregnant women. the group initiated the generalisation of 
the pictogram and is now followed by the industry. visible thus far on the 
european markets, the icon representing a warning to pregnant women 
against drinking alcohol has been extended to other countries (australia, bra-
zil, switzerland, and serbia). and the awareness campaign commissioned by 
pernod ricard deutschland in 2010, in partnership with germany’s largest 
hospital, was the subject of a new film this year.  

responsiBle party:  
concrete results
launched by pernod ricard in 2009,  
in partnership with the erasmus student 
network, the programme on organising 
responsible parties, ‘responsible party’, 
is the first of its kind organised on  
a pan-european scale. to date, more than 
15 countries have participated and 
approximately 22,000 students  
have been reached. structured around 
clear messages, such as ‘alternate 
alcohol and water’, ‘eat before you go out’ 
or ‘appoint a designated driver’,  
it targets students and organisers of 
student parties, making them aware of 
risks incurred and their responsibility. 
the programme is clearly a success,  
with 72% of the surveyed students  
saying they wanted to develop  
a responsible attitude (study conducted 
by the ‘generation europe foundation’). 
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250,000
YOUNG SWEDISH HAVE 
COMPLETED THE PROGRAMME 
DEDICATED TO PREVENTING 
ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION 

key Figure
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marcos hassan 
trade marketIng manager – pernod ricard argentina 

by Denis Rouvre
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We broadened the scope of  
our commitment by developing 

an environmental road map  
that defines areas of priority 

action and the group’s 
expectations. our aim is simple: 
to pursue progress by improving 
the environmental performance 

of our sites. how?  
by incorporating environmental 

criteria in evaluating  
our performance.  

not only does the satisfaction of 
our stakeholders, but also  

the competitiveness of  
our business depends on it.

DriVe
continuous iMproveMent 

jean-pierre saVina
vIce presIdent, IndustrIal operatIons

a commitment encoded in the group’s dna
In line with the commitment of its founder, paul ricard, who in 1996 created 
the Observatoire de la Mer (‘deep-sea observatory’), pernod ricard has con-
sistently strived to bring innovative policies and tools to bear on the subject 
of environmental protection. pernod ricard’s environmental policy is reflected 
today in its certification requirements: on 30 June 2011, 91% of the group’s 
production sites were Iso 14001 certified, representing 96% of the volumes 
produced by the group. the policy is deployed by the subsidiaries, using inter-
nal standards issued by the group. a network of Qse correspondents ensure 
the sharing of best practices. In 2011, the pernod ricard university estab-
lished an innovative training module focused on environmental commitments. 
offered to the managers of all subsidiaries, this awareness programme should 
give them the resources to act locally. 

an ever-broader scope of action
the year saw a major advance with the publication in January 2011 of an 
environmental road map that defines for each area—organisation/certifica-
tion, agriculture, water, energy, co

2
, waste, eco-design—directions and pri-

orities for coming years. this road map will help each subsidiary in developing 
its action plans. Its scope was broadened to include the market company 
subsidiaries, with methodologies and specific measurement tools now being 
developed for them. the industrial sites—already well ahead in their environ-
mental efforts, with their Iso 14001 certification—developed targets for 2015 
on three key indicators: water, energy and waste.  

Environmental protection is deeply rooted in the history of Pernod Ricard and its brands. 
Inspired from the start by its founder, Paul Ricard, this commitment is today expressed 
through a wide variety of actions developed by all of the Group’s subsidiaries. In 2011, 
Pernod Ricard reaffirmed this priority and stepped up its efforts. The Group created a new 
road map that reiterates the directions and priorities to be followed.   

07/08 08/09 09/10 10/11

iso 14001 certiFieD sites 

71

81 90 91
86

93
96 96

■■ by total number of sites 
■■ by product volume
as a % 

96%
OF VOLUMES  
ARE PRODUCED AT  
ISO 14001 CERTIFIED SITES 

key Figure
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clearly iDentiFieD enVironmental impacts

growing raw materials:  
this consumes irrigation water,  
as well as fertilisers and pesticides 
which have an effect on biodiversity.

productions of  
wines and alcohol:  
this consumes water  
(required for blending of spirits,  
for cleaning the fermentation vats and 
cooling the distillation equipment), 
organic waste product  
(vinasse effluent, grape marc) and  
it is responsible for greenhouse  
gas emissions linked to  
the consumption of fossil fuels  
(gas, fuel) which serve to feed  
the distillation equipment.

Bottling and packing:  
it generates indirect greenhouse  
gas emissions linked to  
electricity consumption and  
solid waste maily comprising 
packaging (glass, cardboard, paper).

finished product 
consumption:  
this involves the production of 
packaging waste at the level of  
the end-consumer (bottle glass, 
cardboard from the finished product  
if this is packaged), etc.

(1) the industrial scope at 30 June 2011 includes 98 production sites in 23 countries:  
51 sites perform bottling (and vinification), 28 distillation, with the other facilities used for ageing, 
vinification or blending purposes. It does not include the office buildings or agricultural properties. 

consuMption

transport

packaging
bottling,  
packaging

production
pressing, vinification, 
distillation, ageing

raw Materials

Well-DeFineD priority actions
Within the group’s industrial scope, there are practical commitments(2) for every environmental impact.

(2) for more details on pernod ricard’s environmental management, see the reference document, from pages 51-64.

field coMMitMent action

management Deploy an efficient 
environmental  
management system

•  extend Iso 14001 certification to production sites in every region in the world.
•  Involve all production and market subsidiaries 

in the group’s commitment to protect the environment.

agriculture 
anD 
bioDiVersity

promote sustainable 
farming and  
preserve biodiversity

•  adopt stringent production standards for our own agricultural products and 
have them certified where relevant.

•  through our purchases of agricultural products, help to strengthen environmental protection by 
our suppliers.

•  encourage all the affiliates in the implementation of actions towards the biodiversity protection.

Water conserve water resources 
locally 

•  measure our water usage and take actions to reduce it, with priority to regions where 
water resources are limited.

•  control our wastewater discharge to minimise its impact on the environment.
•  assess the “Water footprint” methodologies on the group products.

energy anD 
climate

reduce energy 
consumption and  
measure and reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions 

•  take actions to reduce consumption of electricity and fuels.
•  study and promote the use of renewable energy. 
•  measure the carbon footprint of all production sites.
•  define priorities for reducing such emissions, either by reducing energy consumption, or 

indirectly through services and products purchased.

Waste anD 
eco-Design

reduce the impact of  
waste and promote  
the eco-design

•  extend product eco-design and reduce the quantities of packaging materials used.
•  Increase on-site sorting and recycling of waste.

awareness  
tHrougH education
suape plant has launched an ambitious 
project to raise awareness of  
its employees and local inhabitants 
about the environment. the subsidiary 
has developed educational workshops for 
employees, visits, and games about 
recycling, selective sorting, water and 
energy conservation aimed at students 
from public schools. the affiliate  
also instituted a day during which 
employees undertake actions to benefit 
the environment, such as visiting  
natural parks and planting new trees.
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for a sustainaBle 
agriculture

the group, which on its own operates about 6,500 hectares of vineyards and 
buys the equivalent of nearly 2.8  million tonnes of agricultural raw materials, 
is committed to a sustainable agriculture process that respects the environ-
ment, particularly in terms of land use, water and soil quality and biodiversity. 

increasingly stringent standards
most of the 6,500 hectares owned by the group meet the high standards of 
sustainable farming, which advocates limiting fertilisers and pesticides, 
reducing water and energy consumption, and training and guiding farmers in 
good practices, such as sustainable Winegrowing new Zealand (sWnZ) in new 
Zealand, entwine australia in australia, best practices defined by the inter-
professional association in the cognac and champagne regions of france and 
napa green business certification in the united states. some subsidiaries 
have gone even further by opting for organic farming, whose certifications 
are among the most demanding. pernod, for its café de paris brand, has 
obtained the ‘ab’ label (a french organic farming certification) whose criteria 
include crop rotation, waste recycling and biodiversity protection. new Zea-
land, already at the forefront of organic farming, has stepped up its efforts 
and in 2011 achieved its first harvest certified ‘biogro’ for the fairhall vine-
yard. through its active policy, in 2011 the subsidiary converted 24 hectares 
into organic cultivation. It is expected to soon obtain the label for 55 hectares 
of vineyards.
With its suppliers, pernod ricard promotes a sustainable approach, exempli-
fied by the absolut company, which imposes rigorous specifications on wheat 
farmers. In another example, new Zealand will require that 100% of the wine-
growers supplying its grapes be certified by 2012.

Biodiversity: innovative actions
the subsidiaries have always used good practices in sustainable agriculture, 
taking care to tailor them to local crops and climates. In the area of biodiver-
sity, they have introduced especially innovative measures. In new Zealand, 
for example, in the kaituna wetlands region, with its habitats of endangered 
birds, pernod ricard, has led a successful rehabilitation programme on nine 
hectares to re-establish the original ecosystem (soil restoration, reintroduc-
tion of local species, etc.). In australia, measures to protect biodiversity and 
restore biotopes in the areas around the Jacob’s creek river have paid off. 
other actions are indicative of the group’s commitment, such as the cultiva-
tion of yellow gentian (the primary ingredient of suze) which resulted from 
research programmes to enable its production on specialised farms, thus 
saving 50,000 wild plants each year.  

a tool for decision-Making 
and environMental  
risk analysis
With numerous sites in scotland,  
chivas brothers wanted to identify  
any fragile or sensitive ecological 
features nearby. the subsidiary thus 
worked with an outside specialist to 
develop an interactive mapping tool 
which, by linking geographic and 
environmental data, allowed it to locate 
sensitive or specially-protected  
natural areas near its industrial sites.  
the company can thus ensure that 
potential impacts of its activities  
on these areas are understood and  
that measures necessary to protect 
environmental quality and biodiversity 
are applied. 
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74%
OF THE VINEYARDS  
OPERATED BY THE GROUP  
ARE ENVIRONMENTALLY 
CERTIFIED

2011
ENDORSEMENT OF  
THE FRENCH NATIONAL STRATEGY 
FOR BIODIVERSITY

key Figurekey Date

enVironment

InnovatIng for a responsIble company  environMent
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20 6,000

30 8,000

40 10,000

saving  
water resources

present at all life stages of the group’s products, water is an essential 
resource for pernod ricard, which has always strived to conserve it. faced 
with threats of scarcity, the group pursues its policy through efforts to reduce 
its consumption, particularly through targeted actions in areas of water 
stress. to this end, pernod ricard has undertaken to calculate its water foot-
print by 2012 for two of its key activities, whisky- and wine-making. the 
behror site in India, which produces whisky, was the subject of a pilot test in 
2011. together with another pilot test at a wine-producing site, it will lead to 
the development of analytical tools shared by the whole group.   

water consumption: a steady decline
production sites pursued their efforts to reduce water consumption, which 
amounted to 6.4 million m3 in 2010/2011. Water management is the subject 
of long-term policies and investments by the distilleries and bottling plants 
to monitor their consumption and improve their production processes. for 
example, the yerevan brand company in armenia has slashed its consumption 
by 26% since 2007/2008. pernod ricard’s endorsement of the ceo Water man-
date in september 2010 reinforces the efforts already engaged by the produc-
tion sites and confirms the group’s commitment to protect the world’s water 
resources. 

areas of water stress: taking local action
In 2011, pernod ricard again mapped its sites to assess their water supplies. 
thirteen of the group’s water production units were identified as being located 
in areas where water is a sensitive resource, particularly in India, australia, 
argentina, mexico, spain and armenia. these sites located in arid regions, 
represent only 7% of the group’s consumption. rainwater use and wastewater 
recycling: action plans to optimise water resources have all been stepped up. 
such is the case in mexico, where the ensenada wine facility has cut its con-
sumption by almost 30%, mainly by reusing some of the water left over from 
production to clean tanks and the premises.

wastewater treatment: ingenious solutions
several types of processes have been developed to reduce the organic load 
of water and make it suitable for reuse or for harmless release into the natural 
environment. these include, for example, anaerobic digestion to produce 
biogas, as well as techniques for treatment by aerobic treatment lagoons, 
membrane filtration, or even the use of plants to purify water in systems 
known as garden filters. 

100% natural  
wastewater treatMent 
pernod ricard argentina has installed  
an ingenious wastewater treatment 
system that is 100% natural, and  
requires very little maintenance for  
a very satisfactory result.  
after a first filtration, wastewater is 
uniformly spread over grassy plots and 
purified by the bacteria that grow there. 
collected and stored, the water is  
then used to irrigate the vineyards. 
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reducing  
energy consuMption

recovering  
condensed vapours
at its Walkerville distillery, hiram Walker 
& sons ltd uses two steam generators for 
its industrial processes; this produces  
a large amount of high-temperature 
condensate. to optimise energy 
efficiency, the subsidiary decided to 
invest in condensate return lines  
that allows it to recover a greater  
amount of condensate. this measure 
saved an estimated 200,000 m3 of 
natural gas in 2010/2011.
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reducing energy consumption is an important issue for pernod ricard, whose 
industrial activities use natural gas and oil for distillation, and electric power 
for cooling systems and bottling. In 2011, the group pursued its policy of 
reducing its energy consumption to meet its targets on all of its production 
sites.

steps for continuous improvement 
at pernod ricard, reducing energy consumption is accomplished through 
three levers: close monitoring of consumption; on-site energy audits; and the 
use of energy management systems based on performance indicators. this 
decline has been ongoing since 2007/2008 thanks to the actions of subsidiar-
ies. chivas brothers, whose distilleries represent 25% of the group’s energy 
consumption, launched a plan to reduce consumption at all of its sites by 
investing in heavy equipment such as third-generation thermo-compressors. 
the subsidiary also took steps to recover and recycle energy from its proc-
esses such as using heat generated by the distillation process to dry the 
residue from the initial distillation. for its part, martell launched a broad effort 
to improve the energy performance of its cognac site: the company launched 
a full diagnostic of its industrial processes, its organisation and its manage-
ment.

progress throughout the group
In 2010/2011, the group’s total energy consumption was 1,460 gWh, com-
pared to 1,466 gWh the previous year. this decrease reflects the actions 
taken, especially at the distillation sites—responsible for almost 83%  of the 
group’s total energy use—and at the bottling plants. the group also continued 
to invest in renewable energy, as with hiram Walker & sons ltd in canada, 
which will soon be installing solar panels on the roof of one of its warehouses, 
representing an area equivalent to 24 football fields.  

enVironment

InnovatIng for a responsIble company  environMent
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reducing tHe iMpact of 
activities on tHe cliMate 

In respect of co
2
 emissions, to which its activities contribute either directly 

(through use of fossil fuels by the industrial sites) or indirectly (through pur-
chases of power and raw materials, and its logistics operations), pernod 
ricard undertook commitments to measure its greenhouse gas emissions. 
the group intends to implement action plans across all its industrial sites to 
reduce them. new progress was made in this area in 2011.

industrial sites: significant decrease in co
2
 emissions

In 2010/2011, direct emissions (combustion) and indirect (power purchase) 
emissions by the group’s industrial sites continued to decline, from 357,654 
tonnes to 341,559 tonnes eq. co

2
. these figures reward the efforts to improve 

the sites’ energy efficiency, exemplified by the large-scale actions led by 
chivas brothers, Irish distillers, the absolut company, pernod and martell. 
they also reflect the increase in the share of power from renewable energy 
purchased by the industrial sites. to support this continuous progress, the 
group launched a survey of all the brand companies. the goal: to gather inno-
vative ideas to shape the future. some one hundred suggestions were made, 
specifically including the increased reliance on renewable energy.

carbon footprint: measurable progress
In 2011, 90% of industrial sites measured their carbon footprint using the 
assessment model developed specifically for the group. the results obtained 
made it possible to identify priorities and areas for improvement, such as 
developing a group-wide environmental roadmap, expanding eco-design, sup-
plier sourcing, and so on.

involving the Market companies
In 2011, the market companies, which have no industrial activities, were 
brought into the environmental process. a specific tool to measure their co

2
 

emissions is currently being developed by the group. the resulting measure-
ments will be used to develop action plans tailored to their activities.  

suBstantial energy savings 
tHrougH rail transport
at ricard, transport accounts for  
25,000 tonnes of co

2
 equivalent. 

to reduce these emissions, the company 
has led efforts to encourage alternative 
transport solutions since 2007  
(electric or rail). In 2011, to promote  
the development of good practices,  
it set up a platform involving  
all departments (purchasing, supply 
chain, logistics, industrial sites, etc.).  
It also launched a programme to rally  
all of its stakeholders (partners,  
customers and suppliers) to the cause.  
these actions were rewarded by  
tangible results: the use of rail transport 
results in savings of 600 tonnes of  
co

2
 equivalent each year. 

some transport trucks went from  
44 tonnes to 40 tonnes, and their loads 
were optimized: it shall help to trim  
the company’s co

2
 emissions by 4%. 
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2010
540 gr 

2011
368 gr

eco-design:  
a core priority

With packaging (glass, cardboard, plastic), representing a significant portion 
of the waste produced by the group, pernod ricard has made eco-design a 
key component of its environmental policy. 2010/2011 saw successful 
experiments in new courses of action.

stepped up actions
this year, pernod ricard decided to step up its innovation efforts in eco-
design. to harness all available skills, a working group has been set up, con-
sisting of employees from marketing, purchasing and logistics, and some 
suppliers. Its task will be to issue recommendations and to formalise good 
practices and tools. Its main focuses will include studying the relationship 
between premiumisation and eco-design, team training and consumer com-
munication.

a powerful assessment tool
to promote eco-design internally, the group is installing a packaging life-cycle 
analysis software at the subsidiaries. It will help to assess the environmental 
impact of their product packaging all across the chain of production. cur-
rently, 11 subsidiaries are using the software.

diverse local initiatives
In the field, the subsidiaries continued to apply the principles of eco-design. 
for example, pernod ricard nordic innovated by replacing the glass of some 
local product bottles with recyclable plastic. this development allowed the 
subsidiary to reduce its co

2
 emissions by 457 tonnes. pernod ricard americas 

also worked on revising the shape and in some cases the material of its bot-
tles, to optimise their storage and transport. for example, in the united states, 
the mumm napa bottle was reduced from 907 grams to 794 grams. In mexico, 
the kahlúa bottle lost 10% of its weight. In argentina, brazil and canada, too, 
several models of bottles underwent substantial reductions: montilla (–15%), 
orloff (11%), malibu (pet).  

orlando wines:  
9,600 tonnes of glass saved 
in australia
Working closely with pernod ricard uk, 
orlando Wines developed a lighter bottle 
for its Jacob’s creek brand,  
for which glass accounted for 30% of 
carbon emissions. this innovation  
has saved 9,600 tonnes of glass, 
significantly cutting the number of 
containers used and reducing  
the number of trucks needed for 
transport. this represents  
a decrease in co

2
 emissions of 

about 10,000 tonnes per year.  
(also see page 102).
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for waste reduction,  
new initiatives 

the group produces various types of waste from processing raw materials, 
as well as packaging waste that it makes every effort to reduce or recycle. In 
2011, pernod ricard carried on its efforts through both global and local initia-
tives. 

practical solutions
organic waste from the processing of raw materials (distillers grain, vinasse, 
grape marc) is recovered at a rate of more than 99%. through a variety of 
technologies, it is converted into animal feed, biogas or agricultural compost. 
In 2010/2011, new efforts were launched, as in mexico, where casa pedro 
domecq invested in a comprehensive industrial installation. this tool has 
significantly reduced the volume of agave residue, turning it into compost 
through an original process that resulted from the subsidiary’s research. 

recycling: an ever-greater concern
the recycling rate for solid waste continues to grow, reflecting the good prac-
tices that the subsidiaries are working to develop. anxious to maximise the 
sorting and recycling of their waste, g.h.mumm and perrier-Jouët cham-
pagnes conducted a waste management audit that led them to develop a new 
action plan. thanks to the active involvement and training of its employees, 
the subsidiary increased its solid recycling rate from 81% to 96% from 
2007/2008 to 2010/2011. 

waste recycling:  
wHen pernod gets involved
the pernod plant in marseille  
is located in an area that is home to 
nearly 400 companies. In the non-profit 
association, arnavant, the company 
—which recycles 95% of its waste—  
lead in 2008 a joint recycling project.  
after launching a study, the arnavert 
group carried out an invitation to  
tender for joint recycling management.  
In addition, eight tonnes of electric and 
electronic waste were collected and 
recycled in 2010.  
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suppliers:  
practical solutions

the group’s responsible procurement policy is based on a research to mini-
mise costs as well as environmental and social impacts. It has long been the 
responsibility of the subsidiaries, which have successfully implemented their 
own initiatives at the local level. as such, 2010/2011 marked a turning point: 
for the first time, the group set out to develop a common framework defining 
the key principles of a responsible procurement policy.

purchasing: a comprehensive approach
In 2011, pernod ricard has decided to expand the approach to supplier 
involvement: it has set up a working group to formalise a comprehensive 
responsible procurement policy. this policy will be complemented by a sup-
plier commitment charter and tools put in place to be shared by the entire 
group.  

supply chain: proactive methods across the board
actions undertaken in collaboration with suppliers made it possible to mini-
mise impacts on the overall supply chain. for example, two group companies, 
orlando Wines and pernod ricard new Zealand, devised a plan to reduce the 
weight of Jacob’s creek and brancott estate bottles. depending on the model, 
weights were cut by 50, 180 and even 240 grams, resulting in a total savings 
of 11,400 tonnes of glass per year. these changes in size led to the optimisa-
tion of the pallet plans, up by 36 to 38 shipping cases per pallet. a corollary of 
this weight reduction is that larger containers (40 feet, versus 20 feet previ-
ously), with their space optimized, are now used for long-distance maritime 
transport. lastly, orlando Wines and pernod ricard new Zealand have worked 
with their british customers to optimize the final deliveries: the full vehicle 
loads have fallen from 1,000 to 800 per year. (also see page 100.)

targeted actions
In addition to these broad-based actions, pernod ricard’s subsidiaries have 
implemented effective solutions in packaging, transport, storage, and other 
related activities. 
In consultation with several of its customers, and to increase the efficiency 
of its distribution channel, pernod ricard uk this year developed a new It tool 
that records order forecasts and establishes the preparations and deliveries 
planning based on volumes, optimizing upstream the transport of goods.
at pernod ricard thailand, the original shipping cases for 100 pipers bottles 
are now reused after promotional activities involving reconditioning. 
transport cycles have also been rethought: for its shipments of finished prod-
ucts to china, martell established a more direct route, from cognac to le havre 
(eliminating intermediate warehousing in Épernay).  

proMotional iteMs stored  
close to tHe Markets 
In asia, where a significant portion of  
its promotional items are produced, 
chivas brothers has set up  
regional warehouses to store items for 
local needs, avoiding unnecessary  
return trips via europe.  
martell mumm perrier-Jouët is about to 
embark on the same path. 
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2010/2011 environmental reporting scope 
pernod ricard’s environmental reporting covers the financial year (1 July to 30 June) and concerns all 99 of its industrial production 
sites under operational control as at 30 June 2011. on an exceptional basis, the georgian Wines & spirits subsidiary site has been 
taken into consideration although it was sold off on 29 June 2011. only industrial sites are taken into account (farmlands, head offices 
and logistics sites are excluded from the environmental reporting scope).

category definition unit
total pernod ricard

unit
ratio(4)

g3.1  
gri  

index2010/ 
2011

2009/ 
2010

2008/ 
2009

2007/ 
2008

a  
or  
b

2010/ 
2011

2009/ 
2010

2008/ 
2009

2007/ 
2008

number oF sites •  number of reporting sites 99 108 114 103 – – – – – – – 

iso 14001  
(at 30 june 2010)

•  number of Iso 14001 certified sites
•  proportion of Iso 14001 certified 

sites in total production

%
 
%

91

96

90

96

81

93

70

86

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

– 

inVestments
•  amount of investment for 

environmental protection € m 8.32 7.30 5.85 5.60 – – – – – – en30

compliance oF 
actiVity

•  fines or penalties 
related to environment number 0 2 4 0 – – – – – – en28

proDuction Volumes
•  total production of 

a) distilled alcohol(1)

b) finished product

kl pa
kl

211,106
1,176,385

195,689
1,182,500

210,440
1,228,829

169,778
1,166,177

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
– 

Water
•  total volume consumed m3 6,355,701(2) 6,155,298 6,630,377 6,710,552 m3/kl a(1)

b
30.11
5.40

31.45
5.21

31.51
5.40

39.53
5.75

en8

WasteWater
•  total volume of wastewater m3 4,931,666(3) 5,445,849 5,284,008 5,063,494 m3/kl a(1)

b
23.36
4.19

27.83
4.61

25.11
4.30

29.82
4.34

en21

energy

•  total energy consumed

of which: natural gas

of which: electricity

mWh ncv

mWh ncv

mWh ncv

1,459,501

823,031

258,976

1,465,872

783,127

267,652

1,571,743

873,033

272,880

1,459,287

818,595

218,929

mWh/kl a(1)

b
a
b
a
b

6.91
1.24
–
–
–
–

7.49
1.24
–
–
–
–

7.47
1.28
–
–
–
–

8.60
1.25
–
–
–
–

en3  
en4

co2 emissions

•  direct emissions (scope 1)
•  Indirect emissions 

associated with electricity 
consumption (scope 2)

tco
2
 e

tco
2
 e

264,481

77,078

259,896

97,758

279,294

104,155

280,947(3)

109,504

tco
2
 e/kl 

tco
2
 e/kl 

a(1)

a(1) 

1.25

0.37

1.33

0.50

1.33

0.49

1.65

0.64

en16

reFrigerant gases

•  Quantity of fluorinated gases 
installed

•  % of hfc in fluorinated gases installed
•  Quantity of fluorinated gases 

released into the atmosphere
•  % of fluorinated gases released 

into the atmosphere

kg
 
%
 
kg
 
%

18,022

46.9

1,628

9.04

19,353
 
37.5
 
2,051
 
10.60

20,499
 
27.2
 
2,940
 
14.34

20,249
 
23.7
 
2,297
 
11.34

–
 
–
 
–
 
–

–
 
–
 
–
 
–

–
 
–
 
–
 
–

–
 
–

–
 
–

–
 
–
 
–
 
–

–
 
–

–
 
–

en19

packaging 
materials

•  glass consumption
•  cardboard consumption

t
t

661,746
64,921

698,948
64,074

–
–

–
–

 
g/l  

b
b

563
55

591
54

–
–

–
–

en1

organic Waste
•  Quantity of organic waste 

landfilled or incinerated
 
t

 
4,875

 
3,743

 
7,106

 
11,631

 
g/l  

a(1)

b
23.09
4.14

19.13
3.17

33.17
5.78

68.57
9.97

en22

soliD Waste

•  total quantity of solid waste
•  Quantity of solid waste 

landfilled or incinerated
•  % of solid waste recycled or 

recovered

t
 
t
 
%

43,721

6,966
 
84

35,817
 
6,510
 
82

32,879
 
7,228
 
78

32,202
 
7,400
 
77

 
 
g/l  
 
–

b
 
b
 
– 

37.17
 
5.92
 
–

30.29
 
5.51
 
–

26.76
 
5.88
 
–

27.61
 
6.35

–

en22

hazarDous Waste
•  Quantity of hazardous waste 

treated externally
 
t

 
541

 
626

 
515

 
349.8

 
g/l  

 
b

 
0.46

 
0.53

 
0.42

 
0.30

 
en24

2010/2011  
enVironmental  

report

2010/2011 environMental report

(1) the volumes of distilled alcohol for the years 2007/2008, 2008/2009, 2009/2010 have been modified following a misunderstanding of the definition for the resende site in brazil, 
which counted alcohol volumes bought and rectified in the distilled alcohol volumes. this impacts all the group performances linked with the distilled alcohol volume.
(2) the water volume for the Walkerville site is estimated to 353,182m3, approximately 5.6% of water consumption by the group.
(3) the wastewater volume decreased significantly following the removal of the cooling water volume of the middleton site in Ireland, which included it previously in its wastewater volumes. 
Indeed, this cooling water is not considered as a wastewater because it is discharged to the natural environmental non polluted and without modification of its characteristics (chemical, 
biological, thermal.)
(4)  a – ratio for 1,000 liters of absolute alcohol (klaa) 

b – ratio for 1,000 liters of finished product (kl)
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InnovatIng for a responsIble company  cultural and social solidarity initiatives

making each employee  
an ambassador for the group’s 

commitments: that is  
the rationale behind  

our cultural patronage and 
entrepreneurial solidarity 

initiatives. the artistic photos of 
our staff created this year  
by the artist Denis rouvre 

perfectly illustrate this again.  
our culture represents one of  

the foundations for the pernod 
ricard business model.  

offering a true competitive edge, 
its values are embodied by  

each one of us. communication’s 
mission is to ensure that  

this cultural heritage is passed on, 
distributed and shared by all.

Fostering an entrepreneurial 
spirit anD 
innovation

oliVier caVil
VICE-PRESIDENT, CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS

a historical commitment to sponsorship
the commitment to all forms of art, and especially contemporary art, is the 
culmination of a long tradition. We remember the advertisements with posters 
created for pernod by leading contemporary artists. by the 1960s, the group’s 
founder, paul ricard, had already created a foundation to support young art-
ists. since then, the ricard corporate foundation has introduced an award 
that recognizes an artist who best represents his or her generation. each year 
the foundation purchases a work by the winning artist and donates it to the 
centre pompidou.

supporting all forms of talent
In 2011, pernod ricard pursued its historical commitment to contemporary 
art. once again, this is not only about embodying the founders’ heritage, but 
above representing the specific values surrounding creation with the group’s 
staff; a creator is automatically a visionary, an entrepreneur, daring to chal-
lenge the status quo. a creator is a leader, exploring and showing new ways 
forward. this approach, set out in the group’s tagline “Créateurs de convivia-
lité”, reinforces the commitment to innovation, promoted at every level. sup-
porting creation means nurturing a spirit of innovation. by its very essence, 
art is an exercise in renewal. since 1997, the group has been a sponsor of the 
centre georges pompidou, which it is currently supporting for its innovative 
project, the virtual centre pompidou. since 2004, it is also the premier grand 
mécène of the Quai branly museum dedicated to the arts and civilisations of 
africa, asia, oceania and the americas, supporting since last year the artist 
charles sandison’s video installation, The River, which offers a thematic reflec-
tion on diversity. In addition, the group supports the ostinato orchestra-
Workshop, an orchestra of budding musicians, by inviting them to perform at 
prestigious venues. this year, it expanded its reach by working with world-
renowned artists such as natalie dessay, alongside the non-profit association 
colineopéra.

promoting the entrepreneurial spirit
In the second key area of its commitment, pernod ricard encourages efforts 
to support entrepreneurs with their projects. the group, for example, supports 
the non-profit association appel, which conducts very specific actions in edu-
cation. starting this year, it is assisting young vietnamese entrepreneurs by 
providing funding for their studies and start-up costs.
the group also continued its commitment to planet finance, a micro-credit 
association, supporting projects started by african women.

The fourth pillar of the new “CSR platform” is focused on developing and promoting 
entrepreneurial solidarity and the sharing of cultures. All forms of artistic creation, cultural 
patronage actions or humanitarian partnerships are reflected in this philosophy which the 
Group has upheld since it was founded.  
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béatrice brouarDelle
group audIovIsual manager – pernod ricard Holding 

by Denis Rouvre
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  art, culture
  solidarity 

 germany
France 

uniteD kingDom 

 sWeDen
 irelanD

  polanD

 pernoD ricarD 
DeutschlanD
made
AN ExTRAORDINARY  
CREATIVE SPACE • In 2010, 
pernod ricard deutschland 
contributed financially to  
the creation of ‘made’,  
a novel space intended to 
accommodate all forms of  
artistic expression  
(e.g. happenings, exhibits, 
collaborative work). this space,  
in the heart of berlin,  
has become an important  
cultural centre for the city.

europe 

Group companies are fully autonomous in their choice of local 
sponsorship activities, depending on the specific needs of their region. 
However, they develop their programmes in line with the strategy 
defined by the Group, which aims to help avant-garde artists as it 
applies to cultural patronage, as well as to humanitarian actions and 
social solidarity.   

the initiatiVes all 

InnovatIng for a responsIble company  cultural and social solidarity initiatives

This Annual Report’s illustration  
once again reflects this faith in  
the diversity, creativity and  
audacity of Pernod Ricard’s teams.
for more than 30 years now,  
the annual report has called on  
a renowned contemporary artist to  
create a cover piece. following on  
from the campaign thought up  
last year by the artist marcos lopez, 
pernod ricard wanted to go even further, 
combining painting and photography.  
In this way, 18 members of staff  
from around the world, with  
various backgrounds, from workers to  
a cellar master, brand manager,  
finance administrator and plant director, 
became models for the french 
photographer denis rouvre. 
assisted by the gabonese painter  
nal-vad and ricardo, a stylist for the top 
fashion houses, they have created 
something truly original... an “explosive” 
daring and innovative result,  
showcasing the company, its values,  
its men and its women, in the image of  
its 18,000 “créateurs de convivialité”.  

staFF in colour, 
every colour
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Holding coMpany
annual party at the centre pompIdou
each year, the group organises an exclusive evening for more than 1,500 people on  
the paul ricard terraces in the centre pompidou. this year, the spotlight was on India,  
with pernod ricard choosing the paris delhi bombay exhibition as the setting for  
its party, highlighting the importance of this market for the group.

donatIons for vIctIms
the holding company, in partnership with pernod ricard Japan and pernod ricard asia, donated 60 million yens (525,000 euros) to  
the Japanese red cross to help the people who are victims of earthquakes and tsunami. 

In 2010, absolut was also the official partner 
of sweden at the shanghai World expo.  
Its machine devoted to fostering creativity, 
the ‘absolut choir’, was displayed on  
the pavilion, to illustrate a theme of 
innovation. It attracted 3.6 million people. 

 martell
renovatIon of  
the palace of versaIlles
RENEWING THE SYMBOLS OF FRENCH LUxURY • 
martell continued its partnership with  
the palace of versailles, to complete  
the restoration of the antechamber of  
the grand couvert de la reine, a room  
where the king had daily suppers  
with his family. this support represents  
the house of martell’s commitment to  
the ancestral sites that gave birth to  
the greatest symbols of french luxury.

 the absolut company
absolut art & World expo

AN ART PHOTOGRAPHER CAPTURES  
A SHARED PASSION • to celebrate 
three million cases of Jameson sold, 
photographer nicolas henri was asked to 
make portraits of some of the employees  
who contributed to the brand’s success.  
every picture shows an employee and  
his passion, and thus illustrates some of  
his personal history. all of these portraits  
will be assembled in a book entitled,  
The Spirit We Share.

 irish Distillers/jameson
photography & cInema  

PROMOTING THE MOST INNOVATIVE 
CONTEMPORARY ART • absolut has always 
supported contemporary art,  
working closely with avant-garde artists  
such as andy Warhol, damien hirst,  
Jean-michel basquiat, louise bourgeois and 
others. In 2009, for its thirtieth anniversary,  
the brand created the absolut art award  
to recognize innovative artists capable of 
challenging conventions. this year,  
the award was given to rirkrit tiravanija,  
a visual artist from thailand.

arounD the WorlD 

CINEMA IN THE SPOTLIGHT • Jameson 
renewed its support for the cinema through 
the organisation of a new Jameson Cult Film 
Club, which consists of showing cult films 
in an unexpected environment. this took 
place during the International film festival  
in dublin in an abandoned warehouse,  
in the presence of a special guest, actor kevin 
spacey. a Jameson Cult Film Club showing was 
also held in madrid at the chamartin train 
station, drawing over 350 people.  
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 pernoD ricarD inDia
absolut subodh gupta
SUBODH GUPTA, 2011 ABSOLUT ARTIST • 
having ordered works from such renowned 
artists as andy Warhol and louise bourgeois, 
absolut commissioned subodh gupta to 
create a sculpture in the shape of a bottle. 
this major contemporary artist in India  
is known for his work on the icons of Indian 
culture (cows, iron cooking utensils, etc.), 
which aims to reflect on contemporary India 
and the contradictions raised by globalisation. 
the bottle created for absolut was made with 
everyday objects whose original purpose  
has been distorted, and is in every way 
consistent with previous works by the artist.  

 WyboroWa sa
holIday greetIng cards
GENEROUS HOLIDAY GREETINGS •  
In poland, the staff participated in  
a fundraiser for three of  
the country’s orphanages.  
on a specially-designed website,  
they were invited to create  
their personalised greeting cards for  
the new year, with each  
new connection generating  
a gift from the subsidiary. 

 absolut
proJekt pokolenIe
STIMULATING THE CREATIVITY OF YOUNG GENERATIONS • 
‘projekt pokolenie’ (generation project) is  
an absolut initiative in poland that promotes  
creativity and young talent in all forms of art  
(music, photography, etc.). competitions  
are held every three months, each time  
in a different field of expression.  
candidates are judged by a panel of  
independent experts and Web users who  
connect to the website projektpokolenie.pl.  
the best artists are awarded workshops and  
training in their fields of expression. In one year,  
four competitions were held, with great success: 
400,000 visitors registered, 150 young artists 
participated in the workshops, and six winners  
received financial support to live their passion. 

 pernoD ricarD 
singapore
martell Icon aWard
A PRESTIGIOUS PHOTOGRAPHY AWARD • 
launched in 2010, the martell cordon bleu 
‘Icon’ is singapore’s most important 
photography award. It has already  
helped to highlight the work of 21 artists. 
chosen by a panel of local and  
international personalities, the winner 
receives a trip to cognac and the publication 
of his or her book of photographs,  
paid for by pernod ricard singapore.

 chiVas brothers
partnershIp fIlmaId
CINEMA, A SOURCE OF HOPE •  
official partner of the cannes festival 
for the third year in a row,  
chivas regal used the occasion of  
the festival to announce  
a new partnership with filmaid 
International. this non-profit 
association, which works  
in partnership with the united nations 
agency for refugees, shows films as  
a way to give new hope to refugees 
and communities in distress.

australia 

inDia 

china 

singapore 

  art, culture
  solidarity 

InnovatIng for a responsIble company  cultural and social solidarity initiatives
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  art, culture
  solidarity 

 uniteD states

 cuba

aMericas  haVana club international
havana cultura
SUPPORTING CUBAN CULTURE •  
havana club International promotes contemporary  
cuban culture throughout the world.  
Its online magazine, havana-cultura.com,  
introduced 20 new artists to the public this year.  
In addition, havana club International continued  
its collaboration with musician gilles peterson,  
who has produced two new albums,  
Havana Cultura Remix and Havana Cultura Sessions. 
In the field of graphic arts, the subsidiary also  
renewed its support programme for  
young emerging cuban artists, which recognizes  
six works each year.

 martell
martell artIsts of the year
REVEALING NEW TALENT IN CONTEMPORARY 
ART • launched in china in 2004, 
the award, now a major event in the world of 
contemporary art, has singled out 34 artists 
since its inception. as with every year,  
the 2011 winners were revealed at  
the today art museum in beijing.  
this year, five artists were recognized:  
sui Jianguo, a sculptor; li songsong, a painter; 
hi bo, a photographer; and Inez  
van lamsweerde and vinoodh matadin,  
dutch portraitists and fashion photographers.

martell art found
SUPPORTING YOUNG ARTISTIC CREATION • 
created in 2007, martell art found  
encourages artistic development and 
education through exchange programmes.  
In 2010, martell, in collaboration with  
the today art museum in beijing, launched  
the Focus on Talent project to cast 
a spotlight on young talent  
under 30 years old by providing a space to 
exhibit their work. the first ceremony  
to present the Focus on Talent Award, 
held in may 2011, unveiled the work of  
ten finalists, and selected two winners. 
martell art found bought the works of  
these two winners and donated them to  
the today art museum.  

 pernoD ricarD 
usa
absolut san francIsco
ACCESS TO GREEN,  
LOW-COST HOMES • In June 2011, 
at the launch of the absolut  
san francisco limited edition, 
pernod ricard usa donated 
e39,000 (us$55,000) 
to develop the promotion of  
green homes for low-income 
households. this initiative 
reflects the subsidiary’s 
commitment on the ground and 
the concerns of local inhabitants. 

 jacob’s creek
royal flyIng doctor
EMERGENCY MEDICAL AID  
IN REMOTE AREAS •  
every year, Jacob’s creek 
supports the royal flying  
doctor service of the southern 
and northern territories  
in australia. these ‘flying doctors’ 
provide medical emergency 
support in the most remote  
areas of australia by plane, 
coming to the rescue of  
nearly 250,000 people each year.

molorero volupta et inciamus erspid eum utese quiam volut vollorio minctut 
qui offici od qui ime arerum eture volum rehenim poriatus resa.
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In 2010/2011, Pernod Ricard confirmed its ability to bounce back from adversity. Staying 
focused on creating value, it returned to its pre-crisis levels of financial performance. 
During the past year, the Group remained dedicated to improving its results and reinforcing 
its balance sheet by actively managing its debt. 

financial

Strategy.................................................................................................................................................................................  p.112
fInancIal overvIew ........................................................................................................................................................ p.116
Share overvIew ................................................................................................................................................................  p.120
Shareholder communIcatIonS..............................................................................................................................  p.124
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what is your assessment of the group’s 
financial results for the year? did they meet 
the stated targets?

— with 8% organic growth in profit from recurring ope-
rations, the group has exceeded its stated target. this 
was originally set at 6%, and then raised to 7% in 
february. overall, pernod ricard had a very good year. 
the group returned to a level of financial performance 
comparable to where it was before the crisis. the year 
was also another important milestone in reducing the 
group’s debt: net debt/ebItda(1) fell from 4.9 to 4.4, 
which is significantly closer to our target of 4 by end-
June 2012. these results are all the more remarkable 
in that we have continued to invest long-term in our 
brands, and at a higher level than most of our compe-
titors. more than ever, they validate the soundness of 
our premiumisation strategy.

what brands and which markets contributed 
most to the group’s profitability?

— geographically, our growth was sustained by the 
continued dynamism of emerging markets (+17% orga-
nic growth in net sales), the group’s powerhouse (37% 
of sales)—but also by the rebound in mature markets, 
such as the united States and western europe.  
In respect of the portfolio, our 14 strategic brands 
(58% of net sales) drove growth, posting an increase 
of 6% in volumes and 10% in value, which improved our 
gross profit margin.

interview

gilles Bogaert
• 1995: Joined pernod ricard as 
an internal auditor.
• 1998: appointed vice-president of 
administration and finance of  
pernod ricard argentina.
• 2002: appointed vice-president of 
administration and finance of pernod 
ricard central and South america 
(ceSam).
• 2003: Joined the holding company 
as director of audit and business 
development.
• 2008: appointed chairman and chief 
executive officer of pernod ricard brasil.
• July 2009: appointed 
managing director, finance.  

InnovatIng for profItable growth  strategy

strategy

gilles  
bogaert

managing director, 
finance

(1) net debt calculated by translating the non eu-denominated portion at 
average forex rates.
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martell and Jameson continued to be the highest-per-
forming brands, abSolut confirmed its recovery in the 
united States, and the entire Scotch and champagne 
portfolio rebounded strongly.

what progress has the group made in 
reducing its debt?

— we have actively pursued the group’s deleveraging 
as one of our priorities. the net debt/ebItda(1) ratio 
stood at 4.4 at end-June (a 0.5 decline on the year) and 
debt is now near €9 billion, a reduction of more than 
€1.5 billion in 2010/2011 (including €0.9 billion attri-
butable to favourable currency effect).
free cash flow from continuing operations remained 
very high (€1.2 billion), thanks to excellent operating 
results and the strict control of working capital and 
capital expenditure.
we also disposed of some non-strategic assets 
(mainly Spanish and new Zealand wines) for €154 mil-
lion, which helped to improve cash generation.
In addition to continued deleveraging, we also refi-
nanced the debt through two bond issues—one in 
march 2011 for €1 billion (maturing in six years), and 
the other (the first in the united States) in april 2011 
for uS$1 billion (maturing in six years). these two tran-
sactions were significantly oversubscribed and exe-
cuted under excellent financial terms. they made it 
possible to extend the maturity of the debt, diversify 
our investor base and reduce the share of bank debt in 
the overall debt. bond debt now represents almost 50% 
of total debt, which was our original goal, although we 
haven’t ruled out going beyond that.

the group returned to  
a level of financial performance  

comparable to where it was  
before the crisis.

+17%
oRGanIc GRowth In  
the net SaleS  
In emeRGInG maRketS

+8%
oRGanIc GRowth In  
the PRofIt fRom  
RecuRRInG oPeRatIonS
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what was the currency impact on  
the financial statements?   

— It was very favourable on debt (+€932 million), 
given the decline of the uS$ vs. the euro from June 
2010 (1.23) to June 2011 (1.45), and slightly favou-
rable on operating income (+€25 million).
our currency hedges are natural and therefore 
straightforward. our debt is broken down by currency, 
mainly between the euro and the dollar, in order to 
report our ebItda by currency.

what is the financial outlook for  
the coming year? 

— given the uncertainty of the current economic and 
financial environment, pernod ricard’s strength is its 
highly diversified profile, both in terms of its brands 
and its markets. this allows it to capture sources of 
grow th where they are (emerging markets, for 
example) and to withstand any turmoil in the global 
economy.

why not?

— the crisis and the new regulatory limits on banks are 
pushing us to be less dependent on bank credit.
In addition, most european companies are increasingly 
turning to the bond market, as has long been the case 
in the united States.
we will continue to utilise bank financing, but its pro-
portion will dwindle.
deleveraging and rebalancing the debt towards bonds 
should create favourable conditions for refinancing the 
bank debt that matures in mid-2013.

will strengthening your balance sheet  
allow pernod ricard to once again  
seek external growth opportunities?

— the group’s priority remains the organic growth of 
its business and continued deleveraging. a major 
acquisition is not on the agenda.
but we’re not ruling out minor, tactical acquisitions 
that have no effect on our debt, such as the recent pur-
chase of tequila avión.

the group’s priority remains  
the organic growth of its business and  
continued deleveraging.

InnovatIng for profItable growth  strategy

strategy
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our model has proven its strength, in crisis as much as 
in growth phases.
Since 2008, we have weathered the crisis well and pro-
ved our ability to rebound faster than most of our com-
petitors.
we are therefore maintaining course: focusing on pre-
mium brands, innovating and growing faster than the 
market, while being vigilant about our costs and how 
we allocate our resources.
In this way, we will continue to benefit from the vir-
tuous circle of growth and debt reduction. In terms of 
finances, we will also prioritise debt refinancing in the 
new year.

toP 14 bRanDS GRowth

+10%
value

+6%
volume

+7%
oRGanIc GRowth  
In net SaleS

our model has proven  
its strength.
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overview

2010/2011   
figures

In a context of recovering consumption in its markets, Pernod Ricard demonstrated the 
effectiveness of its strategy and exceeded its initial financial targets. all of the Group’s 
regions contributed to the acceleration of organic growth in net sales and profit from 
recurring operations. meanwhile, the Group continued to reduce its debt. 
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assets  30.06.2010 30.06.2011

net amounts

non-current assets

Intangible assets 12,364 11,291
goodwill 5,393 5,041
property, plant and equipment 1,823 1,805
biological assets 116 111
non-current financial assets 118 178
Investments in associates 6 6
deferred tax assets 1,307 1,459
non-current derivative intruments 20 56

non-current assets 21,148 19,947

current assets

Inventories 4,007 3,875
trade receivable 944 904
Income taxes receivable 37 40
other current assets 218 136
current derivative instruments 12 19
cash and cash equivalent 701 774

current assets 5,918 5,748

assets held for sale 42 4

total assets 27,107 25,699

liaBilities and sHareHolders’ eQUity 30.06.2010 30.06.2011

shareholders’ equity

Share capital 410 410
Share premium 3,022 3,034
retained earnings and currency translation adjustments 4,739 4,795
group net profit 951 1,045

group shareholders’ equity 9,122 9,284

minority interests 216 190

total shareholders’ equity 9,337 9,474

non-current liabilities

non-current provisions 691 607
provisions for pensions and other long-term employee benefits 408 348
deferred tax liabilities 2,500 2,657
bonds—non-current 2,893 4,657
other non-current financial liabilities 6,925 4,729
non-current derivative instruments 375 275

total non-current liabilities 13,792 13,272

current liabilities

current provisions 312 265
trade payable 1,871 1,884
Income taxes payable 104 91
other current liabilities 224 293
other current financial liabilities 317 323
bonds—current 934 82
current derivative instruments 212 14

total current liabilities 3,975 2,953

liabilities held for sale 2 0

total liabilities and shareholders’ equity 27,107 25,699

annUal consolidated Balance sHeet  (In euro millions) 
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30.06.2010 30.06.2011

net sales 7,081 7,643
cost of sales (2,863) (3,033)
gross margin after logistics costs 4,218 4,610
advertising and promotion (1,262) (1,441)
contribution after advertising and promotional expenses 2,956 3,169
trading costs and overheads (1,160) (1,260)
profit from recurring operations 1,795 1,909
other operating incomes 234 121
other operating expenses (322) (177)
operating profit 1,707 1,852
financial expenses (524) (531)
financial incomes 17 72
interest (expense) income (507) (459)
corporate income tax (223) (318)
Share of net profit-loss of associates 1 2
net profit from continuing operations 978 1,077
net profit from discontinuing operations 0 0

net profit 978 1,077

Including:
• attributable to minority interests 27 32
• attributable to equity holders of the parent 951 1,045
earnings per share–basic (in euro) 3.62 3.98
earnings per share–diluted (in euro) 3.59 3.94
net earnings per share from continuing operations (excluding discontinued operations)–basic (in euro) 3.62 3.98
net earnings per share from continuing operations (excluding discontinued operations)–diluted (in euro) 3.59 3.94

analysis of BUsiness activity By geograpHic area  (In euro millions) 

30.06.2010 30.06.2011 organic growth

asia and rest of the world

net sales 2,273 2,711 337 15%
gross margin after logistics costs 1,263 1,559 240 19%
advertising and promotion (424) (531) (79) 19%
contribution after advertising and promotional expenses 839 1,029 161 20%
profit from recurring operations 566 684 107 20%

americas

net sales 1,911 2,068 87 5%
gross margin after logistics costs 1,193 1,277 59 5%
advertising and promotion (332) (379) (33) 10%
contribution after advertising and promotional expenses 861 898 26 3%
profit from recurring operations 541 558 15 3%

europe (excluding france)

net sales 2,176 2,114 5 0%
gross margin after logistics costs 1,234 1,228 20 2%
advertising and promotion (337) (343) (5) 2%
contribution after advertising and promotional expenses 897 886 14 2%
profit from recurring operations 501 479 11 2%

france

net sales 721 750 30 4%
gross margin after logistics costs 528 546 19 4%
advertising and promotion (170) (189) (19) 11%
contribution after advertising and promotional expenses 358 356 (0) 0%
profit from recurring operations 187 189 3 2%

total 30.06.2010 30.06.2011 organic growth

net sales 7,081 7,643 459 7%
gross margin after logistics costs 4,218 4,610 338 8%
advertising and promotion (1,262) (1,441) (136) 11%
contribution after advertising and promotional expenses 2,956 3,169 201 7%
profit from recurring operations 1,795 1,909    138 8%

annUal consolidated income statement  (In euro millions) 
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by denis fievet
vIce-preSIdent,  
fInancIal communIcatIon and 
InveStor relatIonS

after two consecutive years of sharp corrections 
resulting from the global economic and financial 
crisis, stock market indices saw two years of 
gradual recovery, in 2009/2010 and again in 
2010/2011.
this recovery, which saw the cac 40 up by 15.7% 
in 2010/2011, remains nevertheless marked by 
high volatility tied to numerous uncertainties 
and risk factors such as the sovereign debt cri-
sis, the eur/uSd rate, fluctuations in oil and raw 
materials prices, and stagnating consumption in 
mature markets. other geopolitical events, such 
as the ‘arab Spring’, or even less foreseeable 
natural disasters, like the tsunami in Japan, 
created tension in the markets.
against this backdrop, pernod ricard’s share 
price closed at €68 on 30 June 2011, up by 6.2% 
for the year, despite an already high relative 
valuation. recall that in 2009/2010 pernod 
ricard’s share price gained +45%, significantly 
outperforming the cac 40, up by 9.6%. over the 

last two years the average movement of pernod 
ricard’s share price exceeded +25%, compared 
to +12.5% for the cac 40.
pernod ricard’s share price performance over 
these two years of recovery following a very 
strong resistance throughout the years of cor-
rection, demonstrates the market’s confidence 
in the effectiveness of the group’s growth model. 
this model enables the group to combine sustai-
ned investment behind its strategic brands and 
in high-potential markets, notably emerging mar-
kets, with substantial profit growth and rapid 
deleveraging.

pernod ricard sHare: two years of recovery

e68.16e63.98

(1) volumes traded on nySe-euronext only.  
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+6.2%

30.06.11 
+15.7%

2010/2011   
share performance

the Pernod Ricard share confirmed its strength in 2010/2011. Despite a rather high relative 
valuation, and a cac 40 whose values remain volatile due to the macroeconomic context, 
the Pernod Ricard share rose 6.2% on the year. 

change in the share price over one year in comparison with the cac 40 index and  
trading volumes(1)

 pernod ricard price     cac 40 price    n volume of shares traded

3,9823,443
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breakdown of share capital at 30 june 2011

3,442.90

28.4%
(1)  uS institutional investors

16.6%
(2)  french institutional investors

14.3%
(3)  Société paul ricard

12.1%
(4)  other foreign and miscellaneous institutional investors

9.9%
(5)  groupe bruxelles lambert

8.7%
(6)  Individual shareholders

6.6%
(7)  uK institutional investors

3.4%
(8)  board + management + employees + treasury shares

pernod ricard is traded on the paris stock exchange  
on nySe euronext Sa paris eurolist (compartment a)  
Srd (deferred settlement service). the group  
is included in the cac 40 index, accounting for 1.71% of 
total market capitalisation at 30 June 2011.  
the pernod ricard share is eligible for inclusion  
in french ’pea’ share savings plans (plan d’épargne 
en actions) and for deferred settlement service. 

67.97
63.98

43.99

60.33

75.80

value of the pernod ricard share over  
five years (price at 30 june)

nn pernod ricard  share price—restated (euros)
 cac 40 price (points)

6,054.93

4,434.85

3,140.44

3,982.21
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(2) historical data were restated to take into account the capital increase through the allocation of one bonus share for 50 shares 
carried out 18 november 2009.

2011 dividend
at its meeting on 1 September 2010, the board of directors approved the payment of a 
dividend for the 2010/2011 financial year of €1.44 per share. Subject to approval by the 
Shareholders’ meeting to be held 15 november 2011, and taking into account the interim 
dividend of €0.67 paid on 6 July 2011, the ex-date of the balance of €0.77 per share will 
be 17 november 2011 and the payment date 22 november 2011. 

sUmmary of stocK marKet data 2008/2009 2009/2010 2010/2011

number of listed shares at 30 June 258,640,536 264,232,313 264,721,803

average number shares (except treasury shares)—diluted(2) 241,221,105 264,856,425 265,032,466

Stock market capitalisation at 30 June (€m) 11,605 16,906 17,993

group net profit from recurring operations per diluted share 4.27 3.78 4.12

group net profit from recurring operations per diluted share 
(after restatement)(2)

 
4.19

 
3.78

 
na

dividend per share 0.5 1.34 1.44

dividend per share after restatement(2) 0.49 1.34 na

average monthly volume of trades 31,627 19,258 17,506

average monthly volume of trades after restatement(2) 36,012 19,351 na

highest share price for the financial year 67.9 67.51 72.78

highest share price for the financial year after restatement(2) 65.29 67.51 na

lowest share price for the financial year 38.6 35.89 58.32

lowest share price for the financial year after restatement(2) 37.06 35.19 na

average share price for the financial year 49.63 58.17 65.54

average share price for the financial year after restatement(2) 47.71 57.32 na

Share price at 30 June 44.87 63.98 67.97

Share price at 30 June after restatement(2) 43.99 63.98 na

1.44(1)

1.34

0.49

1.221.17

net dividend (restated) over 
the last five years

In euroS

07/0806/07 08/09 09/10 10/11

(1) Subject to the Shareholders’ approval at  
15 november 2011.
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shareholder  
communications

InnovatIng for profItable growth  sHareHolder commUnications

 20 october 2011: 
2011/2012 first Quarter  
Sales and full-Year targets

 15 november 2011: 
2010/2011 combined  
annual General meeting: 

 16 february 2012: 
first-half Sales and Results: 

 26 april 2012:
2011/2012 third-Quarter Sales  

the most up-to-date  
means of communication
to meet the needs of its shareholders, pernod 
ricard informs them through several means of 
communication. the website www.pernod-ricard.
com gives continuous updates on news about 
the group and its brands, key financial events 
and share price. a study is underway to make it 
more user-friendly and convivial. Its makeover in 
2012 should therefore better reflect the ambi-
tions of a committed and responsible leading 
group. 
Since 1983, Entreprendre magazine has shed 
light on the group’s strategy and provided an in-
depth look at a different topic in each issue. this 
year, two topics were in the headlines: the tre-
mendous growth of our brands in latin america 
and the proliferation of new tools for human 
resources management within the group. 
published in three languages and distributed to 
shareholders and employees, Entreprendre 
magazine showcases the professions and know-
how that are the wealth of pernod ricard. It also 
provides a forum for notable outside personali-
ties. this year, f igures as diverse as pascal 
lamy, general director of the wto, and clive 
woodward, coach of the world champion english 
rugby team, have provided insight into issues of 
interest to the group. 
the third means of communication, the annual 
report, gives a comprehensive account of the 
financial year ended. consistent with its commit-
ment to innovate, in 2009/2010 pernod ricard 
was the first group of the cac 40 to offer its 

shareholders’ diary

a dialogue that is 
sincere and transparent

Pernod Ricard fully appreciates the trust shown it by its shareholders. keen to better 
communicate its strategy and commitments, it provides them comprehensive information 
that is transparent and accessible. through club Premium, the Group offers a multitude of 
special events to enlighten them about its products, its history and its culture. 

a concert for sHareHolders
as part of its cultural patronage policy,  
pernod ricard supports the budding professional 
talent welcomed into the ostinato orchestra-
workshop, which it has sponsored since 2004.  
to close the concert season, a special private 
concert was given on 17 June at the Studio of  
the bastille opera in paris which brought together 
the ostinato musicians and young singers  
from the Atelier Lyrique of the paris opera. 
Some 250 shareholders, members of club 
premium, attended this exclusive performance. 
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annual report as an ipad application. this idea 
has been repeated this year and made even more 
interactive. 

club premium,  
a cultural and convivial club
the relationship of trust that pernod ricard main-
tains with its shareholders is nurtured by close 
contact. launched in 2006, club premium pro-
vides the framework for this special relationship. 
three times a year, its 10,500 members receive 
the premium newsletter. they also have access 
to a hotline, an email address and a dedicated 
website, and are invited to take part in numerous 
events. Such occasions revolve around meetings 
with group specialists who can explain its wor-
kings and important issues. In addition to touring 
the houses of martell or the perrier-Jouët and 
g.h.mumm champagnes, this year shareholders 
discovered the méjanes domain in the camargue 
region, the setting for the experimental cultiva-
tion of rice for the ricard company. on the cultu-
ral front, the exhibition devoted to paul ricard at 
the museum of old nîmes, De la réclame à la 
publicité (a historical perspective of adverti-
sing), offered a retrospective, whilst one held at 
the centre pompidou, Paris-Delhi-Bombay, opted 
for a comparative look at contemporary and futu-
ristic artists from India and france. another 
highlight was the 2010 International contempo-
rary art fair (fIac) in paris. the ever popular 
cocktail workshops, led by highly creative bar-
tenders, continued to be offered in paris and the 
french provinces.  
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